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Epigraphie Bulletin for Greek Religion 2001
(EBGR 2001)
With the 14th issue of the l<:pigrapbic Bulletin/or Greek Religion we present a selection
of those epigraphie publications of the year 2001 whieh are connected with the study
of Greek religion, but also contribute to the understancling of its cultural context
(Oriental cuIts, Judaism, ancl Early Christianity); we have also fillecl some of the gaps
from earlier issues (especially EBGR 1999 ancl 2000). As in earlier bulletins, we have
inclucled a small selection of papyrologieal publications, especially with regard to the
stucly of performative ritual texts (n'" 79 ancl 194), ancient mythology (nO> 79 and 114),
divination (n° 85) ancl magie (n'" 85, 89-90, 108, 127). Despite some omissions, whieh
we intend to cover in the next issue, we hope that the EBGR 2001 gives a representa-
tive pieture both of new discoveries and of new interpretations.
In this issue we have summarizecl several regional C01"p01"a whieh were publishecl
in 2000 ancl 2001: we now possess corpora for Rhamnous (n° 142), the Ionian Islands
(n° 74), Samos (n° 75), Pannonia (n° 101), and Sicle (n° 132). We should also mention
the corpus of the Greek-Latin bilingual inscriptions of Asia Minor (n° 94), a corpus of
Greek hymns (nO 62), ancl t'No further volumes of the very useful corpus of the epi-
grams from the Greek East (n'" 120 ancl 121), which in the meantime has been
completed with the publication of the fourth volume (R. MERIŒLI3ACH - J. STAUBER,
Steinepigramme CIliS dem griecbiscben Osten. Band 4: Die Siidkiiste Kleinasiens, Syrien
und Palaestina, Leipzig, 2002). Current research trends emerge fi'mll the other epi-
graphie publications. \\Te single out some of the highlights of this issue.
Cult regulations (leges SaC1"ae) are the most important source of information for
the study of rituals. The presentation of new Koan leges sacrae (cf EBGR 2000, 151)
continued in 2001 with the publication of sL\: documents that concern the sale of
priesthoods (n° 139). Another signifieant, but unfortunately fragmentalY find, comes
from Olympia (n° 170, c. 500 BC), it seems to regulate the presence of foreigners in
the sanctuary of Zeus and damages caused by livestock; the geographical data in a
passage of this text probably ret1ect the itinerary used by the sponclophorai of
Olympia who announced the sacred tl'Llce. \\Te also mention the new edition of a
sacred law from the Cave of Pan at Marathon (n° 115) and a fragmentaq epigram
whose composer asserts that he did not worship an anonymous god with luxurious
offerings and sacrifices of bulls, but with verses, offerings of oak and incense, and the
customary sacrifices (n° 120).
A series of stuclies on the raIe of music in ancient cult and the valuable collection
of Greek hymns (n° 62) will certainly increase the awareness of the aesthetic aspects
of ancient t"ituals (see especially nO 12). A rather neglected phenomenon in the stucly
of rituals is the effect of war on the regular performance of rituals; this is alludecl to in
the honoralY decree for a military commander in Rhamnous, who "provided sacrificial
animais for the sacrifice of the Nemesia and of (to) the king from his own resources,
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when the sacrifices had been neglected because of the war, sa that the Rhamnousians
could show the proper conduct towards the goddesses" (nO 142).
Rituals sometimes are only indirectly inferred from inscriptions. For instance, does
the XcXQlÇ 0:1SlflVY]f16vEllTQç in a Karian inscription (n° 20) imply the regular commemo-
ration of gratitude through ritual actions (e.g., the crowing of a statue)? That the ritual
of sacrifiee could be felt as a bond whieh connected two persans and was remem-
bered as a shared experience is demonstrated by an inscription written on the base of
a statue of Polydeukion, Herodes Atticus' toster child; Herodes made the dedieation ta
the goddess, "ta whom he used ta offer sacrifices together with him" (n° 142). With
regard ta divination we draw attention ta an interesting case of necromancy and a
possible case of a Homeromanteion (n° 121).
Among the new finds whieh add ta our knowledge of piety and individual reli-
gious feelings l mention the epigram of Iulia Hagne l'rom Hadrianoi whieh shows the
woman's devotion ta the local cuIts; the epigram states that she died abroad, leaving
behind the god of her fatherland (n° 120). A soldier serving in the garrison at Didymoi
in Egypt (c. AD 180-192) reports in graffiti written on two tiles: "1 hem'd in my dreams
that l should make the banquet for lord Sarapis; and l made it in expression of grati-
tude for goad fortune" and "1 made the banquet for good fortune, in accordance with
a dream" (n° 45). The piety of soldiers, persans continually exposed ta dangers,
certainly needs more attention (see now nO' 50 and 142).
Dedicatot-y inscdptions usually take the lion's share with respect ta the expres-
sion of personal piety. Among the many new texts we draw attention ta a dedieation
l'rom Korkyra (nO 76 = IG IX 12 4, 844) whieh clearly reveals how the principle of do ut
des worked: al'ter a seaman had dedieated ta Zeus the image of a ship and was
blessed by the god with safety, not only did he dedieate a larger image of a ship, but
he also promised ta dedieate a third one, this time made entirely of gold, should the
god also grant him wealth. Less numerous are inscriptions whieh refer ta the lack of
piety; in this issue we have two cases of theft of sacred property in inscriptions l'rom
Delos and Samos (n'" 34 and 75).
Already in the preface of EBGR 2000 we called attention ta the phenomenon of
sacred manumission and the dedication of pet'sons (slaves, alumni, family
members) ta sanctuaries, two important ritual practiees and expressions of personal
piety that are almost exclusively documented through inscriptions. In addition to new
manumission records l'rom the Kabeirion of Lemnos (n° 14), we should mention two
important imterpretative essays on the significance of the consecration of children and
slaves in Macedonia and Phlygia (n'" 124 and 153).
Ancient doctrines and rituals associated with the 'Ot'phics' have recently attracted
a lot of attention. This year's issue includes an important new find, this time l'rom
Amphipolis (n° 118), with a new formula Ｈ ｓ ￙ Ｐ Ｚ ｹ ｾ ￧ lSQcX ｾｬｯｶＶŒｏｕ BiXXXtOU 81f1D and a
new edition of the lemalle l'rom Hipponion (n° 162). We also mention an article of
D. JORDAN ("Written Instructions for the Deacl: An Example ti'om Mordovia", ZPE 134
[2001], p. 80, with an adclendum in ZPE 137 [2001], p. 34), in whieh he points ta a
modern parallel ta the Orphie leaves: a present-clay funermy lament l'rom Mordovia,
whieh gives instructions to the deceasecl for his last journey.
The agonistic cultuœ especially of the Hellenistie and Imperial periods is one of
the cammon themes of the EBGR. It is basieally with epigraphie fincls that the various
aspects of agons can be clarified, such as undecided vietories and vietories without
competiton (n'" 42-43) or the acclamations in the stadion during the athletie competi-
tions (nO 150), The continuaI publication of new evidence for gladiatorial shows in the
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Greek East calls for a new comprehensive study that woulcl update 1. ROBERT'S classi-
cal work on glacliators in the Roman East. In this context we single out a new letter of
Hadrian to Aphroclisias, in which the emperor shows his clisapproval of glacliatorial
shows (n° 152: "I concecle that you shoulcl take money from the high priests insteacl of
glacliatorial shows; not only clo l concecle but l praise your proposai") ancl a new
Interpretation of a relief clepicting women gladiators (n° 38; see also n'" 87, 123, 152,
and 160).
In recent issues of the BBGR we have often presentecl eviclence for clivinities that
were regarclecl as patrons of justice and retribution. \V'e mention a new attestation of
the cult of 'Just Gocls' (Theoi Dikaioi) in Kibyra (n° 39) and an appeal to theodicy: the
epigram for Menophantos, who hacl been murclerecl, implores Dike ancl Zeus to
console his parents by avenging his death (n° 120).
The study of ancient magic continues to flourish (cf n'" 15-16, 55-56, 71, 76, 85,
89-90, 108, 127, 132, and 141). There are some interesting new finds, especially curse
tablets (n'" 29, 71, ancl 185) ancl a new text apparently dosely relatecl to the 'prayers
for justice' (n° 29). One shoulcl note the first clefixio from Crete, which is unique also
in another respect: it is written on a splinter of green steatite (n° 71). Among the new
stuclies we single out a study on the use of nails in magic (n° 16). The use of hand-
books in ancient magic has long been known (cf BBGR 2000, 58); D. JORDAN has
drawn attention to cases in which the copist has by mistake copiecl not only the
formula, but also part of the instructions (n'" 89 and 91). With regard to cut"ses we
mention the public Imprecation of enemies of democracy in the Eretrian law against
the enemies of clemocracy (n° 97).
In the second ancl thircl volumes of corpus of epigrams from the Greek east (n'"
120-121), but also in other publications (n'" 11, 76, 94, 106, 119, 132, 151) one will find
many expressions of eschatological ideas, that range from the faith in the immortality
of the soul (nO 76) to the rejection of the belief of an existence after death (n° 132):
"some daim that after the great trouble of Iife the souls of the cleceasecl fly in the wicle
air; this is a myth". The publication of a corpus of Greek-Latin bilingual inscriptions
allows some observations on differences of mentality. l point to an epigram, the Latin
version of which exploits the common theme of the dwelling of the dead among the
Blessed ones, however, not as consolation - as in most Greek epitaphs -, but as
scorning of the parents (n° 94: "you have scornecl your father and mother, 0 most
wretched son, since you dwell in the Elysian fields and the meadows of the blessecl
ones"). A woman who erectecl a grave altar for her husbancl, "so that he will be among
the future mortals", apparently believecl that the performance of the grave rituals on
the altar continued the communication between living and dead (n° 121). A similar
interest in the continuation of funet"ary cult is manifest in a long epitaph in Trebenna
(3rcl cent. AD); the owner of the heroon refers to the instructions he hacl written in his
testament to safegurcl the proper concluct of the funerary rites (n° 82). In this context
we remark that a Samian inscription (n° 75 ｾ JG XII 6.1, 132) uses of the term tbysia in
connection with the funeralY cult. Important evidence for heroic cult was founcl in
Halieis - the worship of the Dioskouroi in a private context (n° 83) ancl in Messene
- the heroic cult of war clead (n° 182).
In the study of the relations between religion and political life, the Hellenistic
nl1et" cult ancl the empet"or cult have been central areas of study (see n'" 3, 22, 31,
31 bis, 39, 41, 51, 69, 75, 77, 92, 94, 132, 140, 142, 161, 165, 167, ancl 188). An inter-
esting piece of evidence for the rituals of the emperor cult (an olel text republished in
the corpus of Sicle) is the grave epigram for a high priestess which clescribes how she
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appeared in the theater in a purple dress and how her husband, the high priest, placed
on her head a crown of gold (n° 132); these crowns have been the abject of a thor-
ough study (n° 159). How the divinity of the emperor could penetrate the sphere of
private religious practices can be seen in a an epitaph in Kephallenia, in which the
appeal ta the gods for the protection of the grave is substituted by a reference ta the
Sebastios bOl'kos, the oath ta the genius Augusti (n° 76 = IG IX 12 4, 1556, 3rd cent.
AD).
The persistence of Hellenic t"eligion in Late Antiquity and the influence of
pagan myths, symbols, and vocabulary on early Christianity, but also the religious
ambiguities in this period and the interaction between pagans, Christians and Jews,
have been noted in earlier issues of the BEGR (see esp. Kemos 13 [2000], p. 128; 14
[2001], p. 147f.; 15 [2002], p. 334; 16 [2003] p. 250). The reader will find also in this
issue several inscriptions from Late Antiquity which use a pagan vocabulalY or pagan
images (n'" 88, 120-122, and 133), evidence for the continuation of pagan practices
(e.g., n° 133), but also many texts which cannot be clearly attributed ta a particular
religious group because of the use of an ambiguous religious vocabulmy (n'" 120-121).
New evidence for the various f01'111s of interaction among religious groups - that range
from influence ta competition and opposition is primarily provided by inscriptions.
They range from a Hellenistic decree in Rhamnous (n° 142) which concerns the
dispute between the priest of Agdistis and a group of persans who tried ta hinder his
worle ta the building inscription of a bishop in Korkyra (n° 76 = IG IX 12 4, 1191, 5th
cent.), which aggressively commemorates the destruction of the precincts and altars of
the Hellenes, or the epigrams in a family grave which show the co-existence of pagans
and Christians within the same family (n° 121). A nice specimen of religious ambigui-
ties is an epigram from Kotiaion that refers ta the immortal gods and ta the islands of
the Blessed in the same context as what seems ta be a reference to Christian baptism
(n° 121).
The convergence of the vocabulary of religious expt"ession among the wor-
shippers of the traditional gods, the Jews and the Christians can be obselved in
particular in grave inscriptions, e.g., in adjurations for the protection of the grave
(n° 72) or in the use of Homeric verses in Christian poems (n° 88). An important
expression of the henotheistic tendencies in the Imperial Period can be f0l111d in the
long funermy epigram of Euodos (n° 76 = IG IX 12 4, 1024, 2nd/3rd cent. AD) and in
an inscription from Spain (n° 141). Aiso the cult of Theos Hypsistos is closely related
ta henotheism and the complex phenomenon of religious interaction (n° 175).
The principles explained in Kemos 4 (1991), p. 287-288 and Kemos 7 (1994),
p. 287 also apply ta this issue. Abbreviations which are not included in the list of
abbreviations are those of L'Année philologique and J.H.M. STRUBI3E (ed.), Supplell1en-
tUIl1 EpigrapbiculI1 GraeculI1. Consolidated Index fol' VolulI1es XXXVI-XLV (1986-
1995), Amsterdam, 1999. If not otherwise specified, dates are B.e. \XTe are very much
obliged ta Dr. James Cowey for improving the English text. [AC]
Abb..·eviations
Agathos DailllOIl
ASTIS
AST17
P.LINANT DE BELLEFONDS (edJ, }lyaBoç L1af,uùJv. ｪ｜ｾｊＡｴｨ･ｳ et Cl/Ttes. Étl/des
d'icollographie ell T'holll/el//, de liTZ)! Kabi/, Paris, 2000 (BCH Suppl.,
38).
15. A/'apll'illa sOlll/çTan topTailt/51, 26-30 MaYI5 1997, Ankara, 1998.
17. A/'alitll'lila sOl/uçTan top/alltlsl, 24-28 MaYls 1999, AI/TJara, Ankara,
2000.
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AST 18 18. Ara,çlll'illa sonllçlan loplanllsl, 22-26 Ma)'ls 2000, 1zmÎl; Ankara,
2001.
AST19 19. Aralitll'illa sOllllçlan toplcllltlsl, 28 Ma)'ls-Ol Haziran 2001, Allkara,
Ankara, 2002.
Chai1ter les diellx P. BRULÉ - C. VENDRIES Cecls.), Chai1ter les dieux. Musique et religion
dans l 'A i1tiquité grecque et romaine. Actes du colloque des 16, 17 el 18
décembre 1999 (Remies el Lorient), Rennes, 2001.
Greek Personal Names S. HORNnLOWER - E. J'vIA1THEWS Cecls.), Greek Personal Names. Theil'
Value as Evidence, oxford 2000.
Hesperia 15 L. BRACCEsr - M. LUNI Ceds.), 1 Greci in Adriatico, Rome, 2001 CHesperia,
15).
1thake S. BaHO'! - K.-V. VON EICKSTEDT (ais.), 1tbake. Festscbr{ft jiïr Jürg
Scbii/er, Würzburg, 2001.
Miscellanea Gasperini G. PAcr Cec!.) , 'Em)'(?CafiX!. Miscellanea epigrajica in onore di Lidio
Gm,perini, Tivoli, 2000.
Musique el poésie G.-]. PINAULT Ced.), Musique et poésie dans l'antiquité. Actes du colloque
de Clermoi1t-Ferrand, Université Blaise Pascal, 23 mai 1997, Clermont-
Ferrand, 2001.
S)'nedrio F;Pigrapbikes 1 1. TOULOUiYIAKOS E. SVERKOS Ceds.), A' llIXve),),1vlo J..:UVéO(?1O
'Em)'(?IX!{J()(ijç rJ'1 flv1flIJ LJlJflIJT(?!oU KIXVIXWOU),IJ, 6)wrJ!XÀov(;(1J 22-23
'OJlUil(3(?!OU 1999. ll(?IX)(T(Jld, Thessalonike, 2001.
Select Topics
Geographieal al'eaS (in the sequence adopted by SEG)
Athens/Attika: 12-14. 18. 47. 62. 67. 73. 84. 92. 95. 107. 115. 142-144. 168. 171.
178. Epidau1'Ïa: Epiclauros: 62. 168. 195. Tt'oizenia: Halieis: 83; Troizen: 84. Lakonial
Sparta: 179. Messenia: Anclania: 147; Messene: 145. 180-182. Elis: Olympia: 170. 179.
Boiotia: Oropos: 95; Thebes: 46; Thespiai: 24. Delphi: 12. 60. 62. 74-76. 79. 121. 126.
150. 163. Akat'nania: Palairos: 57. Ionian Islands: 76. Thessaly: Pherai: 4. Epeït'os:
Doclona: 76. 149. 173. Macedonia: 93. 124, 186-187. 190; Amphipolis: 118; Apollonia:
137; Beroia: 125; Dion: 30. 68; Leukopetra: 153; Pella: 35. 110; Thessalonike: 1. 104.
Tru'ace: 69. 183; Augusta Traiana: 125. West Shore of the Black Sea: Histria: 7;
Oclessos: 169. 177. Not,th Shore of the Black Sea: 103; Chersonesos: 117; Nym-
phaion: 172; Olbia: 26. 185; Tyras: 37. Delos: 32. 34. 59. 100. Rhodos: 78. 94. Lesbos:
Eresos: 94. Kos: 75-76. 111. 139-140. 157. Pat'os: 62. Samos: 64. 75. 77. Ika1'Ïa: 75.
Lemnos: 14. Samotru'ake: 36. Thasos: 66. Euboia: 179; Eretria: 96-98; Karystos: 31.
Crete: 33. 62; Knossos: 71; Sybritos: 8. Pannonia: 101. Haly: 44. 148. 189; Aquileia:
23; Rome: 119. 133. 156. 191; Verona: 29. Sicily: A1uagas: 48; Katane: 72; Syrakousai:
25. Gau!: 189. Spain: 141. 188. Asia Minot': 31. 94. 120-121. Karia: Alabanda: 22;
Aphroclisias: 27. 152; Bargylia: 19-20. 75; Halikarnassos: 38; Labrauncla: 192; Ivlylasa:
20. 22. 28. 160. 192; Olymos: 21. 10nia: Ephesos: 53-54. 86. 94; Eiythrai: 62; Miletos:
66. 74. 94; Smyrna: 87. Lydia: SaI'dis: 102; Pontas: 88; Amaseia: 122-123; Sinope: 122.
Pl7lygia: 2. 124. 153-154; Pessinous: 49. Galatia: 176, Pisidia: 80; Termessos: 81.
Pamphylia: 132. Lykia: 9. 80, 146; Kibyra: 39; Patara: 134; Rhocliapolis: 99; Trebenna:
82. Lykaonia: Laodikeia: 52. Kifikia: Rhosos: 166. Cypt"Us: 129-130. 135; Paphos: 3.
Babylonia: Seleukeia on the Tigris: 188. Ist'ael/Palestina: 106; Gaza: 193; Sidon: 10.
151. Sy1'Ïa: 63. 70. 109. 165; Apameia: 65; Kanatha: 131; Palmyra: 5. At'abia: 164-165.
lot'dan: 6. Egypt: 50. 105. 113. 128. 155. 167; A1exanclria: 15; Diclymoi: 45; Leontopo-
lis: 17; Panopolis: 40; Ptolemais Hermiou: 161. Kyrenailm: Apollonia: 116; Kyrene: 51.
184; Ptolemais: 41.
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acclamation: 9. 121. 150
aesthetic: see rituals
agon, agonistic festival: 42-43. 75-76. 132. 150. 159; Antoninianos Heleios Leontios
Isantinoios agon hieros eiselastikos 17 (Leontopolis); Artemisia: 86 (Ephesos).
97 (Eretria); Asklepieia: 140 (Kos); Attaleia: 140 (Kos); Diogeneia: 142. 144
(Rhamnous); Eukratous I<ninos Pontou Isaktios: 132 (Neokaisareia); Hadrianeia:
132 (Antiocheia pros Daphnen); Helieia: 75 (Rhodos); Heraia: 75 (Samos);
Herakleia: 121 (Vasacla); Isokapitolios: 132 (Hermoupolis); Isthmia: 75. 150;
Kaisareia: 75 (Korinthos); Lysanclreia: 75 (Samos); Megala Sebasta Heraia: 75
(Samos); IvIouseia: 24 (Thespiai); Mystikos: 132 (Sicle); Nemea: 132; Olympia:
75-76 (Olympia). 193 (Gaza); Panathenaia: 103. 116. 136; Ptolemaia: 142. 144
(Rhamnous); Pythia: 75. 150. 163. 181 (Delphi). 132 (Sicle). 140 (Kos); Rhomaia:
75 (Mitetos); Rhomaia kai Attaleia: 75 (Samos); Sebasmia: 132 (Damaskos); Se-
basta Kaisareia: 75 (Samos); Sebereia Peraseia: 132 (Kastabala); Soteria: 163
(Delphi); see also festival
Alexanclros of Abonouteichos: 158
altar: 28. 44. 49. 75-76. 110. 120-121. 132. 139. 142. 166-167
ambiguity, in religious texts: 72. 88. 120-121. 189
amphictyony: 163
amulet: 56. 91. 133. 189
animais: dog: 40; clove: 27; eagle: 40; snake: 76
Apollonios of Tyana: 158
apotropaic inscriptions, cleities: 132-133. 169
association, cult: 75-76. 104. 142
asylia: 27. 75-76. 157
athletes: 15. 42-43. 75-76. 132. 150
banquet: 45. 75. 104
bell: 133
benecliction: 128. 150
calendar: 64. (Samos)
cave: 76. 115
Christianity: 76. 88. 119-121; and magic: 16. 133. 171. 189; pagan influences on c.: 88.
120-122. 133
chthonic cult: 48
clothes: 132 (purple dress); prohibitions with regarcl to c.: 115. 120
confession inscription: 94
consecration, of children: 124. 153; of slaves: 124. 153
crown: 75. 132. 159. 180; crowning, of altar: 75?; of statue: 20?
cult,; of mortaIs: 75 (Lysandros). 142 (Diogenes); opposition against c.: 32. 142; see
aiso mler cult
cult personnel: agonothetes: 75-76. 132. 159; agoratros: 163; akrobates: 53; aozos: 76;
archiereia of the civic emperor cult: 132; archiereus of the civic emperor cult:
31. 69. 75-76. 121. 132. 152. 159-160. 180; archiereus of the emperor cult: 159;
in Arabia: 165; in Asia: 121; in Lykia: 99; in Macedonia: 125; archineokoros: 104;
archiskeptouchos: 76; boones: 14; Chlysophoros: 53; demiourgos: 75; epimen-
ios: 75. 140; essenes: 53; exegetes Eumolpidon: 75; hageter theon: 181; hiereia:
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58. 76. 82. 97. 142-143; hiereus: 14. 75. 97. 104. 120-121. 125-126. 130. 139 142;
hierokeryx: 14. 75; hieromnemon: 14. 132. 163; hieropoios: 14. 76. 100. 142;
hieros: 53; hierourgos: 75; hypostates 142; kanephoros: 167; kosmeteira: 53;
kosmetes: 14; kosmophoros: 53; lithophoros: 66; mageiros: 76; mantis: 14; me-
lissai: 53; molpos: 66; neopoios/neopoies: 34. 53. 75. 140; oikonomos: 53; oi-
nochoos: 76; polos: 120; propolos: 153; prospolos: 181; pylagoras: 163; spei-
rophoros: 53; tamias ton hieron chrematon 14; tamias ton hosion: 75; theokolos:
76; zakoros: 132; see also Greek words
curse, CUIse tablet: 26. 29. 55-56. 71. 75-76. 90. 97. 101. 148. 185. 189; see also funerary
imprecation
dance: 66; 75 (chorostates)
c!ec!ications: 19. 75-76. 112. 120-121. 142. 146; by athletes: 132; by friends: 80; by
magistrates: 76. 143. 181; by priests/priestesses: 19. 70 (to another god). 143.
166. 182; brought to the sanctumy on behalf of the dedicant: 146; on behalf of
family members: 76. 112; after a dream: 120; after divine punishment: 153; upon
divine command: 44. 120-121. 132. 153; of statues of family members: 75; of
weapons: 142. 182; collection of d. in literary worlcs: 75; see also inventory
deities: Aiolos: 110. Aphmdite: 3. 25. 27. 76. 110. 120. 132. 143; Hegemone 142-143.
Apollon: 12. 23. 47. 59. 62. 66. 74-76. 79. 93. 120-121. 140. 142. 184. 186;
Daplmepboros 98; Hosios 121; Kendrisos 69; Keraites 66; Kerkyraios 75; Klarios
120. 141; Ktistes 132; Lairbenos 124. 153; Lykeios 142; Nomios 93; Nympbegetes
66. 75; Patrios 132; Patroios 132. 134; Pytbios 76. 126. 150. 161; Soter 120; Sozon
121. At"es: 40. 80. 121; EjJipbanestatos 132. At1:emis: 33. 62. 68-69. 75-76. 93.
98. 121. 132. 142. 150. 184; Agrotera 142; AmaJ]!ntbia 97-98; Eileitbyia 68;
r,pbesia 23. 53-54. 86. 94. 101; Ereitbos 73; Kindyas 75; Oinaia 73; Opitais 76;
Protbyraia 150; Soteira 142; Tauropolos 75. Asklepios: 62. 69. 75-76. 101. 111.
120. 139. 157. 161. 168. 181; Hagios 70; Mentis 44; Mesioriskos 93; Soter 101.
120; Tbybris 156. Athena: 18. 76. 101. 120. 132; Atbenon medeousa 75. 84; Bou-
laia 132; Lindia 78. 94; Nil?e 67; Polias 76. 136. Britomartis: 33. Cbarites: 120.
Daimon: Agatbos 28. Demetet": 13. 19. 48. 75-76. 132. 142. 180. 182; Horaia
48. Demos: 107. Dikaion: 121. Dike: 120. Dikes Ophthalmos: 121. Diktyn-
na: 33. 174. Dionysos: 62. 75. 94-95. 104. 120. 132. 139. 142. 144. 166. 172.
194; Bakcbios 118; Bromios 120; Eleutbereus 73; Geron 75; Lenaios 142. Dios-
kout"oi: 76. 83. 105. 132. 182. Dynamis: 66. Eileithyia: 33; Inatie 33; see also
Artemis. Ednyes: 82. 121. Et"os: 75. Hades: 40. Hekate: 10. 66. 150; Sossis 22;
Tycbe 28. Helios: 121. 177. 183. 186; Basileus 121. Hephaistos: 120. 138. Het"a:
69. 75. 77; Al?ria 76; Teleia 76. Het"akles: 75-76. 132. 137. 181-182; Kallinikos
105. 169. Het"mes: 8. 26. 66. 75-76. 117. 121. 137. 142.182; Cbtbonios 26; Ena-
gon/os 139. Hestia: 62. Homonoia: 111. Hot"ai: 28. Hosion: 121. Hosion kai
Dikaion: 121. Hygieia: 62. 69. 76. 101. 111. Kabeit"oi: 14. 46. 183. K01"e: 13.
19. 76. 142. 182. Kosmos (?): 49. Kout"otmphos: 75. K.1"onos: 105. Mes: As-
kainos 121; Dikaios 121. Ouat"athes: 82. 146. Metet" 01"eia: 183. Metet" Theon:
62. 110. 121. 142. 153. 195. Mousai: 76. 121; Pimpleides 30. Nemesis: 49. 75.
87. 92, 121. 142-143. Nike: 84. Nymphai: 66. 75-76. 95. 107. 115. 120-121. 132.
Pan: 62. 115; Eubodos 105. Pantes Theoi: 62. 76. 132. 181-182. Pet"sephone:
48. Poseidon: 40. 114. 120. 138; Aspbaleios 84. 32; Helikonios 75; Soter 142.
Telesphot"os: 62. Thea Rhome: 75. 132. 142. Themis: 132. 142-143. Theoi
Dikaioi: 39. Theoi Het"oes: 94. Theoi Katachthonioi: 94. Theoi Megaloi: 36.
132. 190. Theoi Samotht"akes / en Samotht"ake: 7. 36. Theion: 121. Theos
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Megas: 177. Theos Hypsistos: 120-121. 129-130. 175-176. Thesmos: 121. The-
tis: 76. Tyche: 76; Hekate 28. Zeus: 2. 30. 40. 52. 69. 75-76. 83. 94. 120-121.
141; Alexikakos 120; Alsenos 121. 154; Ammon 120; Arcbagatbos 120; ａｾｰｩ､ｩｯｳ
132; Bennios 94. 121; Bronton 121; Diktaios 62; Dionysos Congylos 104; Disabe-
tes 120; Dodones medeon 76; Herkeios 142; Hypeldexios 117; Hypsistos 76. 175;
ltbomatas 180. 182; Kapito!inos 75; Kassios 76; Keraunios 75; Kersoullos 94. 120;
Ktesios 117; Megistos 131; Naios 76. 149. 173; Nikator 132; Olympios 170; Osogo
21; Ourios 120; Panbypsistos 121; Pankrates 84; Po!ieus 75; Sabazios 125; Soly-
meus 82; Soter 81. 137. 142; 77Jallos 2. 23
deities, Anatolian: Ouaratbes 82; Egyptian: 14-15. 32. 44. 50. 68. 75-76. 104-105. 113.
120. 132. 141-142. 145. 155. 161. 177; Oriental: Agdistis 121. 142-143; Attis 142;
lao 141; Kybele 49. 142; Manbog 109; Mitbras 10. 63. 65. 70; Sabazios 125; Syria
Tbeos 75; Tbeos Rbabbou 131; Thracian: Darzalas 177; Rider Cod 69
deities, patrons of agriculture: 16. 39; of childbirth: 68; of fertility: 73. 121; of healing:
142. 174; of hunting: 174; of livestock: 121. 142; of seafaring: 76. 132. 149. 174;
of travellers: 121; of victOlY: 15
deities, assimilation of: 23. 44. 68. 70. 105; criticism on: 121; personifications: see
Demos, Dikaion, Dilce, Dynamis, Homonoia, Hosion, Kosmos, Thesmos, Tyche;
return of: 66
Dionysiac artists: 3. 12. 191
divination: 76.85. 120-121. 146. 179; Homeromanteion: 121
dream: 120
Eleusinian mysteries: 144
emperor cult: 22. 31. 31 bis. 39. 69. 75. 77. 92. 94. 132. 142. 161. 165; assimilation of
emperors and gods: 75 (Hadrian Zeus Olympios Epiphanes Soter Ktistes; Au-
gustus/Zeus Polieus?, Tiberius/Zeus Polieus?, Drusilla/Nea Charis). 94 (Livia /
Aphrodite Geneteira); see also neokoreia
ephebes: 17. 20. 75. 115. 117. 167
Epicureans: 121
epiphany: 78
eschatology: 11. 76. 94. 106. 119-121. 132. 151
exorcism: 16
festivals: 147; in Aphrodisias: 27; Artemisia: 86 (Ephesos); choes: 120; Dionysia: 75
(Samos). 76 (Korkyra). 97 (Eretria). 139 (Kos). 142 (Rhamnous). 178 (Thorikos);
Theodaisia: 33 (Crete); established after victory: 75
flre: 16
food offerings: 75
foreigners, prohibitions against f.: 170
foundation: 76
funermy cult: 20. 35. 61. 75-76. 82. 93-94. 104. 120-122. 133. 135; burial of war dead:
182; dedication of f. monuments to gods: 120-121; f. imprecation: 82. 120-121;
prohibition of burial: 97; protection of grave: 72. 76
gem: 15. 90. 101
gladiators: 38. 87. 123. 152. 160
gymnasium: 75-76. 137. 150. 182
lund, raised: 141
healing: 70. 112. 120-121. 142. 156; healing miracle: 168
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henotheism: 76. 141
heroic cult: 25 (Diomedes). 37 (Achilleus). 75 (Ion, Pandion, Athenian eponymous
heroes). 76 (of war dead, Alkyniatas, Odysseus). 83 (Dioskouroi). 142 (Heros
Archegetes, Aristomachos, Amphiaraos, Iatros). 144 (Heros Archegetes). 150
cPalaimon); rider h.: 187; heroes as ancestors: 181 (Herakles)
heroisation: 120. 182
holy man: 158
Homer: 4. 40. 55-56. 76. 88. 121-122. 194
hymn: 62. 120-121. 142. 194-195; see also paean
incantation: 55
incence: 120. 139
inventory: 75. 78
invocation: 101
Jews: 72. 102. 121. 141. 175
justice: 39 (Theoi Dikaioi); see also 'prayer for justice', punishment
Kallimachos: 33
killing, justification of: 9. 97
ktistes: 76 (Chersikrates). 121 (Kineas)
land, sacred: 21. 51. 75. 94. 142. 192
lex sacra: 61. 66. 75-76.115.120.139.142.147.168.170
libation: 51. 120
lightning: 121
magic: 15-16. 55-56. 71. 76. 85. 89-90. 108. 127. 132. 141; use of nails in m.: 16
manumission, sacred: 126. 153
mask: 133
music: 12. 26. 30. 58. 66. 147; see also hymn, paean
mystelY cult: 36. 46. 75. 118. 120. 144
mythology: 4. 12. 38. 76. 95. 114. 121
nail: 16. 133
names, theophoric: 49. 96. 109. 138. 146 (Kledonios?); of priests: 121; related to cult
offices: 142 (Hieropoios); districts named after a gocl/a sanctuary: 132
neokoreia: 86 (Ephesos). 132 (Sicle)
numbers: 75 (seven)
oath: 75.76 (Seabstios horkos)
oracle: 76. 120-121. 132. 158
Orphics: 118. 162. 183
paean: 12. 62. 66. 79. 161
paganism in Late Antiquity: 10. 76-77
papyri: 79. 114. 194; magical: 16. 85. 89-90. 108. 127
personifications: Tetartaios: 75
phylactelY: 90. 101
piety: 120. 142-143
pilgrimage: 121
pollution: 97; see also purity
prayer: 16. 121; 'prayer for justice': 29. 189
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priests: families of p.: 132. 184; founders of agons: 132; p. for life: 132. 180; pentaeteric
priests: 132
priestood, accumulation of: 132; jubilee of priesthood: 132, sale of: 75. 139
procession: 66. 87. 120. 140. 167. 181
protective function of seals: 128
punishment, divine: 76. 82. 120. 153
purity, purification: 61; purity of the mind: 132; see also pollution
rituals: 120; aesthetic of 1'.: 12. 140; see also banquet, crowning
river god: 80. 96
ruler cult: Alexander IV: 75; Antigonos Gonatas: 142; Antigonos Monophthalmos: 75;
Arsinoe II: 167; Attalids: 75. 140; Demetrios Poliorketes: 75; Phila: 75; Philippos
Arrhidaios: 75; Ptolemies: 3. 41. 51. 75. 142. 167; Seleukids: 132. 188; in the
gymnasium: 75
sacrifice: 51. 75-76. 120. 139-140. 142-143. 157. 167-168; criticism on s.: 120; sacrificial
animal: 75 (cow). 76 (trittoia). 167-168 (sheep); sacritkial cake: 75; sacrificial
regulation: 75
sacrilege: 46; see theft
sanctuaries: 53 (Artemision of Ephesos). 69 (in Thrace). 75 (Heraion of Samos);
boundary stones of: 75-76. 142. 186; building works in: 14. 27. 52. 67. 74-76. 94.
140. 142; dedication of children and slaves: 124. 153; destruction by Christians:
76. 145; finances of: 18. 34. 53. 75-76. 124. 139; foundation of: 155; guarding of
s.: 75. 142; land of: 21. 51. 75. 94. 142. 192; Panhellenic: 60; payment of fines to
s.: 82. 97; political role: 60 (arbitration); plundering of: 75; protection of: 75.
139; prohibitions against the presence of animais: 139. 170; relations to city:
192; trade in s.: 75; treasure: 139; see also asylia, theft
secrecy: 46
slaves, sacred: 153
snake: 76
soldiers, cultic activities of: 3. 6. 45. 50. 63. 76. 105. 134. 142-144. 164. 182
soul: 76. 106. 120-121; see also eschatology
statue, cult: 27. 47. 80. 167; bouncl: 121; carriecl in processions: 87. 181; protective: 121
subscription, for religious projects: 74-75. 140. 142
suicide: 94
table, cult: 142. 144
temple, opening of: 139
theft of sacrecl property: 34. 75
theoria, theoros: 132. 157. 170
theorodokos: 179
truce: 60.157.170.179
vow: 2. 49. 76. 80. 121. 130. 142. 146. 153
war: 60. 75-76. 120. 142. 182
water: 75
wine: 142
woman: 58. 120
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Greek lVords
acclamations: dç 8soç 150; sIç 0soç sv TcjJ OÙQC{vcjJ 150; 0soç 150; [J.ÉyC{ç 0soç 150;
[J.ÉYlOTOV ovo[J.C{ TOO 0wo 150;
associations: 'A[J.<plsQC{'ioml 142; Ｆ ｑ ｘ ｬ ｓ ｑ ｣ ｻ ｖ ｬ ｏ ｬ ｾ ￇ 142; ｓ ｑ ｃ ｻ ｖ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｾ ￇ 142; )WlVOV 76. 142;
ouvoooç 75-76. 142; ＼ ｰ ｬ ￀ Ｍ ｙ ｝ ｑ ｃ ｻ Ｇ ｩ ｏ ｔ ｾ ￇ 75; XSQOlXQC{TlOC{l 7lc{TQW'iOTc{l 76; ｘ ｬ ￀ Ｍ ｬ ｣ ｻ ｏ ｔ ｾ ｑ ｓ ￇ
'E7110C{UQlWV ｔｾￇ sÀ-aoow (Sc. XlÀ-lC{OTUOÇ) ol &VC{PC{lVOVTSÇ Stç 'EÀ-lXWVlOV 75
benediction formulas: &yC{8fj TUxn 150; S7l' &yC{8cjJ 45. 128; SÙ1UXEl 128. 150; SliTUXWÇ
150; lUXY] 128
cult objects: ayC{À[J.C{ 87. 142. 167. 170. 180; &<p(s)[oQu[J.C{ 81; yuÀ-Àoç 66; ÀuxviC{ 134;
Mxvoç 134; TQa7lSÇC{ 142
cult personnel: &yxwvo<poQoÇ 142; C{oC{[J.[J.C{ 142; Ｆ ｑ ｙ ｝ ｔ ｾ ｑ 121; S711Ti0y]VOÇ 142; ｾ ｙ ｙ ｝ ｔ ｾ ｑ 121;
lSQsuç 7lSVTc{ETY]QlXOÇ 132; XÀ-Y]OOVlOÇ? 146; 67l0OTaTY]ç 142
curse, curse formulas: sçwÀ-Y]ç xC{l 7lQowÀ-Y]ç 82; xc{TC{Qao[J.w 97; xc{TaQy]TOç 75; ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｾ ｔ ｓ
7lC{lOC{ç sç C{ÙTWV yuvC{lxC{ç TlXTElV XC{TcX vO[J.ov, ｛ｊＮｾｔｓ 7lQOPc{Tc{ 97; ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｾ ｬ ｓ ｹ ｾ ｶ
sù8Y]vslo8w 76; ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｾ yivw8c{l C{ÙTWV yvy]oiouç 7lC{lOC{ç 97; 7lC{VOlXlSl 7lavmç &7loMo8c{l
97; TOÙÇ C{ÙTOÙÇ OTs<pavouç s7110olTO TÉXV<p 120; SXSlV 86ovouç 7lavmç 67loX8oVlOUÇ
121; &0C{vaTOlo 8wo ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｾ ｶ ｵ ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｃ ｻ MPOlW 121; oQ<PC{vcX TÉXVC{ À-l7l0lTO, ｘｾｑｯｶ PlOV,
olxov sQY][J.ov 121; TcXV C{ÙTcXV [J.oIQC{v S[J.Ol À-C{XÉTw 121
cledications: &vc{xQs[J.aw 76; Ｆ Ｗ ｬ ｃ ｻ ｑ ｘ ｾ 142; SlXWV 19; ｓ Ｗ Ｑ Ｑ ｔ ｃ ｻ ｹ ｾ 132 (XC{TcX 0; sùça[J.svoç 76.
121; SÙXC{QlOTÉW 120; ｓ ￙ ｘ ｃ ｻ ｑ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｏ ｖ 75-76; ｓ ￙ ｘ ｃ ｻ ｑ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｾ ｏ ｃ ｻ ￇ 45; SÙXC{QlOTWV 76; ｓ ￙ ｘ ｾ
80. 130; ｓ ￙ ｘ ｾ ｖ 39. 76. 80. 142. 154; XC{T' ｓ￙ｘｾｖ 132; 67lEQ ｳ￹ｘｾ￧ 101; ｸ ｃ ｻ ｭ ｙ ｑ ｃ ｻ ＼ ｰ ｾ Ｌ
xC{mYQa<pw 124; xsÀ-suw 121 (wç sxÉÀ-suoC{ç); 7lQoomYfJ.C{ (XC{TcX 7l.) 44. 143;
OC{OOTQÉW 76; OTUÀ-OÇ 6; ｏ ｕ ｖ ｔ ｃ ｻ ｹ ｾ (Xc{TcX 0.) 76; OW0SlÇ 121; 67lEQ yovÉwv 76; 67lEQ
7lwoiou 143; 67lEQ lÉXVOU 130; ｘ ｃ ｻ ｑ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｃ ｻ 132; ｘ ｃ ｻ ｑ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｏ ｖ 101. 134;
XQY][J.c{Tlo[J.oç 120 (XC{TcX X. OVSlQOU); XQY][J.c{Tl08slÇ 132
divination: 0w7lQo7loÇ 26; OVSlQOV 45
epithets: éJ.YlOÇ 70 (Asklepios). 150 (Palaimon); aYlwTaTY] 53 (Artemis Ephesia); ayv&. 76
(Artemis); &8&'VC{TOÇ 121; &xQiC{ 76 (Hera?); &À-sçi)(C{xoç 120 (Zeus); avC{ç 83
(Dioskouroi); &VOQSlOl&.lY] 86 (Artemis); &VlXY]TOÇ 65 (Mithras); aQlOTOç 120
(Zeus); &QX&.yC{0oç 120 (Zeus); &QXY]yÉ1Y]Ç/&QXY]YÉTlÇ 75 (Hera). 142. 144
(Heros); &O<p&.À-SlOÇ 84. 132 (Poseiclon); PC{OlÀ-SlOÇ 75 (Hera); Pc{OlÀ-SUÇ 121 (He-
lios); OlXWOÇ 121 (Mes). 39; olxC{lomTOç 121 (Apollon, Helios); SVC{QYW1&.TY] 86?
(Artemis); SVSQYWT&.TY] 86 (Artemis); ｓ Ｗ ｬ ｾ ｘ ｏ ｏ ￇ 134 (Apollon). 80 (Ares). 110 (Me-
ter Theon). 120 (Zeus). 132 (anonymous); ｓ Ｗ Ｑ Ｑ ＼ ｰ ｃ ｻ ｶ ｾ ￧ (Hadrian); S711<pC{VÉOTC{WÇ /
S711<pC{VWT&.TY] 132 (Ares). 53 (Artemis Ephesia); ｓ Ｗ Ｑ Ｑ ＼ ｰ ｃ ｻ ｶ ｾ ￧ 23; SQXSlOÇ 142 (Zeus);
d.\oooç 105 (Pan); ｾ ｹ ｳ ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｯ ｶ ｙ ｝ 142 (Aphrodite); XC{HlVlXOÇ 105. 169 (Herakles);
xC{Q7lo<poQoÇ 39; ｘ ｬ ｾ ｏ ｬ ｏ ￇ 117 (Zeus); XTl01Y]Ç 132 (Apollon). 75 (Hadrian);
XUQlOÇ/XUQlc{ 53-54 (ArtemÎs Ephesia). 45 (Sarapis). 129 (Theos Hypsistos);
À-0XlC{ 68 (Isis); [J.ÉyC{ç/ [J.sy&.À-Y] 150 (Apollon). 53. 150 (Artemis). 80 (Ares). 120
CBakchos). 150 (Hekate). 132 (Isis, Sarapis). 121 (Zeus). 81. 132. 177 (anony-
mous); [J.ÉYlOTOÇ/ [J.SyiOly] 53 (Artemis). 94. 120. 131 (Zeus). 113 (anonymous);
[J.soÉwv/[J.soÉouoC{ 75. 84 C'A8y]vc{lc{ 'A0Y]vwv [J.soÉouoC{). 121 (Mes 'AOXc{lY]Ç
[J.soÉwv). 76 (Zsùç .0.wowvY]ç [J.soÉwv); VlX&'TWQ 132 (Zeus); OOlOÇ 121 (Phoibos,
Helios); OOQlOÇ 120 (Zeus); 1lC{VTOOuvaOTY]ç 121 (Theion); Ｗ ｬ ｃ ｻ ｖ ｕ ｾ ｬ ｏ ｔ ｏ ￇ 121;
7l&.TQlOÇ 132 (Apollon). 53 (Artemis Ephesia). 120 (anonymous); 7lc{TQcjJOÇ 132.
134 (Apollon); 7l0À-S[J.lXWT&.TY] 86 (Artemis); owÇwv 121 (Apollon). 70 (Potamos
Mizares); ｏ ｗ ｔ ｓ ｬ ｑ ｃ ｻ Ｏ ｏ ｗ Ｑ ｾ ｑ 120 (Apollon). 142 (Artemis). 101. 120 (Asklepios).
142. 144 (Athena). 75 (Hadrian). 142 (Poseiclon). 75 (Ptolemies). 81. 94. 120.
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137. 142. 144 (Zeus). 105 (Zeus Sarapis); U71EQOÉ!;lOÇ 117 (Zeus); wQcxicx 48 (De-
meter). 73 (Artcmis)
eschatology: ｅ ￙ ｏ ｅ ｾ ￉ ｗ ｖ oollOl 11; ｅ￙ｏｅｾ￉ｗｖ XWQYj 121; 'HMOlCX 7lEoicx 11. 94. 120; ÀElllwV
ｅ￙ｏｅｾ￉ｗｖ 11; ａｾｏｙｪ 11.76. 120; IlCXXtXQwv ￀ｬｬｬｾｶ 120; IlCXXtXQwv ｖｾｏｏｬ 11. 121;
IlCXXtXQwv XWQoÇ 120; ｜ｪｊｬＩｘｾ 76
funerary cult: O:YYelOV 104; ｾｑＰｯｶ 75; ｾｑｷￇ 20. 35. 76. 93-94. 181; Ol)alCX 75; )(r:J.lltXQcx 94;
XCXUaTQcx 104; lluQollw 76; valloÇ Ｂｃｾ￧ ooicxç 82; ＰＷＱｾ￀｣ｸｷｶ 5; "CCX<pEWV 5
invocation: 'AOYjv<x ｾｯｾｏｙｪ 101
magic: ｣ ｸ ｾ ￀ ｣ ｸ ｏ ｣ ｸ ｶ ｣ ｸ ｾ ￀ ｣ ｸ 101; ｣ｸｾ￀ｃｘＢｃｲＺｊＮｶ｣ｸｾ￀｣ｸ 101; ａｾｑ｣ｸｯ｣ｸＡ［ 101; CXtWV 16; l:IcxllvCXIlEVEl) 101;
ElXWV 16; Icxw 16. 101; tEQOÇ 26 7li)Q: 16; ｌＺ｣ｸｾ｣ｸｷＸ 16. 101; L:EIlEOlÀcxll 101;
ｏｅｏｅｙｙｅｖｾｃｘｑ 101; L:oÀollwv 16; L:oÀOl)llwvoÇ 0<PQcxy[ç 101; uÀO"C0lloÇ 56;
U71O"CtXIlVWV 56; <pcxQcxYYYjç 101; <PtXQllcxXOV 71
mystery cuits: O:QXlllUaTYjÇ 120; ｾｙｪｏｴｘｑＢｃｙｪ￧ 104; BQollloÇ 120; ｅ￹ｃｘｙｾￇ 118; IlUaTYjç 75. 120;
OQYlCX 104; Ｗｬ｣ｸＢｃｾｑ vOllllloÇ "Cwv "CEÀE"CWV wi) 8Eai) 10; Ｂｃｅ￀ｅＢｃｾ 10. 120; "CE"CEÀEOIlÉvoÇ
14
oath: ￈ ｶ ｯ ｑ ｸ ｩ ｾ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｷ 76; ｌＺｅｾｴｘｏＢｃｬｏￇ DQXOÇ 76
piety: ｅ ￙ ｏ ￉ ｾ ｅ ｬ ｃ ｘ 59. 75; ｅ￙ｏｅｾｾￇ 1. Il; ｅ ￙ ｏ ｅ ｾ ｗ ￇ 75; 8QYjOXEUW 120
pollution, purity: xcxOcxQaÇ 97
rituals: o:ydQElV 75; O:YElQlloÇ 75; ｏＺｑｅｏＢｃｾｑ 75; Oel71VOV 75; Ｘｾｯｯｬｬｯￇ ｾｯｩＩ￧ 75; ￈Ａ［ｬＢ｛ｙｪＢｃｾｑｬｃｘ
142-143; ￈ Ｗ Ｑ Ｑ ｾ ｃ ｘ Ｂ ｃ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｃ ｘ 132; ￈ＷＱＱＢｃｑｃｘＷＱ￉ｾｷｶ OEl71VOV 75; EÙCXyyÉÀlCX 75; EùCXyyÉÀwç ｾｉｬ￉ｑ｣ｸ
75; EùYjIlEQlcx 75; ｅ￙ｘｾ 65. 120; 8l)oicx ｾｯｩＺｸｾ 75; [xE"CYjQicx 75; XCXOlEQaW ｯｬＩｶＸｾｸｙｪｶ
75; xcx"Ccx8uw 76; xYjQiov 75; ÀElWl)QyÉW 147; OQYlCX 104; ＷｬｃｘｖｾｹｬＩｑｬￇ 75; 7lCXQtXO"Cr:J.OlÇ
[EQWV 75; 7lEÀCXVaÇ 142; 7lOIl71EUElV 140; 7l071CXVOV llovoll<PCXÀov 75; o71ovocxi 120;
Ol)Il7100l0V 45; Ｂｃｅ￀ｅＢｃｾ 120
sanctuaries and thcir buildings: ｣ ｸ ￹ ￀ ｾ 142; ｾｾｉｬ｣ｸ 121; ｾｷｬｬｯￇ 75-76; OYjOCXl)QoÇ 139; tEQOV
8.76; !;EVWV 170; olxoç 142; DOlOV 76; 7lQOVCXlOV 131
varia: OElOlOWllovicx 75; 06vrxlllÇ 72; ÈVEuxollw 72; Ol)V"CEÀÉw 74
1) P. ADAM-VELENI - E.K. SVERKOS, "'E711"CtX<plEÇ ｡ｔｾ￀ｅￇ O:71à Ｂｃｾ GEOocxÀovixYj", in SYlledrio
Epigrapbikes l, p. 13-34 [Gcrman summary]: Ed. pl'. of 6 epitaphs l'rom Thessalonike. In one
of the texts the deceased woman is called ｅ ￹ ｡ ｅ ｾ ｾ ￧ (1, c. 50 BC-SO AD). [AC]
2) N.E. AKYÜREK SAHIN, "PhlYgische Votivc aus dem ｡ ｲ ｣ ｨ ｾ ｩ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｩ ｳ ｣ ｨ ･ ｮ Iviuseum von
Istanbul", BA 33 (2001), p. 185-193 [BE 2002, 420]: A. publishes ten smail fragmentary
dedications to Zeus found in Phrygia and now kept at the Archaeological Ivluseum of Istanbul.
Only one of these abjects bears a dedicatory inscription (SEC XJ'v"ClI 1282; XJ'v"ClII 1156, c. AD
180-220). Tt is the dedication of a bronze-smith ta Zeus Thallos in fulfillment of a vow. (IIvI]
3) A. ANASTASIADIS, "T1&<poç xcxl Àcx"CQdcx TIwÀEllcxiwv. MEQlXÉÇ Ｗｬ｣ｸｑｃｘＢｃｙｪｑｾｏｅｬￇＢＬ RDAC
(2001), p. 223-231 [English summatyl: A. collects the evidence for the cult of the Ptolemies in
Paphos and underlines the role played by the officers and soldiers on the one hand and the
association of Dionysiac artists on the other in the promotion of this cult through dedications; [A.
l11akes no distinction between dedications and honorai)' inscriptions; SOl11e of the l11aterial he has
collected is irrelevant for the ruler cult], A. argues that the Ptolemies tried to associate their cult
with the sanctuary of Aphrodite. [AC]
4) P. ARACHOVITI A. DOULGERI-iNTZESlLOGLOU, "'H Ｗ ｬ ｣ ｸ ｑ ｣ ｸ ｹ ｷ ｹ ｾ "oIlYjQlxwv" O:VtXyÀl)<pwv
oxu<pwv ｡ｔｾｖ O:QXcx(cx 7loÀYj "Cwv cDEQwv", in 'E)).7JVIOTIHY; HIJ(?iX;..œocY; cfJro ry; 6UXJiX).!iX,
Volos, 2000, p. 70-80 [BE 2002, 100; SEC L 533]: Ed. pr. of fragments of a clay mOlild and of
clay relief bowls with Homeric scenes (Pherai, Hellenistic). Inscriptions identify the persans as
Theseus, Helena, and Pirithoos (1-2; the scene represents the abduction of Helena), Kyldops (3),
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Agamemnon (4-5), Glaukos (6), and Sisl'phos (7). The most interesting teJ>.1: is found on a bowl,
possibly with the representation of the sacrifice of Polyxene (8): [---]wç 1W<l> 7l0:QC(),OYl0f'Wl
ｾｏｕｕＧｓＱｏＺｬ＿ 1 ---] &'71Q)(1SiVO:l )(0:[ nDl tpc:>[--- 1 ---]ç Osaiç otpaçouo' o:IiO[lÇ?J, [The text seems to be a
quotation from a literarl' text; for similar bowls from Pella cf BEGR 1996, 2; SEG XLV 785J. [AC]
5) K. AS'AD - ].-B.-YON, "Textes et fi'agments grecs cie Palmyre", Syria 78 (2001),
p. 153-162 [BE 2002,464]: Ed. pr. of 17 inscriptions, mostly epitaphs., from Palmyra. We single
out the term Ｐ Ｗ Ｑ ｾ ￀ ｏ Ｚ ｬ ｏ ｖ 10Ù 10:tpSWVOç (5, "grotte funéraire"). [AC]
6) N. ATALLAH, "Des inscriptions clu norcl cie la Jorclanie", EA 33 (2001), p. 199-208 [BE
2002, 480]: A. publishes some Greek and Safaïtic inscriptions found in the northern part of
modern Jordan. Among them a Roman dedicatory inscription found in 1995 in the village of Torra
[undated, probably 2nd/3rd cent. AD]: A Roman veteran dedicated an unidentified object together
with the columns to an anonymous deity (ouv O1U),OlÇ 1 &'vÉ[OYj])(Gv); [A.'s translation ("a consacré
cette colonne") should be corrected accordingll'J. (Jl'vIJ
7) A. AVRAlvI, "Autour cie quelques décrets cI'Istros", Pontiea 33-34 (2000-2001), p. 337-
348: The cult of the Samothracian gods in Histria was attested through two references to their
sanctuary (I.Histria Il and 58: Samothrakion) and through a decree concerning the hereditalY
public priesthood of the Elsal 01 Èv LO:f'oOQa)(l1 (I.Histria 19, 3rd cent. BC). A. adds a fourth
document to this evidence, a fragmentalY decree (I.Histria 36, 2nd cent. BC), of which he
presents a new edition. The decree honors envoys sent to Samothrake and mentions the setting
up of stelae in the Samothrakion. [AC]
8) M.W. BALDWIN BO\'(1SKY, "A Temple of Hermes at Sybritos: On the Roacl from Gortyn
to the Diktynnaion (Crete)", ASAA 79 (2001), p. 263-276: Ed. pr. of an inscription which
records the construction and consecration of a sancturay (!EQ6v) of Hennes for the well-being of
the emperor Domitian (Sybrita, Crete, c. AD 90). The last lines read: T[1oç c]J),[aouloç c. 6] 1 1à
IEQàv 10Ù 'EQf'Où )(o:co:o[)(suaoo:ç È)( 1WV] 1 18iwv &.tpElÉQWOEV, a Ù71É[OXE1O 1n c. 6?] 1 7l6),El ral'oç
IIof'71wvlOÇ [co 13J. C. Pomponius should be identified with the proconsul of Creta et Cyrenarum
T. Pomponius Gallus Didius Rufus. B. assumes that T. Flavius is the subject of ail the verbs (Le.,
he built at his own expenses and dedicated the sanctualY, which he had promised to the city);
Flavius mal' have been a magistrate or a priest; [but one expects his cognomen in the lacuna;
there is no space for both the cognomen and a tide, and it is improbable that he had omitted the
tide of his office; Flavius probably did not make the dedication in an official capacitl'J. Whl' the
proconsul is mentioned, is not clear, possibll' as an indication of imperial authorisation for the
work [or as the subject of the verb Ù71ÉOXE1O: the proconsul had promised the construction of the
temple, but a wealthl' individual in the city, somehow connected with the proconsul - as his
name suggests, he mal' have received Roman citizenship through imperial patronage - took upon
himself the financial burdenJ. [AC]
9) M. BALlAJ'iCE - Ch. ROUECHÉ, "Three Inscriptions fi'om Ovacik", in M. HAIliuSON,
Mountain and Plain. From tbe Lyeian Coast ta the PblJ!gian Plateau in tbe Late Roman
and Ear/y Byzantine Period, eclitecl by \\1. YOUNG, Ann Arbor, 2001, p. 87-112: Among
the acclamations inscribed on a stele in an ancient settlement at Ovacik (Ll'kia) to honor
Hermaios, a brigand chaser (c. AD 280) we single out the acclamtion which praises the killing of
brigands: "let him who has killed brigands guard the city!" (à Àl101àÇ tpOVEUOO:Ç Ｑｾｖ 7l6),lV
tpQOUQE[1W). [AC]
10) F. BARATIE, "Le Mithreum de Sidon: certitudes et questions", Topai 11 (2001)
[2003], p. 205-227: B. discusses the iconography of the statues found in a lVIithraeum in Sidon
(CIMRM n'" 74-87); three of them (lVIithras killing the bull, a male figure with a lion-head, a triple
Hekate) were dedicated bl' FI. Gerontios, Ｗ ｬ Ｐ Ｚ Ｑ ｾ ｑ V6f'lf'OÇ 1WV 1E)cE1WV 10Ù Osaù (AD 389). [AC]
11) M.C. BAIliUGÔN, "El Mâs Allâ en las inscripciones funerarias griegas", in A. ALONSO
AVILA et alii (eds.), Homenaje al PrQ/èsor Montenegro. Estudios de historia antigua,
Valladolid, 1999, p. 133-149: B. sununarizes the views expressed about afterlife in funerarl'
inscriptions, especially in funeralY epigrams, and the conUl1on themes of epigrams (darkness of
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the Hades, 0011°1 ｅ￙ｏｅｾ￉ｗｖＬ water of ｩ ｜ ｾ ｏ ｙ ｪ Ｌ IlcolâQWV ｖｾｏｏｉＬ 'HlcuOIIY. nEollY., lcElllwV ｅ￙ｏｅｾ￉ｗｖＩＮ B.
argues that the traditional pessimistic idea of the underworld coexisted with the belief that the
virtuous persons enjoyed a blessecl Iife alter death. [AC]
12) A. BÉLIS, "Esthétique musicale du péan à travers l'example des Hymnes delphiques
à ApolJon", in Chanter les dieux, p. 97-114 [BE 2002, nu After a brief discussion of the
discovery of the Delphie paeans to Apollon with signs of musieal notation (CID III) [c;:l i/!/i'(f
nO 62), B. endorses the view that both paeans were composed and performed during the Pythais
of 128 nc [for a different view see EECR 1999, 222 and ml' remarks in SEC XLL\: 562]. In a
detailed analysis of the aesthetic features of these compositions, B. argues that the paean of
Athenaios was sung a capella by a choir of men, whereas Limenios' paean, composed by a
kitharist, was interpreted by the entire synocl of the technitai, i.e. by a choir of men and musi-
cians. She urges to read the poetry of these paeans in close connection with its rythmieal and
melodie setting. The aim of these compositions was to demonstrate the musical excellence of the
Athenian technitai, to associate the myths of Apollo with Athens, and to support the cffOlt of the
Athenian technitai to obtain the monopoly of the Delphic celebration. [AC]
13) M. BERTI, "Per una nuova editione delJ'epigrafe eleusinia SEG, XXIV (1969), n.
224", EpigrajJhica 63 (2001), p. 252-256: B. presents an improved eclition of a c1edicatOlY
inscription for Demeter and Kore (Eleusis, late 4th cent. BC; SEC XXIV 224) and discusses
prosopographieal questions rclated to the dedieants. (TlvIJ
14) 1. BESCHI, "Cabirio cli Lemno: testimonianze letterarie ed epigrafiche", ASAA 74/75
(1996/97) [2000], p. 7-145 [SEC L 824-862]: B. presents a collection of the Iiterary (p. 13-34)
and epigraphic sources on the Kabeirion of Lemnos, with commentalY on the information they
provide on the topography, the cult practice, the origins of the cult, and the cult personnel (p. 32:
1EQsuç, llâvnÇ, ｾｯｷｶｙｪ￧Ｌ ＱｅｑｏＩｬｾｑｬｊ￧Ｌ ＩＨｯＰｉｬｙｪｔｾￇＬ TIY.IlIIY.ç '[WV lEQwv XQYjllâTwv, 1EQonolol, Ｑｅｑｯｬｬｶｾｬｬｯｖｅ￧ＩＮ
Among the new inscriptions published by B. we single out an honoralY decree of the demos of
Hephaistia (lines 2-3: ouvlcoyoç '[wv 1 [TE]'[EÀwIlÉvwv) for a benefactor (23, 4th cent. nC), building
instructions concerning building activities in the sanctuary (24 and 33, 3rd cent. BC), a
fragmentalY deelication to the Kabeiroi (?, 30, 3rd/2nd cent.), two fragments mentioning the office
of the hieromnemon (26-27, undated), a bronze disc declicated to the sanctuary (56, Hellenistic:
1EQâ), numerous graffiti and dipinti on pottelY dedicated to the gods ｡ Ｈ ｉ ｙ Ｎ ｾ ｅ ｛ ｑ ｗ ｖ Ｚ 1-2, 5, 19;
ｋｉｙＮｾｅ｛ｑｑｻￇＺ 78; EJEWV: 20-21; 1EQâ: 6-11, 29-32, 72-77; lsQov: 12-13,42,45-46,64-67; leQoç: 14-17,
38, 105), and 31 manumission records written on a stele found near the Roman telesterion (25,
2nd-lst cent. BC). Two of the manumissions (n'" xvi and x:.x) refer to the agreements (olloÀoyilY.)
which contained the conditions of the manumission and were deposited in a sanctualY of Sarapis
(in Athens). A roof tile with the text '[à 'HtjJ[iXlo'[e[lY.ç], sc. HÉQIY.IlIY., shows that the Kabeirion was
built by the city of Hephaisteia [as pointed out by M. SÈVE, BE 2002, 50]. [AC]
15) G. BEVILACQUA, "8uCJToç 'EnllnYJwç. Breve nota su un'iscrizione gemmaria, EjJigl'Cl-
jJhica 63 (2001), p. 55-66: A gem in the Museum of Kassel bears a representation of a seatecl
Sarapis holding a statue of Nike in his hand and the inscription 8YL:TOZ: EDIKTHTOZ: (c. 2nd
cent. AD). B. interprets these words not as personal names, but as the phrase çlJmàç Èn[HTYjwç
("an additionally aCIuired seat of an athletic club") and attributes the gem to the milieu of athletes
(c;:l another gem in Rome; fCUR 247: lleyâlcYj TuXYj wù çlJoWù). Sarapis was associated with the
athletic club as the patron of victory and success (nikephoros). Some evidence for the devotion of
athletes to the cult of Sarapis in Alexanclria makes this city the most probable origin of the gem.
[AC)
16) G. BEVILACQUA, "ChioC!i magici", ArcbClass 52.2 (2001), p. 129-150: B. presents a very
useful catalogue of bronze nails inscribed with voces magicae and magical cbamktel'es Orel-6th
cent. AD; for the use of nails in magic cf PMC VII 466; LTh'VIII 5). The inscriptions consist of
magical names 0: IIY.w ｌＺｉｙＮｾｉｙＮｷｅｊ［ 7: Micahel, Gabrihel, Rafahel; 8: IIY.w; 10: '[Qù L:olcùJIlOV8; 12:
Abaraxas, Astrael, Ao, Sabao, Solomono), magieal words (3, 10,13), a Iiturgical text inspired by
the New Testament (6: villcit /eo de tribu mdi:\' Davit S%lllolli Davit./Îlills fesse; c;:l Apoc. V, 5),
the words sb(wv (2), nÙQ (5), and IY.1(01J0ç (ineditum), and a Latin exorcistic prayer to Artemis who
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is asked to protect the fields and the livestock (4, 4th/5th cent.); in this text Artemis is mentioned
next to the Christian god and Solomon (in signll dei ei sigll/I Saiomonis el signll de damna
Arlemix). [AC]
17) J. BINGEN, "L'inscription éphébique de Léontopolis (220 p.C.)", CE 76 (2001),
p. 209-229 [BE 2002, 515, 519]: B. republishes an ephebic list from Leontopolis (SEG XL 1568,
AD 220) with detailed discussion of its structure, the selection of the ephebes, and the
onomastics. This list was compiled after the first celebration of an ephebic agon (agoll bieros
eiseiaslikos Antollinianos Heleios Leonlios lsantinoios). B. argues that in the list of victors the
discipline is followed by the name of the victor (and not vice versa). The agon included competi-
tions in wrestling, pankration, staclion, ancl diaulos in the age classes of boys and ageneioi. The
expression ｘ Ｉ Ｌ ｣ ｸ ｦ ｊ Ｌ ｵ Ｘ Ｑ Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｯ ｑ ｾ ｇ ｣ ｸ ｖ Ｑ ･ ￧ )(CXI ￨ｴｰｬｬｾ･ｵｇｃｘｶＱ･￧ in the heading, which is commonly taken to
refer to a single group of young men, more probably designates two separate groups (the boys,
who received the ephebic chlamys, ancl the ageneioi?). [AC]
18) A. BLAt'vIIRE, "Athenian Finance, 454-404 B.C.", Hesperia 70 (2001), p. 99-126: Based
on the information provided bl' Thucl'dides and on the ample epigraphic material B. attempts to
reconstruct the Athenian financial histor)' from the transfer of the Delian TreaslllY to Athens to the
end of the Peloponnesian \\7ar, studying among other issues also the role of sacred financial
resources, such as the treasures of Athena and the funds of the Other Gods. UM]
19) W. BLüMEL, "Epigraphische Forschungen im Westen Kariens 1997", in AST 16.1,
p. 403-407 [SEC XLIX 1422]: Ed. pl'. of a dedication to Demeter and Kore; a priestess [of
Demeter and Kore?] and a man dedicated the statue (el)(wv) of another person to the goddesses
(Bargl'lia, 4th/3rd cent.). [AC]
20) W. BLüMEL, "Epigraphische Forschungen im Westen Kariens 1999", in AST 17.1,
p. 251-253 [BE 2001, 400; SEC XLIX 1423, 14341: Ecl. pl'. of an honorar)' inscription for T.
Flavius Protoleon Sophanes (Mylasa, Imperial period); his fellow ephebes (01 ｇｵｶ￉ｴｰｬｬｾｏｬＩ
dedicated his statue after his death (1. 5: ｾｑｷｯ￧Ｉ in gratitude for his benefactions; [in lines 11-13 l
suggest reading 1elfJ,qç XtXQlV cxlewvllfJ,0veumu (not cxlei fJ,vllfJ,0v8Umù; c;/ epithets such as
&ÉDû,CXUGmç, Ｆ･ｬｦｊＬＸＱｴｘｾ￀ｬｬｭ￧Ｌ &dfJ,vllGmç etc.); the honor should always be remembered, possibly
through annual rituals (e.g. the crowning of the statue)]. Ecl. pl'. of a declication to Sarapis and
Isis; two (or more) brothers dedicated a statue (el)(wv) of their brother (Barg)'lia, Hellenistic). [AC]
21) W. BLÜMEL, "Epigraphische Forschungen im Westen Kariens 1999", in AST 18.1,
p. 301-303 [BE 2002, 395]: Ed. pl'. of a fragmentaI')' document concerning the leasing of
(sacred?) land (Oll'mos, 2nd/1st cent.), which mentions the sanctuar)' of Zeus Osogo ｛ ｃ ［ Ｏ ｬ Ｎ ｪ ｬ ｾ Ｉ ｬ ｬ ｡ ｳ ｡
801-854; EBGR 1994/95, 37 ｾ SEG XLV 1538-1554]. [AC]
22) W. BLÜMEL, "Epigraphische Forschungen im Westen Kariens 2000", in AST 19.2,
p. 157-159: An honoraI')' inscription for a priest of Caesar and stephanephoros (CIG 2900) was
found again in Alabanda. A still unpublished inscription in a private collection confirms B. 's
restoration of the epithet of Hekate Sossis in an inscription of Mylasa (EBGR 1994/95, 37 ｾ SEG
XLIV 910, 2nd cent. BC). [AC]
23) 1. BaFFa, "Epigrafia e 'cultura' greca in Aquileia romana", in MiscellclI7ea Casperini
I, p. 117-133: Among the elements of Greek culture attested through the epigraphic evidence of
Aquileia and collected bl' B. one finds dedications to Apollon (Letoios Phoibos, probabl)'
associated with the local Belenus), Artemis Ephesia (bl' an Ephesian), Thea Epiphanes, and Zeus
Thallos. B. discusses the evidence provided bl' Greek texts for the stucly of complex cultural
identities in Roman Aquileia. [AC]
24) A. BONNET, "En parcourant le Val des lVluses. Remarques sur un concours musical
de l'Antiquité: les Mouseia de Thespies", in Musique et Poésie, p. 53-70: Discussion of the
histOlY of the musical competitions at the Mouseia of Thespiai, the clevelopment of the agon's
program - especially after the reorganisation in the late 3rd cent. BC and during the Imperial
period -, its organisation, the funding, the mies for the participation, and the prizes (p. 53-6[). B.
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argues that in the late 3rd cent. nc the term 8uf-ls),l)(àç &ywv comprised competitions of epic
poetlY, auletes, aulodos, kitharistes, and kitharodos. In the Roman period the importance of
declamation, c10sely associated with political and civic glorification increased, at the cost of the
traditional musical and poetic competitions, which were c10sely connected with the cult practice
(p. 61-66). In an appendix (p. 67-68) B. republishes with French translation two lists of victors at
the Mouseia (P. ROESCH, Étl/des béotiennes, Paris, 1982, p. 188f. na 32; IC VII 1762). [AC]
25) 1. BRACCF.SI, He//enikàs J(01pos. Supp/emento a Grecità adriaticcl, Rome, 2001
Ｈ ｈ ･ ｾ ｰ ･ ｲ Ｗ ｡ Ｌ 13} We brietly note two articles related to religion: A discussion of Korinthian
influence on the cult of Diomedes in the Adria (p. 39-43) [c;/ EBCR 1999, 128], and a discussion
of the cult of Aphrodite in Sl'rakousai (p. 89-97). [AC]
26) B. BRAVO, "Deux ostraka magiques d'Olbia pontique et quelques données nouvel-
les sur les procédés de la magie destructive", Ta/mua 32-33 (2000-2001), p. 149-164:
The Interpretation of two ostraka from Olbia (ICDOP 97-98; SEC XXXIV 770-771) has been a
matter of controversy (see EBCR 1996, 153; 1998, 284). B. confirms their magical nature and
regards them as defL"iones. 1) With regard to the first ostrakon (SEC XXXIV 770) n. suggests a
date in c. 480-440 BC and presents the following text: 'A(?lCJTOTE)'l]Ç [S(?(àç) 'E(?f-lEW' Ëwç )«Xl
&<no1s>Ov<Y.11']ç (instead of Ëwç )(<Y.l 'A8<1']>vcc!1']ç) çuvwv 'H(?0YÉvl]ç, 'H(?otp&vl]ç ("Aristoteles est
consacré à Hermès; même jusqu'à (cela): puisses-tu être mort; associés, Herogenes, Hero-
phanes"). According to this reading, an anonl'mous person cursed Aristoteles and his Iwo associ-
ates (perhaps his syndikoi in a lawsuit). The representation on the reverse is not that of Athena,
but of Aristoteles and a dolphin covered by a net; this image symbolizes the power of Hermes
X&1OXOÇ, to whom the victim had been consecrated; he should be caught in Hermes' net like a
dolphin in the sea (similia similibl/s). B. argues that a vettical and four horizontal lines on the
obverse, which fonu a grid, were not guidelines for the scribe, but had a magical significance (cf
below). 2) The second ostrakon (SEC XXXIV 771, c. 400-350 Be?) was found covered bl' a layer
of red ochre, on which an X was engraved; this mal' have been a symbol of violent death. B.
suggests reading ＼ ｄ ＼ ｙ Ｎ Ｈ ＿ ｶ Ｆ ｾ ＼ ｙ Ｎ ｾ ｯ ￧ tpl),6X<Y.),Oç· n(?OOlo<Y., 1É8vl]x<Y.ç· ｾＨ＿ｳｦＭｬ￉ｷＬ 8sorr(?orroç 'E(?f-lOù ("voilà
Pharnabazos, amoureux de la beauté; je le sais d'avance: tu es mort: je suis tranquille, moi, le
prophète d'Hermès"). n. accepts A. LEBEDEV'S vie\V that the prophecy of death was meant to
cause Pharnabazos' death; the defigens assumed the role of a prophet of Hermes Chthonios. The
drawing on this ostrakon represents the cursed person, with a ribbon bound on his head,
alluding to the consecration of Pharnabazos to Hermes Chthonios. B. attributes a magical signifi-
cance also to the enigmatic signs and chaotic lines next to the drawing. Finally, B. observes that
two features of the two texts, i.e., the lines which frame the first ostrakon and the ochre used to
bury the second one, reappear in an ostrakon with a private letter (SEC XLII 710 ｾ ICDOP 24, c.
550-510 nC). According to B. this letter was re-used for magical purposes: a defigens used the
letter, as a personal object ("object-substitut") of the cursed adversary. [One should note the
difference between these early defixiones ;lIld the 'normal' defixiones with regard to the material:
defixiones were normally \Vritten of lead tablets. The use of ostraka suggests that the preference
for lead has nothing to do \Vith the qualities of this metal (c;/ F. GRAF, Coltesnâbe I/nd
Scbadenzal/ber. Die Magie in der griecbiscb-romiscben An/ike, Munich, 1996, p. 119-120), but
rather \Vith its practical use: lead tablets, exactly as ostraka, were used for the writing of letters;
the defixiones were letters to the powers of the underworld, and precisely as letters they were
written on the material \Vhich was normally used for this purpose. Il should be noted that in
addition to references to defLxiones written on papyrus and wax (GRAF, ibid., p. 120), we now
also have a defixio on stone Ci1l/i'CI na 71)J. [AC]
27) 1. BRODY, "The Cult of Aphrodite at Aphrodisias in Caria", J(emos 14 (2001), p. 93-
109: n. summarizes the archaeological and epigraphic eviclence on the cult of Aphrodite in
Aphrodisias, discussing inter alia the history of the sanctuary, its asylia, building activities in the
sanctuary, the cult image of the goddess, the cult personnel, the festivals, the role of doves as
sacred animais of Aphrodite, and the dedications to her. [AC]
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28) ChI'. BRUNS-OZGAN, "Tyche mit Agathos Daimon und den Horen", EA 33 (2001),
p. 137-144 [BE 2002,394]: B. publishes a small altar found near Mylasa with figures in relief on
ail four sicles (c. 300 BC); inscriptions identify the represented deities. A standing woman (A) is
identified as Tyche Hekate (TûXYj 'E)((X(11']»); Agathos Daimon CAy<xOàç L:>&.[lwv) is represented on
sicle B. Two Horai CQQ<Xl) are represented on sides C and D. The combination of Tl'che with
Hekate and the connection of Tyche with the Horai \Vere hitherto unattested. (TM]
29) A. BUONOPANE, "Una defüdonis tabeUa da Verona", in l11iscellanea Gasperini l,
p. 163-169: Ecl. pl'. of a lead tablet, carelessll' eut l'rom a larger lead sheet, found in a grave in
Verona (Iate 2nd/earll' 3rd cent.). The text is a defLxio in Latin, which consists of three names
(Tropbimen, Zosimen, Cbariten; one observes the use of the Greek dedination) followed by the
fonnula vindictam de mis/as. "l'autore della defissione intendeva potTe in risalto che la vindicta
nei confronti dei suoi nemici era giusta e lecita, grazie all'asseno divino, oppure, dato che talora
l'espressione las est era sentita come congiunta in vario modo a fatum, che essa era un fatto
ineluttabile e cogente, a cui neppure gli dei potevano sottrarsi." lB. prefers the latter alternative; 1
think that the first interpretation is more plausible and places this text - with its obvious effort to
justify the cursing - close to the 'prayers for justice']. [AC]
30) S. BUSCH, "Leider keine Gottin. Übersehene Senare aus Dion", ZPE 137 (2001),
p. 297-304: B. recognizes in a Latin epitaph for a couple l'rom Dion (An. Ép. 1998, 1200, 1st/2nd
cent. AD) a metrical text and presents a new edition. A musical instrument (nabla) is represented
in relief, with the expianation: sub dexlralll uxoris scufplum nabilium lacit quia semper Musis
cupida dUIII uxit .lilit ("he sculpted a nabla under the right arm of the wife, because she had
always been devoted to the Muses, while she lived"). B. points to the existence of a cult of the
Muses in Dion (agons for Zeus and the Muses) and at Pimpleia (the Pimpleides Muscs) and
suggests that the woman was a professional musician who performed in the cult. [AC]
31) F. CAIRNS, "IG XII.9 11: An Inscription of Kalystos?", ZPE 134 (2001), p. 121-136: C.
republishes the fragmentaty inscription IG XII 9, 11, arguing that it has no connection with
Katystos; an attribution to a city of southern Asia II'Linor is much more probable. In the heading of
the inscription e. lavours the idea that the unknown honorand was a priest (or high-priest) of
Hadrian holding the stephanephoric eponl'mous office ([&QX(?)leQÉ<X] 1 [8800] 'AOQ[l]<XVOÙ 1
[a.QÇ]<XV1<X Ｑｾｖ cn[e]<plY.vYj 1 [<p6]Qov [è]nwvu 1 [lov Ｆ｝ｑｘｾｶＩＬ e. identifies the honored persan with
J'vloiragenes the Younger, who is mentioned in lines 6-7. (TM]
31 bis) D. CMlPANILE, "Ancora sul cuIta imperiale in Asia", Meâitermneo Antieo 4
(2001), p. 473-488: C. discusses the historical background of the establishment of the emperor
cult in Asia, the differences of the Greek and Roman perspectives (cult of the living Octavian vs.
cult of the deified Caesar), the role of the emperor cult for the local elites, the composition of
literalY works for the emperor cult, and the co-existence of different ｭ ｯ ｴ ｪ ｛ ｾ Ｚ "ottimizzazione delle
opportunità non escludono affato, anzi, al contrario, possono accompagnare, rivestire e dar forma
a reali sentimenti di considerazione, di gratitudine, di reverenza, di esprcssione, insomma, di un
genuino sentimento religioso" (p. 484-485) k/ A. CHANIüTIS, "Der Kaiserkult im Osten des
r6mischen Reiches im Kontext der zeitgen6ssischen llitualpraxis", in H. CANCIK - K. HITZL (eds.),
Die Pl'Clxis der Herrscberverebl'llng in Rom und seinen Provinzen. Akten der Tagung in
Blaubeuren vom 4. bis zum 6. April 2002, Tübingen, 2003, p. 3-28]. [AC]
32) F. CANAL! DE ROSSI, "Q. Minuciü Termü e il cuita di SaI'apide a Dela", Labeo 46
(2000), p. 72-82 [SEG L 726]: A letter of the generals to the epimeletes of Delos and a senatus
consultum allowing Demetrios of illlenaia to practice the cult in the sanctuary of Sarapis (JDélos
1510; 5)'113 664) was traditionally dated to c, 166-164 BC. C. convincingly argues for a later date
(58 rather than 52 BC). The expression 10Ù 1 ｛ｬｾ 1l lmeVlY.vc(ov 1Wl1qÇ 1 ｡ｵｙＩｻＩＬｾＱＰｕ 06YflIY.1l y[VYjTIY.l
(lines 34-36) refers to a senatus consultllm which introduced restrictions with regard to the
Egl'ptian cuits in Rome in 58 or 52 B.C., during the praetorship of Q. Minucius Q.f. Thermlls. The
earlier date (during the consulate of Gabinus and Piso) is supported bl' the fact that an Athenian
embassy is known to have visited Rome in 58 Re. to discuss Delian affairs (J,Délos 1511). [AC]
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33) A. CHANJOTIS, "Ein alexandrinischer Dichter und ICreta: Mythische Vergangenheit
und gegenwartige Kultpraxis bei Kallimachos", in Jtbake, p. 213-217: A study of the
epigraphic evidence of Hellenistic Crete shows that references to Cretan cuits and cult places in
the poetry of Kallimachos (Eileithyia Inatie: fr. 524 ecl. Pfeifer; Eileithyia ancl Artemis in Amnisos:
Hyml1us il1 Diallam 15 ancl 162; famb. XII, li'. 201, 1; Thenai: Hyml1l1s ill Jouem l, 42-45;
Theodaisia: Aetia II, fr. 43, 86; Britomartis and Diktynna: Hyml1us ill Diallam 189-205) shoulcl not
be regarclecl as antiquarian reminiscences, but reflect contemporary cuits and cult practices in
Hellenistic Crete. [AC]
34) V. CHANKO\';7SKI, "Un nouveau procès clélien ; les comptes des naopes de Délos et
la procédure athénienne au 1\/ siècle", BCH 125 (2001), p. 175-193 : Ed. pr. of a new
fragment of the account of the Delian naopoioi of 345 BC (J,Dé{os 104-24). The fragmentary text
concerns the c1isappearance of sacrecl propelY Ｈ ｘ ｑ ｾ ｉ Ｍ ｗ ｔ ｉ ｘ Ｉ ancl the subsequent lawsuit in Athens,
in which the naopoioi were involvecl. [AC]
35) P. CHRYSOSTOMOU, ＢｉＱｃｘｧｃｘｔｙ｝ｧｾｯｳｬￇ oÈ rrcxÀCXlÈç )(CXl vÉsç smygcxqJÈç &rro ｔｾｖ ｋｓｖｔｑｬＩＨｾ
:MCX)(SOOVlCX (BOQSlCX BOTTlCXlCX)", in SYl1edrio Epigrapbikes J, p. 171-206: Ecl. pr. of two
epitaphs from Pella, in which the c1eceasecl men are c1esignatecl as ｾ ｑ ｷ ￇ (2, 2ncl/1st cent.; 14, 2ncl
cent. BC). [AC]
36) K. CLINTON, "Initiates in the Samothracian Mysteries, September 4, 100 B.C.",
Cbirol1 31 (2001), p. 27-35 [BE 2002, 327]: Ecl. pr. of a marble stele found in 1984 on the
southwestern shore of Samothrace ancl originating from the sanctuary of the Megaloi TheoL The
inscription documents in latin ancl Greek the initiation of a group of men in the Samothracian
Mysteries on September 4, 100 BC. C. iclentifies 1. Tullius M. f. Cor(nelia) mentionecl in Iines 4-5
as the unde of Cicero. (TM]
37) V. CO]OCARU, "Achilleus in Tyras", Tycbe 15 (2000), p. 55-62 [SEC L 715 bis]: Ecl. pr.
of a fragment of an oinochoe with a mouldecl relief attachecl to the bocly; it represents Achilleus
as a young man with halo (Tyras, North Shore of the Black Sea, 4th cent. BC); a retrograde
stampecl inscription reads 'AXlÀ!J2w. C. obselves that it is not cettain whether the vase was
declicatecl in an otherwise unknown local sanctuary or proclucecl in Tyras to be exported to
Achilles' sanctuary at leuke (Berezan). [AC]
38) K. COLEMAN, "Misio at Halicarnassus", HSCPb 100 (2000), p. 487-500 [SEC L 1105]:
C. c1iscusses an important piece of evidence for gladiatorial combats in the Greek East: a slab
c1ecorated with a relief representation of women attirecl as glacliators (Halikarnassos, 2nd cent.
AD). Accorcling to her Interpretation the two women were dischargecl (&71EÀu8Y]aIXv = stal1tes
missae) because their contest was inconclusive. The objects near their feet are their uncrestecl
he1mets, which signal the outcome of the combat - Le. that both glacliators stoppecl fighting,
assumed the stance of surrencler, ancl requestecl their missio. The relief either commemoratecl a
sponsor's munera or c1ecorated a gladiatorial school. The names of the two women allucled to the
fa mous mythological fight between Achilleus and the Amazon Penthesileia. [AC]
39) T. CORSTEN, "Kibyra 2000", in AST 19.2, p. 139-146: Ecl. pr. of three c1edications (Kibyra,
Imperial periocl). Two of them were macle in fulfillment of vows Ｈ ｅ Ｖ ｘ ｾ ｶ Ｉ to Theoi Dikaioi and to
a gocldess with the epithet Karpophoros respective/y (now in f.J(ibym 96 ancl 95). The third
ti'agmentary declication was addressed to the tetrarchs. [AC]
40) 1. CmSCUOLO, "Nuove rit1essioni sulmonumento di Ptolemaios Agrios a Panopolis",
in il1iscellal1ea Casperil1i I, p. 275-290 [BE 2002, 541]; C. discusses the fragmentmy metrical
inscription of Ptolemaios Agrios, in which his Iife ancl c1eeds are combinecl with a characterisation
and praise of four gods: Zeus, Ares, Poseiclon, ancl Hacles (Panopolis; E. BEHNAND, fllscriptiolls
métriques de {'Égypte gréco-romaille, Paris, 1969, na 115; late 2ncl/early 3rd cent.?). The text was
written on a pilaster decoratecl with representations which correspond to the four deities
mentionecl in the poem: an eagle for Zeus, a sea creature for Poseiclon, a shield for Ares, and
probably a c10g for Hades. Homeric verses referring to these deities (J1ias II, 412; V, 31; Od)'ssey
IX, 528) introdllce the variolls sections of the biographical poem. In his critical eclition, followed
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by a commentary, e. suggests adopting the following sequence for the sections referring to the
four c1eities: Zeus, Hacles, Ares, Poseiclon. The text shoulcl be seen in a funerary context. [AC]
41) L. CRISCUOLO, "Filometore a Ptolemais di Cirenaica", ZPE 135 (2001), p. 264-266: e.
presents a new restoration of an honorary inscription in Ptolemais (SEC XLVI 2214: BewlMo:
Uw[),q.to:iov 8eàv] 1 ＼ｄ｛ＩＬｯｦｬｾｷｑｏＺ ,[àv IT,0),sflO:1ou] 1 )((Xl IO'E01HX1Qo:ç [8ewv 'E1lltpo:vwv] 1 ｾ
1TO[),lÇj) and attributes the statue erectecl by Ptolemais not to Ptolemaios VIII (BE 1997, 712) but to
Ptolemaios VI Philometor (c. 170-164 BC). [Jlvll
42) N.B. CROWTHER, "Resolving an Impasse: Draws, Dead Beats and Similar Decisions
in Greek Athletics", Nikepho/Vs 13 (2000), p. 125-140: e. collects references, primarily in
inscriptions, to joint victories (ouo,etpo:vw8dç) ancl unclecidecl competitions (181211). Joint victories
are usually attestecl in local agons of the Imperial periocl; they are hitherto unattestecl for the
Olympic games. Both opponents were declarecl victors either because time hacl become a prob-
lem for the organisers of agons or because the opponents agreed to share the victory (ancl the
awards). In the case of competitions, which remained undecided because both opponents with-
drew or because the agon 'l'as interruptecl by the trainers, the awarcl was dedicated to the gocl.
Such sacred victories were common in the Imperial periocl and attestecl for both local agons ancl
for the great crown agons, such as the Olympia ancl the Isthmia. In some cases a single athlete
received the rewarcls even though the contest was c1eclarecl undeciclecl (earliest attestation: [uü
54); such a c1ecision seems to have been the result of interventions by influential persons. [AC]
43) N.B. CROWTHER, "Victories Without Competition in the Greek Games", Nikepho/Vs
14 (2001), p. 29-44: C. c1iscusses the evidence concerning victories without competition in
athletic agons (usually characterized as axovl1l ancl aflo:xeO. Such victories were very prestigious,
especially when they were acchievecl because of the fame, the strength or the skill of an athlete.
In some cases an athlete won because the opponent did not arrive on time or withclrew c1uring
the games, or because onIl' one athlete hacl enterecl the competition. There is no eviclence for
complaints from the spectators who thus lost the opportunity to watch a competition. [AC]
44) E. CULASSO GASTALDI, "L'iscrizione trilingue deI Museo di Antichità di Torino
(dedicante greco, ambito punico, età romana)", Epigmphiea 62 (2000), p. 11-28: e.
c1iscusses the cultural context of a trilingual (Latin, Greek, Punic) c1eclication to Asklepios Merres
(Eshmoun) (Sangtuiaci, nmth of Cagliari; IC XIV 608). Kleon, a slave responsible for salt-works,
e!eclicated an altar upon commane! of the god (xo:,&. 1TQOO1O:YflO:; but in the Latin version: d0I1l/111
dedit ll/bel1s lIIerito lIIerel1te). C. suggests a date in the lst cent. Be. [AC]
45) H. CUVIGNY, "Un soldat de la cohors l Lusitanorum à Didymoi : du nouveau sur
l'inscription !.KanCli's 59bis", BIl/AD 101 (2001), p. 153-157 [BE 2002, 528]: Ecl. pro of a
graffito on a tile fOll11c1 in the baths of the praesidium at Diclymoi in Egypt (c. AD 180-192).
Vettius Crispinus, a soldier of the cohors l Lusitanorum reports: "1 macle the banquet for gooe!
fmtune, in accordance with a dream" (xo:<8>wç <e>loov Èv OVlQOlÇ È1TO<l>YjOO: ,à O(Ufl1TOOlOV)
È1T' &.yo:(8<iJ)). Crispinus can be identifiee! \Vith the scribe of a similar graffito, probably from a
shrine in Diclymoi (but erroneously attributee! to Kanais; I.Kal1ais 59 bis): Èv OVlQOlÇ ｛ｾｸｯｵｯ｝ｶ ,à
OUV1TOOlV ＱｔｏｬｾｏｏＺ｛ [TOU )(]UQlOU 2.:eQtX1llooç [XO:l ･｝￹ｘｏＺｑｬｏＧｾｏｏＺￇ È1TOlYjOO: È1T' ayo:8<iJ ["1 heare! in ml'
c1reams that 1 shoulcl make the banquet for lorcl Sarapis; and 1 macle it in expression of gratitue!e
for gooe! fmtune"; one should correct the accent: Ｑ ｔ ｏ ｛ ｾ ｏ ｯ Ｚ ｴ (1TOlYjOO:l, Cuv.)]. [AC]
46) M. DAUMAS, "La représentation d'un atelier de potier du Cabirion de Thèbes sur un
skyphos Béotien ?", in Agathos Daimon, p.117-123 [SEC L 511]: D. proposes a new
Interpretation of an inscribed skyphos ti'om Abai (4th cent. BC); the paintecl inscription reads
Ｒ Ｎ Ｚ ｬ ｾ ｗ ｖ xo:),oç [R. \';rACHTEIl, NOI1-Attic Creek Vase 1l1scriptiol1s, Oxford, 2001, p. 22 na BOl 19,
observes that the text is \Vritten in full Ionic script and that the name is unparalleled (2.:ltpWV?)]. D.
associates the representation (a potter's workshop) with the mysteries of the Kabeiroi in Thebes:
the scene shows the proe!uction of vases for the annual festival in the Kabeirion; a young man is
tlogged by a potter-priest for his incliscretion in observing this activity. ＲＮＺＨｾｷｶ mal' have been a
young initia te. [AC]
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47) A. DELIVORRIAS, ""Evc<ç 'An6ÀÀwv ｾ ｾ ￀ Ｎ ｬ ｏ ￇ Ｌ f-l&À.À.ov &'nà ｬｾｖ ＧａｮｴｽＨｾＢＬ in N. STAMPOLIDIS,
CP&;ç J<:v}(Âcd]o(oy. il1y1f11 LV ZIX!fEI(?07WUÂOV, Athens, 1999, p. 328-335: Ed. pr. of a votive
relief inscribec! with the name of Apollon [['A1lo),),w[vt?]]. It represents the god leaning on a pillaI',
with a bow ancl quiver, next to an altar ancl the trunk of a pahn tree CBenaki ivluseum, c. 100 BC).
The relief was probably fOlI11c! at Prasiai in Attika. The image of the goc!, represented as Apollon
Delios, possibly c!erives from a cult statue. [AC]
48) E. DE MIRO (ecl.), Agrigento 1. 1santuari urbani. L'area sacra tra il tempio di Zeus e
porta V; Rome, 2000 [SEC L 9961: EC!. pL of a few grat11ti on vases (6th-5th cent.) fOUl1C1 in a
sanctuary of chthonic deities (Demeter and Persephone) in Akragas (556: tIXQ(àv) l&.Ç L:>0:1l(1X1QOÇ);
958: [MIlIX]lQl; 955: M(IlG<T(ll) 'O(QIXI<;<); 152: 'OQIX[la]; 1607: (l1sQ]aotpO:l[a]). [AC]
49) J. DEVREIŒR - H. VERIŒTH, "New Inscriptions from Pessinous ancl Elsewhere (VI)",
EA 33 (2001), p. 57-68 [BE 2002, 418]: Ecl. pL of 20 inscriptions from Pessinous and its
vicinity. Among them an altar with the inscription Koallou (the cleclication of Kosmos?; an altar
for the unattestecl cult of Kosmos?; 1, c. 2nd-1st cent.). A cleclication to Thea Nemesis in fulfill-
ment of a vow was made by l'vIetrocloros, son of l'vIetrocloros (2, Imperial perioc!). The theophoric
name of the cleclicant mal' be associatecl with the cult of Kybele. The cult of Nemesis is attested in
Pessinous through another dedication fOll11cl near the theater (EBGR 1997, 109). Nemesis receivecl
the cledications either in her function as gocldess of competitions or in connection with the cult of
Kybele. (Il'vIJ
50) G. DIETZE, "Temples ancl Soldiers in Southern Ptolemaie Egypt. Some Epigraphie
Evidence", in 1. MOOREN (ed.), ｐ ｯ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｾ Administration, and Society in tbe Hellenistic
and Roman WTolld. Proceedings of t1Je International Colloquium, Beltinoro 19-24 fuly
1997, Leuven, 2000, p. 77-89: Starting from the observation that most Greek inscriptions in
Egypt are in some way related to Egyptian temples, D. stuc!ies the interaction between army ancl
Egyptian temples in south Egypt (Kom Ombo, Philai, Devocl, Elephantine) primarily during the
reigns of Ptolemy VI ancl VIII. She plausible suggests that Greek solcliers were stationecl inside or
near Egyptian temples; this explains why they were actively involvecl in construction works in
these temples (e.g., GGIS 101, 114; I.Pbilai 11). The linlc between the army and the Egyptian
temples was also strengthenecl by the selvice of high officers as priests; e.g., Heroic!es was
commancler of the garrison in Syene, but also prophetes of Chnoum ancl archistolistes in the
temples of Elephantine and Philai (1.77])'.5)'. 302). Sometimes the same persons appearecl with a
double identity: as Greek ot11cers in Greek texts and as Egyptian priests in Egyptian documents.
The new priests of the fifth phyle, which was createc! by Ptolemy III, mal' have been leading
al111Y officers. The connection between army ancl temple contributec! to briclging the gap between
native population ancl Greek an11Y. The purit)' of Greek culture in the foreign landecl was
primarily served by the gymnasium. [AC]
51) C. DOBIAS-LALOU, "S.E.G. À\TIII 727 : Révision et compléments", in Miscellanea
Casperini l, p. 335-346: D.-L. presents a new critical eclition of a ｦｲ｡ｧｭ･ｮｴｾｬｬｙ clecree of Kyrene
(SEG À'VIII 727, 2nd cent. BC), aclding fm'ther fragments. The text seems to concern the consecra-
tion of lancl (li\ 3: [aQwalXl là[ç &YQouç?]) and the offering of sacrifices and libations for the well-
being of the Ptolemaic royal ｦ ｾ ｕ Ｑ Ｑ ｩ ｬ ｹ [fi'om the revenues?]. [AC]
52) T. DREW-BEAR, "Laoclikeia Katakekaumene (Konya-Ladik) bolgesincle arastirmalar",
in AsT 18.1, p. 247-254: D.-B. mentions the cliscovery of an inscription which recorcls the con-
struction of a temple of Zeus by a syngeneia (Laoclikeia in Lykaonia, Imperial period). [AC]
53) H. ENGEUvIA1'lN, "Inschriften und Heiligtum", in U. 1l'Juss, Der Kosmas von Epbesos,
Vienna, 2001, p. 33-44: E. presents an impressive panorama of the information provicled by the
Ephesian inscriptions for the cult ancl the sanctuary of Artemis Ephesia. He discusses Artemis'
epithets (f.lsyO:À.'!'] 8saç, Ilsyia1'!'] 8saç, 1l0:1(llOÇ, iXYlWlâl'!'], È1lltpavEaTân'j, )(UQia), the relations
between sanctuary ancl cit)', the administration, the finances, and the property of the sanctuary,
the festivals, the cult personnel (1ÉQEla, ￈｡｡ｾｶｳ￧Ｌ IlÉ),laaw, vE01l01al, ＩＨｏ｡ｬｬｾｬｳｬｑｉｘＬ XQuaotpoQOl,
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XOŒ[104'0(?Ol, (JITSl(?04'0(?OÇ, eX(?X[(J)(l'jITWÙXOÇ, ObWVO[1Ol, [s(?ol, ･ｘｘＨ＿Ｐｾ＼ｘＱｩｘｬＩＬ ancl the builclings in the
sanctuary. [AC]
54) M. ENGELMANN, "Artemis und die Bewohner des Embolos. Inschriften von Ephesos
Nr. 3059", Arcbaeologia Austriaca 84/85 (2000/2001), p. 155-157: Accarcling to D. KNIlJlJE
a honorai')' inscription for a priestess of Altemis (I.Epbesos 3059), set up by the inhabitants of
Embolos (0 ls(?àç 101WÇ HDV Ｇｅ｛ＱｾＰＩＬＸｬＱｗｖ 1WV Mg&. 1n )W(?[q. ｾ｛Ｑｗｖ 8s<}J ,A(?1É[1l0l; "the sacrecl, i.e.,
pious, district of the Embolitai, who are near our lacly, the goclcless Artemis"), i.e. the district
between the two hills of the city of Ephesos, shows that there was an altar of Artemis in this area.
E. rejects this assumption and argues that the expression Mg&. 1n xug[q. ｾ｛Ｑｗｖ 8s<}J 'A(?1É[1l0l refers
to the off1cial cult place of Artemis in the Bouleuterion, which was located in this c1istrict, ancl
does not prave the existence of an altar. [AC]
55) Chr. FARAONE, "A Collection of Curses against Kilns (Homeric Epigram 13.7-23)", in
A. YARBRO COLLINS - M.M. MITCHELL (eds.) Antiquity and Humanity. Essays on Ancient
Religion and Pbifosopby. Prese11ted to Hans Dieter Betz on His 70tb Birtbday,
Tübingen, 2001, p. 435-449: Basecl on the eviclence providecl by hexametrical incantations of
late Classical and Hellenistic c1ate F. suggests that lines 11-21 of the 13th Homeric Epigram are an
interpolation ancl that the poem is comprisecl of no less than three different hexametrical curses
against kilns. F. supposes that the source of this interpolation could have been a scholarly
collection of hexametrical curses, which inc1ucled a section with incantations against kilns. (J!vI]
56) Chr. FARAONE, "The Undercutter, the Woodcutter, and Greek Demon Names Ending
in -tomos (Hom. Hymn to Dem. 228-29)", AJPb 122 (2001), p. 1-10: Based on spells
inscribecl on amulets ancl c1efbdones or written on papyri F. shows that the wards UIT01<X[1VWV
(1. 228) and U),010[10Ç (1. 229) in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, in which the goclcless imitates
magical charms, are names of demons thought to cause pain in the gums of teething babies. F.
argues that names encling in -tomos are c1esigned to refer to intense boclily pain as the result of
c1ivine or demonical attacks. (J!VlJ
57) M. FELL, "Neue Inschriften aus Palairos", ZPE 137 (2001), p. 125-138: Ecl. pr. of a
c1eclication of a woman to an anonymous deity (Palairos in Alcarnania, late 4th cent. BC). (JM]
58) F. FERRANDINI TROISI, La donna ne/la società ellenisticCi. TestimoniClI1Ze epigraficbe,
Bari, 2000: The author presents a commented selection of 26 inscriptions that illustrate various
aspects of the life of women from the early 4th cent. nc to the Ist cent. AD, inc1ucling the
performances of women artists (poetesses, singers, musicians) in religious festivals, the service of
women in religious offices (5.1-5.2 ｾ SEG À'VIII 343 and lGUR IV 1325), and their participation in
athletic eontests (6.1-6.3; lG V.l, 1564a; [[(J'me 46; F.Delpbes III 1, 534). In an appenclLx (p. 97-
100) F. briefly c1iscusses the service of women in priestly offices and their privileges, ancl presents
a list of 18 priestesses (5th-lst cent. BC). [AC]
59) ].-1. FEIUtARY, "Le roi Archélaos de Cappadoce à Délos", CRA! (2001), p. 799-815:
F. plausibly identifies a person, whom the Athenians honored for his piety towards the sanctuary
of Delos (I.Déios 1634: [&(?]S1* ËVS)([sv 1 xO:l] ｓ￙Œ｛ｓｾｓＨｯＺ￧ Ｑｾￇ SIÇ 1à lsgov]) with the c1edieation of
his statue to Apollon, with king Arehelaos of Kappaclokia 06 nC-e. AD 15). The inscription
shoulcl probably be c1atecl to the reign of Augustus. (TM]
60) K. FREITAG, "Die Schieclsgerichtsbarkeit der panhellenischen Heiligtümer", in R.
ALBERTZ (ed.), Kult, KOI?j7ikt und Vers6lJl1ung. Bei/rage zur kultiscben Siihne in religi6-
sen, sozialen und politischen Auseinandersetzungen des antiken J11ittelmeerraumes,
Münster 2001, p. 211-228: F. diseusses the raIe playecl by Panhellenic sanctuaries, especially
that of Delphi, in arbitrations belween conflicting comlllunities (Korinthos ancl Korkyra, Thasos
ancl Neapolis, Kyme and Klazomenai) ancl in the development of norms governing behaviour
c1uring wars (esp. the Amphictyonie oath and the sacrecl truce). [AC]
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61) F. FmsoNE, Leggi e regolamenti limerari nel monda greco. 1. Le fonti epigraficbe,
Galatina, 2000: The fjrst volume of F.'s thorough study on the funerary regulations of the Greek
world contains a short introduction to this subject ancl to the public aspects of Greek funerm)'
rituals (p. Ｗ ｾ Ｒ Ｓ Ｉ Ｌ followecl by a critieal edition with cletai/ecl commentaI)' of the relevant
inscriptions from Delphi (CID 1 9 ｾ LSCG 77), Ioulis (LSCG 97), Nisyros (lG XII 3, 87), Thasos
(LSCG 64), Gort)'n (I,Crel. IV 46 B, 76 B), Cuma (LSCG Suppl. 120), ancl Gambreion (LSAM 16). In
her concluding remarks (p. Ｑ Ｖ Ｓ ｾ Ｑ Ｗ Ｔ Ｉ F. focuses on the aspect of impurity and on the social
significance of funerals. (TM]
62) W.D. FURLEY - J.M. BIŒMER, Greel? Hymns. Volume 1. Tbe Texts in Translation.
Volume II. Greek Te.xts and CommentmJ!, Tübingen, 2001: This important contribution to
the stucly of performative ritual texts assembles the Greek hymns preservee! in inscriptions ancl in
literaI)' sources. The introcluctOl)' chapters (1, p. Ｑ ｾ Ｖ Ｔ Ｉ treat the nature of Greek hymns, their form
and their composition and present a survey of the eÀ1:ant remains (Homerie hymns, Iyrie monody,
choral lyrie, the hymns of Kal1imachos, philosophical ancl allegorical hymns, magieal hymns,
prose hymns, the Orphie hymns). Translations ancl introductions to the individual texts are
presented in the fjrst volume, critical editions and commentaries in the second. In addition to
hymns known from literar)' sources (compositions of Alkaios, Anakeon, Aristotle, Herodas,
Pindar, and Sappho, hymns in tragedies and in the comdies of Aristophanes), the collection
includes many hymns preserved in inscriptions: the hymn to Zeus Diktaios from Palaikastro (1.1),
Aristonoos's hymn to Hestia (2.3), the paean to Apollon (2.4), Philodamos' paean to Dionysos
(2.5), and the paeans of Athenaios and Limenios (2.6) in Delphi kf supra na 12], the 'Erythraean
paean' to Asklepios (6.1) [,,/ iI1/;<:lno 161J, the Epidaurian hymns to the Mother of Gods (6.2) [cf
illji-a na 195], Pan (6.5), ancl Pantes Theoi (6.7), Ariphron's paean to Hygieia (6.3) and Isyllos'
paean to Apollon and Asldepios in Epidauros (6.4), Sophocles' paean to Asklepios (7.3),
Makedonikos' paean to Apollon ancl Asklepios (7.5), and the hymns to Telesphoros in Athens
(7.7), ane! a hymnie dedication to Artemis in Paros 02.5) [sec also iuji-a na 121]. The second
volume includes a list of epithets and attributes of the gods, an index of sacrecl places, a list of
musical instruments referred to in the hymns, ancl an inclex of Greek \Vords. [AC]
63) ｐ Ｎ ｾ ｌ Ｎ GATIER, "le site de 'Arsha ｗ ｡ ｾ ｑ ｩ ｢ ｡ ｲ Ｂ Ｌ Topai 11 (2001) [2003], p. Ｑ Ｗ Ｕ ｾ ｬ ｓ Ｒ Ｚ
G. presents an improved text of an epitaph of a soldier from 'Arsha ｗ ｡ ｾ ｑ ｩ ｢ ｡ ｲ (Syria, AD 229),
where a Mithras relief was found, ancl suggests that the cult of Mithras in this area should be
placee! in the context of the presence of the Roman army. [AC]
64) Ph. GAUTHIER, "les assemblées électorales et le calendrier de Samos à l'époque
hellénistique", Cbiron 31 (2001), p. Ｒ Ｑ Ｑ ｾ Ｒ Ｒ Ｗ [BE 2002, 326]: Based on a study of
inscriptions, whieh provide information on the electoral assembly in Samos (espescially IG XII
6.1, ＱＵＰｾＱＵＱＬ 169, and 172), G. argues that unti! the late 4th cent. BC the elections \Vere helcl in
the month Anthesterion, which was the 11th or 12th month of the year; the year must have begun
on the spring equinox, as in Mi/etos. In the late 4th or early 3rd cent., for unknown reasons, the
Samians movecl the beginning of the year to the sumJ11er solstice (Metageitnion), and the
elections were held in the 12th month (Kronion). [AC]
65) M. GAWLIKO\\lSKI, "le Mithraeum de Haouarte (Apamène)", Topai 11 (2001) [2003],
p. ｬ ｓ Ｓ ｾ Ｑ Ｙ Ｓ Ｚ G. reports on the excavation of a J'vlithraeum in Haouarte 05 km nOlth of Apameia)
with interesting wall paintings; on one of them a fragmenta l'y inscription mentioning Mithras is
preservecl. [We read the text from the photograph (p. 192); ｛ｳ＿｝￹ｘｾ 1 ｛ｾｾｾ cXVI)(l!lTOu l'l'1sWQcù [AC]
66) S. GEORGOUDI, "la procession chantante des Molpes de J'vIilet", in Cbanter les dieux,
p. Ｑ Ｕ Ｓ ｾ 171 [BE 2002, 367]: After a brief discussion of the religious and politieal prominence of
the board of the molpoi in J'vIiletos, G. discusses the lex sacra which contains the OIgia of the
molpoi (LSAM 50; Milel 1.3, 133) focusing on the religious significance of the seven stations of
their procession from Mi/etos to Diclyma (lines Ｒ Ｕ ｾ Ｓ Ｑ Ｉ Ｎ The procession took place in the spring,
i.e., in the season in which Apollon was believecl to return to his cult sites; the month of Taureon
was the first month of the Mi!esian year. The festival of the Hebdomaia mal' have been celebrated
in this month. The procession stopped for the fjrst time at a shrine or statue of Hekate, where a
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stone (y6»,oç) was c1epositecl (cf the 'stone-bearers', ),l8mpâQOl, in Eleusis); a second stone was
c1epositecl at the end of the procession, in front of the gate of the sanctualY at Didyma. Hekate is
known to have been worshippecl in Apollon's sanctmuy (Milet 1.3, 129). The Dynamis, the shrine
where the seconcl stop was made, shoulcl be interpretecl as a divine power; G. associates the
word dynamis with the expressions S1li OUVcl.[J.El and S1li ｛ｊＮｖｾ｛ｊＮｬＧ｝ｬ xO:i OUVcl.[J.El in the curses of Teos
(SEG XXXI 984-985), suggesting that ll'Iem01Y ancl Power in Teos were recipients of divine
honours. The third stop was macle in a meadow on JVIt. Akron to honor the Nymphs. The
Nymphs were often closely associated with Apollon. Interestingly enough in Thasos the singing
of paeans was not allowed during the sacrifice to Apollon Nymphegetes and the Nymphs (LSCG
114 A); this shows the local character of some ritual prohibitions. The fourth stop honorecl
Hennes sv Ke),cl.o(jl; Kelados was either the name of a river or the occupant of a precinct (cf Zeus
Meilichios sv Ivl6ox(jl in Selinous, in SEG XLIII 630). Nothing is known about Phylios, for whom
the fifth stop was made. Keraites, the sacred place of the sbcth stop, may be an epithet of Apollon
(cf Apollon Kereatas in Achaia: PADS. VIII, 34, 5). The seventh stop was made in front of the
statues of the Branchiclai. In her discussion G. points to the importance of dance in the
performance of the paeans of the molpoi ancl suggests that the word ｣ ｘ ｛ ｊ Ｎ ｬ Ｉ Ｇ Ｉ Ｎ Ｎ ｬ Ｇ ｝ Ｇ Ｈ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｏ Ｚ (lines 13-16,
'competition'), which is usually interpreted as a competition in singing, cioes not exclude a
competition in c1ancing (p. 159-160). (TM]
67) D.W.]. GILL, "The Decision to Build the Temple of Athena Nike (JC 13 35)", Historia
50 (2001), p. 257-278 [BE 2002, 201: After a discussion of the archaeological evidence con-
cerning the different phases of the sanctuary of Athena Nike on the Athenian Acropolis G. studies
inscriptions in whieh the three-barred sigma appears (JG 13 11, 435) conclucling that this letter
fonn can appear also after 446 Be. Consequently, IG 13 35, which authorized the building of the
Athena Nike temple, can be dated to 426 or 425 BC as already proposed by H.B. Mattingly [cf
EBGR 2000, 134; but cf M. SÈVE, BE 2002, 20J. (TM]
68) M. GIUJVlAN, "Metamorfosi di una dea: da Artemide ad Iside in un santuario di
Dion", Ostraka 8 (1999) [2001], p. 427-446 [SEC L 5871: In a detailed stucly of the cult of Isis
at Dion G. focuses on the association between Artemis Eileithyia (SEG XXXIV 629) and Isis Lochia
(SEG X)OClV 622, 626/627; cf SEG XLVII 788) and their worship as patrons of childbitth. [AC]
69) Z. GOCEVA, "Les temples dans les villes et les sanctuaires thraces sur leur territoire
dans la province de Thrace", in Agathos Da/mon, p. 185-192: G. summarizes the epi-
graphie and archaeologieal testimonia for temples in cities and extra-urban sanctuaries in the area
of the Roman province of Thrace (Philippopolis, Augusta Traiana, Hadrianopolis, Kabyle, Serclike,
and Pataulia). The relevant evidence concerns the cuIts of Apollon Kendrisos, Artemis, Asklepios
and Hygieia, Zeus and Hera (worshipped as Theoi Karistorenoi in Pautalia), Herakles, and the
Thracian Rider Hero, who was worshipped with the epithets Zgedenos, Zgoulamenos, Zymedre-
nos, and Keilaidenos. G. argues that when Philippopolis was awarded the title of the neokoros of
the Imperial cult the priest of Apollo Kendrisos served as high priest. [AC]
70) R. GORDON, "Trajets de Mithra en Syrie romaine", Topai 11 (2001) [2003], p. 77-136:
In an overiew of the diffusion of the cult of Mithras in Roman Syria G. presents the teÀ'1: of a
dedieation made to Theos Hagios Asklepios by Theodotos, priest of JVIithras (Sidon, AD 140/41,
p. 85); it is remarkable that a priest of Mithra made a dedieation to another deity, Asklepios,
probably identified with Echmoun; it may be a thanks-giving dedieation after cure from a c1isease.
[AC]
71) E. GRAIl'ltvlATIKAKI - N. LITINAS, '']'l'!G(Ylxàç XG('[cXOWflOÇ", Eufimene 1 (2000), p. 61-69
[SEC L 930]: Ed. pl'. of a love defixio found in a grave in Knossos (lst cent. AD). The teÀ'1: is
written on a splinter of green steatite, thus presenting a unique case of a defixio inscribed on
stone. The first three lines contain the yoces magicae HPHryC CQBEP 1 8Q8A PEBEPEr 1
(IJAPKAlv!A ACIfIQ. The vox magiea HPHr in 1. 1may correspond to EPEr in 1. 2; LQBEP may be
the Aramaic s"br ('separate, break'); the vox magiea xwXO: ('darkness') is followed by the
palindromic PEBEP and <1JAPKA1'vu\ ｾ (j'cl.Q[J.O:xo:. Then the defigens asks a demon to separate
Preimogenes and Daphne. This is the first defixio found on Crete. [AC]
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72) T. GRÜLL, '''Conquerors, Patriarehs and the Law of the Lord'. Interpretation of a Late
Antique Jewish Epitaph", Arctos 34 (2000), p. 23-37: G. comments on the longest Latin
inscription written by a Jew in the diaspora, the epitaph of AureHus Samohil (Gl1650; Katane, AD
383). Of interest is the adjuration formula in the clause concerning the protection of the grave
(adiuro vos pel' victorias qui impemllt, item adiuro vos pel' bonores patriarcannl/, item adiuoro
vos perlicem quem Dominus deditJudeis; "1 adjure you by the vietories of those who command,
and by the honors of the Patriarchs, and by the law whieh the Lord gave to the Jews"); this
formula is similar to that used by Aurelius Ioses in Argos (CIl 719: èvsuxoflC([ 1,zÇ Osk!.ç )(0:1
flsyâÀ[o:ç] olJvâflSlÇ 1,zÇ lOù 8wù )(0:11,zÇ olJvâfl<s>lÇ lOù N0flOlJ )(o:{ Ｑｾｖ Ｑｬｦｬｾｖ 1lDV 1I0:1f2lO:f2Xwv )(0:1
Ｑｾｖ Ｑｬｦｬｾｖ 1WV èOV{l}O:f2XWV )(0:1 Ｑｾｖ Ｑｬｦｬｾｖ 1WV aotpwv )((X{ Ｑｾｖ Ｑｬｦｬｾｖ 1* )'0:1f2k!.ç 1* YlvoflÉV1']Ç ètp'
,;)(âa11']ç ｾｦｬ￉ｦＲｏＺￇ n\> 8siiJ; "1 pray for God's divine and great powers, and the power of the Law,
and the honor of the patriarchs, and the honor of the ethnarchs, and the honor of the wise men,
ancl the honor of the service whieh is fulfilld to God clay by day"). But while Ioses acldressed his
oath only ta Jews, Samohil addressed his formula not only to Jews - through the reference to the
!vIosaic law, which wouId also appeal to Christians -, but to ail the subjects of the empire,
pagans, Christians, and Jews - through the reference to the vietories of the emperors. [AC]
73) D. GUARISCO, "Aleune epiclesi di Artemide in Artica: Ereithos, Oinaia, Horaia",
Simb/os 3 (2001), p. 131-161: G. cliscusses three Attie epithets of Artemis each one of whieh
appears only once in inscriptions. 1) IG IF 5005 (2nd cent. AD) refers to Artemis Ereithos. G.
argues that Ereithos clesignates Artemis as a Kourotrophos worshippecl in the Athenian
Iobakcheion between the Pnyx and the Arcios Pagos. 2) IG IF 5116 (2nd cent. AD) attests to the
existence of Artemis Oinaia in Athens at least in the Imperial period. This epitheton derives either
from the Attic demos Oinoe or from wine (oinos), associating Attemis with agriculture and
fertility. G. prefers the latter Interpretation ancl suggests similarities between Artemis Oinaia and
Dionysos Eleuthereus. 3) IG IF 4632 (4th cent. BC) is a dedication to Artemis Horaia, whom G.
interprets as an Artemis Kourotrophos. According to G., ail three epitheta show the importance of
Artemis as a patron of agriculture and feltility in Attika. (TM]
74) W. GÜNTHER, "Spenden flir Didyma. Zu einer Stiftung aus Naukratis", in K. GEUS-
K. ZIMMERl'vIANN (eds,), Punica - Libyca - Pto/emaica. Festscbriftfiir W'l'el'l1er HI((S, zum
65. Ceburtstag dargebracbt von Scbii/el'l1, Freunden und Kol1egen (Studia Pboenicia
XVI), Leuven - Paris - Sterling, Virginia, 2001, p. 185-198: Ecl. pl'. of a fragmentary
honorary inscription from the sanctuary of Apollon at Diclyma C3rd cent. BC). Accorcling to G.'s
Interpretation the Milesians organisecl a subscription in order to rcbuild the temple of Apollon;
the city of Naukratis reacted to this cali by contributing (1. 3: alJ]V1sÀwmv) an unknown amount of
money for works concerning the temenos (1. 7: sl]ç flÈV 10 1ÉflsvoÇ) and the temple (Hnes 8-9: elÇ
oÈ Ｑｾｖ OI)(ooofllO:v 1 [lOÙ vo:où]). Based on the known example of the sanctualY of Apollon at
Delphi and comparable subscriptions for the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi, it seems al1l10st
certain that the Milesian subscription was not exclusively addressed to the Naukratians. (TM]
75) K. HALLOF, Inscriptiones Craecae Insu/arum Maris Aegaei prCleterDe1um. Fascicu/us
H. Inscnptiones Cbii et Sami cum Corassiis ICClriaque. Pars 1. Inscnptiones Sami
InSU/CIe, Berlin, 2000 [BE 2002, 1; SEC L 8101: A brief summary of the content of this volume
was presentecl in EEGR 2000, 69. The first fascicule of the Samian corpus comprises 536
inscriptions: Samian ancl Athenian decrees, letters, 1aws, catalogues, boundary stones, honoralY
inscriptions, and altars found in Samos. New texts are 1l1arked with an asterisk. Leges sacrae and
clil/ regula/iol/s: A lex sacra written by the n01l10graphoi concerns the sacrifice in the Helikonion,
Le., in the sanctualY of Poseidon Helikonios, and the cluties of the epi1l1enioi electecl by the
chiHasteres 068 ｾ LSCG 122, 3rcl cent. BC: cf iJ(/i'Cl on associations). A regulation (diagraphe)
proposecl by the neopoiai concerns trade activities in the Heraion 069, c. 245 BC) [ç/ E13GR
1992, 210]: the text regulates the leasing of shops, prohibitions against tracling activities by slaves,
soldiers, suppliants, and unemployed soldiers (?). A fragmentary lex sacra seems to concern the
purchase of a priesthood; the text mentions the obligations and privileges of the priest, an altar,
sacrifjcial animais, and the crowning of an abject (the altar?, *170, 2nd/lst cent. BC). The
protection of the sacred lancl of Hera is the subject of another Ii'agmentalY lex sacra, whieh
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forbids the cutting of trees, the use of water, the use of the land for pasture or cultivation, and
the destruction of boundary stones 071, 2nd cent. AD). A sacrificial regulation (260 = LSCG
Suppl. 80, c. 350 BC) demands that those who sacrificed in the sanctuary should make food
offerings (nôncxWl [lOvô[ltpcû,cx, gpOO[lOl sc. PÔEÇ, Ｆ･ｅ｡ｔｾ･Ｌ )(}]elCX) to Kourotrophos and Hermes;
Artemis and Apollon are mentioned in a fragmentary context; it is not clear who the recipient of a
banquet (èmTecxn[Éslcx] oEInv[cx]) was; [in lines 5-6 read nôncx[vcx] 1 [lovô[ltpcxÀ[cx], without a comma;
for these sacrificial cakes see BEGR 1994/95, 194. The significance of number seven O. 7:
epoô[louç; l. 9: )(}]e[cx enTeZ) suggest a sanctuary of Apollon]. A decree accepts the request
(1JtET}]Q[CX) of the priest of Isis to collect money for the goc1c1ess Ｈｔｾｬ 8EWl )(cx8ôn )((Xl nQô1EQoV
&YEiQElV; 3 = LSCG Supp!. 123, 3rc1 cent. BC). A fragmentatY decree pertaining to the Syria Theos
may have a similar subject, Le. an &Y8lQ[lÔÇ (2; c. 250 BC; l. 6: [&y81]QWGlv). Dedications: Statues
of local anc1 foreign benefactors were dec1icatec1 to various goc1s, usually in the Heraion; this
applies also to private c1ec1ications for family members and friends. The c1ec1ications are ac1c1ressec1
to Hera (*284, 285-287, *288, 289, 291-293, 295-298, 301-303, 309, 317-320, 322, 327-328, 336-342,
347, 349-351, 354, 357, 359-364, 367-369, 372, 376, 379-380, 384, 389-394, 396, 398, 420, 431-433,
446-449, 451-452, *453, 456, 461-462, 465, 469, *472-473), Dea Roma and Augustus (294, *366,
373, 404-405, *434-435, *440), the gods (471), anc1 the Theoi Soteres, i.e. the Ptolemies (282; in
the precinct c1ec1icatec1 to the cult of the Ptolemies). The c1edications mac1e in the Heraion were
one of the subjects treated by the local historian Leon, whose statue was erected in the Heraion
(285). The Athenian c1emos on Samos c1edicatec1 golc1en crowns (aTÉtpcxvoç XQuooùÇ &eta1EIoç) to
Apollon in Delphi (263-265, c. 340-330 BC).
Sanctuaries: A decree concerns a subscription for the restoration of the [lÉycxç vcxôç, Le., the
Heraion (1, c. 285 BC). One of the most interesting texts for the dec1icatOlY practices in the
Heraion is the long inventOlY of 346 BC (261). A velY fragmentllY text, which mentions a priest,
sacrifices (?), and an altar, seems to c1eal with the leasing of a public estate (5, 2nd cent. BC). The
money administerec1 by the 'treasurer of the holy money' (1CX[llCXÇ TWV àOlWV) incluc1ed inter alia
fines [paic1 to Heral 01, 1. 58f., mid-3rc1 cent. BC). A fragmentatY letter of Ptolemy III suggests
measures for the treatment of slaves who sought asylum in the Heraion 056, c. 245/4 BC) [on
this text cf A. CHANIOTIS, "Conflicting Authorities: Greek Asylia between SeClilar and Divine Law
in the Classical and Hellenistic Poleis", Kemos 9 (996), p. 81]. An honoralY inscription for a
general refers to measures for the guarcling of the Heraion (464: tpuM1;CXl 1à 18Qàv ｛ｔｾￇ｝ "HQcxç; lst
cent. BC). Several persons were honorec1 for their piety towards Hera, Le. for services to her
sanctuary, or for their piety towards the c1ivinity (EÙOEPEltXÇ XeZQlV nQàç Tà 8EIov; 296-298, 300-301,
309, 317, 320, 328, 357, 359, 362, 367-368, 379, 384-385, 390, 431-433). A fragmentalY decision of
the Roman consuls of AD 23, upon a request of envoys ti'om Kos anc1 Samos, concerns the asylia
of the sanctmllY of Asklepios in Kos and undeterminec1 privileges of the Heraion of Samos 063,
AD 23; note the worc1 OElGlOCXl[l0V{tX in 1. 13). A fragmenatary imperial ecHct (?) refers to financial
privileges of the Heraion (*165, lst cent. AD). The finances of the Heraion are also connectecl
with the Samian laI" concerning free grain c1istribution to the citizens (172, c. 250 BC) [cf BEGR
1992, 78]. Bounc1alY stones of the temenos of 'A8}]vtXltX 'A8}]vwv [lEOÉOUOtX (238-240, *241, 242-
244), Ion (245-246), the Athenian eponymous heroes (247-250, *251), anc1 Artemis (266) belong to
the perioc1 of the Athenian cleruchy (second half of the 5th cent. BC). A man was honourec1 by
the Athenians for c1enouncing a man and a woman (sacrec1 slaves?) who hac1 stolen sacred
property (252, c. 350 BC). A fragmentary c1ecree of the tribe Panc1ionis fi'om the period of the
Athenian cleruchy concerns the repayment of c1ebts and interest to the sanctmllY of the hero
PancHon; the custom prescribed that the interest should be usec1 for sacrifices in honor of PancHon
anc1 the other goc1s (255, 320/19 Ber). Cn. Domitius was honorec1 for his benefactions on behalf
of the sanctuary of Artemis Tauropolos on Ikaria (351).
Festiua!s: A fragmentary c1eCl'ee concerns a festival (ntXV}]yuQElÇ) for Ptolemy III anc1 Berenike (4;
c. 243-221), Honors were announcec1 at the Dionysia CS, 56, 95, 150-154, 156, 253), An EÙ}][l8QltX is
mentioneel in a fragmentalY honoralY eleCl'ee for an agoranomos 03 1. 32). A series of agonistic
inscriptions provide the names of the winners at the Heraia 073, *174, *175, 2nc1/1st cent. BC),
the Dionysia 076-178, 3rc1-2nc1 cent. BC), and the agons of the gymnasium 079-183, *184, 2nd
cent. BC), A list of magistrates mentions the exetastai, who were in office at the time of the first
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celebration of the Rhomaia kai Attaleia (wlç 1lQûnolç 'Pwllcxlo[IÇ 1 )(CXI 'A,],CX)'SlOlÇ; *200, 2nd/1st
cent. BC); it is not certain whether the Rhomaia and the Attaleia were celebarted separately; [the
wording suggests a joint celebration; since this was the first celebration of the agon, a clate during
or sh01tly after the reign of Attalos II is probable; a date in the lst cent. BC should be excluded).
Other local agons mentioned in inscriptions are the Sebasta Kaisareia (295), Megala Sebasta
Heraia (312), Heraia (342), ancl the Lysandreia (334). A boy is honored for winning the wrestling
competition of the sacrecl agon of Hera (èv ,0 lSQ0 Ｌｾ￧ ｾｃｘ｡ｴＩＬｅｬｏｉｊ 8s&ç "HQcxç &ywvcx) and for
being accepted to compete in running in the Olympic games (460: )(Q18Évm slç 'OMIl1llcx ,& Èv
TIsla\]; 3rcl cent. AD) [cl lG XII 2, 388: )(Q18Évm Èv .6û<polçJ. A fragmentar")' inscription in the
Heraion lists the Samian boy winners in agons, who hacl received crowns from an anonymous
benefactor (290, 2nd/1st cent.); only the mUl1e of the Rhodian Helieia and an anonymous agon in
Seleukela are preserved on the stone. Other agonistic inscriptions refer to victories in the Olympie
games (336), the Isthmia (338, 340), the Kaisareia in Korinthos (339-340), the Pythia (341), ancl
the Rhomaia in J'vliletos (342). The agon of Artemis Kinclyas is mentionecl in a clecree of Bargylia
(145, 2ncl cent. BC) ancl a XOQoanhllç in the decree of an anonymous Aeolic city (141 1. 31, 3rcl
cent. BC). Cllits alld rilllClls: Several altars attest the cuits of Apollon (*529, *531), Apollon
Nymphegetes (528), Apollon Nymphegetes and the Nymphs (527), Dionysios Geron (535), Zeus
and Hera (530, *533), Zeus Keraunios (532, *534: ｓ￙ｘｃｘｑｉｇＧ｛ｾｑｉｏｖＩＬ and the personification of
Tetartaios, Le. fever (536). The agoranomos Aristomenes c1ecoratecl the agoranomion with statues
of Demeter ancl Dionysos (13, 2nd cent. BC); he also offerecl sacrifices of cows (8lJalcxç ｾｏ￙Ｈ｣Ｈ￧Ｉ to
Nemesis. A Ptolemaic general was honorecl with leQwv 1lcxQc(G'[CXatç (120 1. 16, c. 280-246), Le. with
the placing at his disposai of a sacrifical animal at public expenses [for this honor see EEGR 1999,
158). Hera was worshipped with the epithets &QXllyÉnç Ｌｾ￧ 1lo),swç (7, 1. 450, &QXllyÉnç (300,
305, 330), ancl ｾｃｘ｡ｬＩŒｉｏￇ 8eà "HQcx (332, 460). In an honoral")' epigram for Krates, Eros is
clescribecl as 6 1lQwwÇ IlCX)(c(QÙJV, 6 ,à " Èv XOOVl )(CXI [---] )(CXl Lllàç ｾｖｉｏｘｗｖ CXl1lÙV "OÀ1J1l1l0V (454).
Dionysos (Bakchos) is mentionecl in a fragmentarl' epigram (476, Hellenistic); a builcling
inscription concerns his temple (483).
Hellellistic 1'lI1er cII11: An agon in honor of 'the kings' (probably Philippos Arrhidaios ancl
Alexancler N) is mentioned in a decree (42). An honoral")' clecree refers to the establishment of a
festival in honor of Antigonos Monophthalmos ancl Demetrios Poliorketes after thelr vict01")' in
Salamis (56 1. 6-8: wû ｯ ｾ ｊ Ｎ ｗ ｉ ｊ ｾ ｬ ｬ ＼ ｰ ｬ ｡ ｣ ｸ ｉ ｬ ￉ ｶ ｯ ｬ ｊ iJ.YSIV ｾｉｬＦ￧ È1l1 wlç sùcxYYSÀ10lÇ 'Avnyov8lcx )(CXl
Llllllll'Qlslcx; 306 BC). A c1ecree for juclges from Kos mentions a temenos for queen Phila
(probably the wife of Demetrios Poliorketes); a stele with the decree was to be cleclicated in her
temenos after its inauguration (150, late 4th cent. BC, lines 23-24: omv cx1 Ｌｾ￧ ｾ｣ｸ｡ｴＩＬｬ｡｡ｬｬ￧ <D1Àcxç
nllcx[t] 1 aIJV,ÛŒaOWat, elÇ ,à ,ÉllsvoÇ ,à &1l00SIX8ev <D(),cxt). The fa mous honorat")' decree for
Boulagoras (11, after 243/2 BC) recorcls his contribution to the theoria sent by the Samians to
Ptolemy III ancl Berenike and to the sacrifices otTered in Alexanclria. The precinct c1edicated to the
cult of the Ptolemies (Theoi Soteres) is mentionecl in n° 282. An altar for Arsinoe Philadelphos
attests her cult (496). A list of winners at the agons of the gl'mnasium was declicatecl to
Ptolemaios (V?), Hermes ancl Herakles, ancl thus attests the ruler cult in the gl'mnasium (179; c.
200). Elllperor cIIlt: A c1ecree c1escribes the sacrifice offerecl to the gods of the city ancl the land
([wlç M,à Ｌ ｾ ｶ 1l]OÀIV )(CXl Ｌｾｶ XWQcxv 880IÇ s8IJa[cxv]) upon the announcement of a fortunate event
((il 1. 7: [sùcx]VyÉ),IOV ｾｉｬ￉ｑ｣ｸｶＩＬ regulates the establishment of a commemorative festival (1. 9: [slç
,àv &]sl XQovov lSQàv )(CXl ÉOQ,cxlcxv iJ.Y[SIV]), a sacrifice to be otTered in Rome to Zeus Kapitolinos
and other gocls (1. 390, ancl the oath to be given bl' the Samians to Augustus (7 = lGR N 996 +
aclcl.; 5 130); the ephebes were to go in procession to the temple of Thea Rhome ancl the
Sebastos everl' year (1. 27-30); a fi'agment of the oath is preservecl in nO 8. The emperor cult is
also attestecl through a series of altars for Augustus (497, 499), Agrippa Postumus (498), Tiberius
(499), Vespasianus (501), Hadrian Zeus Olympios Epiphanes Soter ancl Ktistes (503-505, *506,
507, *508-514, 515-516, *517-521, 522, *523-526), ancl two anonymous emperors or members of
the Imperial hllnily (*500, *502). [In 499 a ancl b perhaps we shoulcl cielete the comma before the
name of Zeus Polieus and reacl Aùw)(Qc(wQoÇ KcxlacxQoç ... ＲＺｳｾ｣ｸ｡ｷ￻ L'uàç TIO),IÉWÇ ancl ｔｉｾｓｑｬｏｉｊ
... Lllàç TIo),IÉwç; Augustus and Tiberius may have been iclentifIecl with Zeus Polieus; cf il!/i'CI on
the identification of Haclrian with Zeus). Drusilla was honorecl as Nea Charis (411). The personnel
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for the emperor cult included a priest of Augustus, Caius Caesar and Marcus Agrippa and
neopoiai of the Sebastos (7 lines 51-55), high priest of the civic emperor cult (310, 326, 331, 333,
*477), and demiourgoi (324). An agonothetes dedicated stoai to Dea Roma and Augustus (484).
Other dedications are addressed to Hadrian (486), and an anonymous emperor (487).
Cull o.!.ficials: The neopoiai of the Heraion are often mentioned (7, 9, 120, 156, 168-169, 195-197,
*198, 312, 438, 448, 452, 460, 465), and lists with their names were regularly set up in the Heraion
(185-198, 2nd cent. BC). In one of them the neopoiai commemorated the fact that dedications
were restored to Hera during their tenn of office (187); these dedications were statues taken by
Marc Antony and restored bl' Octavian (20/19 BC?; cf STRABO, XIV, 1, 14 [C637]). Other officiais
included the tamias ton hosion (129), the agonothetai (11, 56, 129, 150, 152-154, 156, 173, 175,
177-178, 295, 305-306, 312, 392, 484), the demiourgoi (324: ＸｙＱｦＭｬｬｏｕＨ＿ｙｾｯ｣ｸｯ｣ｸｶ n(?àç f-lÈv 10ÙÇ 6wùç
)(G(l ｌ Ｚ Ｘ ｾ ｣ ｸ ｯ Ｑ ｏ ￙ ￇ Ｘ ￙ Ｐ Ｘ ｾ ｗ ￇ Ｉ Ｌ the hierokeryx (150), the hierourgoi (463), the priest of Hera (331, 333),
the priestess of Hera (327-332), and the priestess of Hera and Iulia Sebaste (sc. Livia; 330). We
also mention 1. Vipsanius Aeolio, exegetes of the Eumolpids in Athens, who was honored in
Samos (307).
Associatiolls: The association of the ｘ ｬ Ｉ Ｇ ｬ ｃ ｘ Œ Ｑ ｾ Ｈ ＿ Ｘ ￇ 'Em8cxu(?[wv Ｑｾￇ èMoow (sc. Xl),lCXŒ1UOÇ) Ol
｣ｘｶ｣ｸｾｃｘ｛ｖｏｖＱＸￇ 81ç 'E),l){WVlOV honored Xenombrotos, one of its members for piety and for his
benefactions; this text also refers to mystai and a synodos (132, 2nd cent. BC; cf il?/i'CI, on
funerary practices). Responsible for the sacrifice were the elected epimenioi (168, 3rd cent. BC);
the association honored its benefactors with the dedication of their statues in the Heraion (466,
*467). A neopoies is designated as ｴ ｰ ｬ Ｉ Ｇ ｙ ｉ Ｈ ＿ ｃ ｘ Ｇ ｴ Ｇ Ｐ Ｑ ｾ ￇ Ｌ Le., friend of an association dedicated to the
worship of Hera (195, AD 84). Curses: A decree of Antiocheia on the Maeander (6, after 167 BC)
states that any person who should undeitake anything against the decree and a treaty with an
unknown city should be cursed (1. 6f.: [)(CX1cX(?YI]1av 18 cxù1àv s!vw) and pal' a fine to the sanctllaiY
of Thea Rhome (1. 7: cXn018low le(?ekç Ｑｾￇ 'Pwf-lYlç 8(?cxXf-lcXç); we also note the expression ｯ ｵ ｶ Ｖ ｾ Ｉ ｻ ｙ ｬ ｶ
)(CX6l8(?aW O. 4). FUllelwy pmctices: Xenombrotos, member of an association 'of those who
ascend the Helikonion', had his own heroion built and made arrangements for the offering of a
sacrifice (èn! 100 )(CX18Œ[){SUCX0f-l8VOU] !:m' CXÙ100 ｾＨ＿ｗｲｏｕ 6uolcx yiVYl1CXl CXÙ1Wl), under participation of
mystai and the synodos (of his association; 132, 2nd cent. BC) [note the use of the word 6uolcx
and not èvcxywf-laç, despite the funeralY contextJ. Varia: A list of the months of the Egyptian
calenclar (218, 3rd cent. BC) is probably connected with the Ptolemaic garisson in Samos. [AC]
76) K. HALLOF et al., Inscriptiones Graeciae Septentrionalis uoluminis VII et VIII non
comprebensae consilio et auctoritate Academiae Scien/iarum Bel'Olinensis et
Brandenburgensis editae. Pars 1. Inscriptiones Pbocidis, Locridis, Aetoliae, Acamaniae,
Insularum Maris Ioni! edi/io altera. Fascic1us IV Inscriptiones Insularum Maris Ioin/i.
Scbedis usus quas condidit Guentbems KLAFFJ<.1VBACH au.xitque Daniel S11ùWCH
adiuuante il1atbias LAWO edidit Klaus HALLOF. Titulos Itbacenses retractauit Jobn M.
.FOSSEY, Berlin 2001: The new volume of fI/scnpliolles Gmecae [IG IX l' 4] comprises the
inscriptions of Koktyra (786-1230, including Korkyraean decrees and dedications found in other
sites ancl inscriptions of other provenance preserved in the Museum of Korkyra), Leukas (1231-
1477), Kephallenia (1478-1585), Ithaka (1586-1729), ancl Zakynthos (1730-1779). New texts are
markecl with an asterisk.
ｋ ｯ ｲ ｬ ｾ Ｉ ｬ ｭ Ｚ Dedicaliolls: Many early dedications (5th cent. BC) were founcl in the area of the temple
of Apollon Kerkyraios (822-824, *825, 826-827, *828, 829-832, *833); the god is namecl in many of
them (Apollon Korkyraios: 822-823, 826; Apollon: 824, *825?, *828?, 829). Three vases were founcl
near the temple of Artemis (834, *835-836, 6th-5th cent.); one of them possibly refers to the
goddess with the attribute éJ.yvcX (*836). Several dedications were made by magistrates, to Artemis
(837, 4th cent. BC) ancl the gocls (838-842, 3rcl cent. BC-2nd cent. AD). Another major group of
dedications in Greek (844-847) and Latin (842-843) were found in the sanctlJary of Zeus Kassios
(1st cent. BC-2nd cent. AD). Two metrical declications were aclclressed to Zeus as patron of
seafaring. The first dedicatory epigram is an interesting piece of evidence for 'negotiations'
between the dedicant and the clivinity (844, Ist/2ncl cent. AD); after Barbaros, a seaman, had
dedicatecl to Zeus the image of a ship (placecl on a column), he was blessed by the god with
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greater safery at sea (EÙ1I),olllÇ xeéaaovoç &vnwxwv); thereupon he dedicated a second, larger
image of a ship and promised to dedicate a third one, made entirely of gold, should the god also
grant him wealth (El 013 X0:1 ｑＩＬｾｯｶ vsuaElo:ç, xeuaéYjv mxao:v &vo:xeS[.tcY.OS[l]); [the two images were
possibly made of stone or clay and were only gilded; the next one should be of solid gold; we
note the verb &vo:xes[.tcY.w ('to suspend, to hang') which refers to the practice of hanging small ex-
votos (especially clay and metal plaques) on trees or on the walls of shrines; cf ill/i'CI n° 146J.
The second epigram Ｈ ｓ ￙ ｘ ｯ Ｚ ･ ｴ ｡ Ｑ ｾ ･ ｉ ｏ ｖ Ｉ was dedicated by the athlete Sabinos of Ephesos, after his
ship had safely returned to Ephesos (845, 2nd cent. AD). A third epigram, in fulfillment of a vow
([s]ù[Ç]o:[.tévYj), is very fragmentary (*846, 2nd cent. AD). Another dedicatory inscription is written
on a bronze plaque, which was attached to the dedication (847, 3rcl cent. AD). Honoraty statues
of benefactors, members of the imperial house, and private persons were dedicated to the gods,
Le., in a sanctuary (802, 804-805, 808, 810, 815, 821, 2nd BC-AD); the statue of M. Cale. Bibulus
was dedicated to Hennes and Herakles, i.e. in the gymnasium (806, 2nd cent. AD). Other
dedications were made to Aphrodite (859-860, Imperial period), AJtemis (852, 3rd cent. BC),
Hermes and Herakles (854, 3rd/2nd cent.), Hygieia (851, 4th cent. BC), Pantes Theoi (853, 3rd
cent. BC; an altar: 10:eàç 1IcY.V1WV 1 Oswv Dos ｾｷ｛Ｎｴｯ￧ＩＬ Zeus Hypsistos (855, 2nd/1st cent.), the
Egyptian deities (Sarapis and Isis, 857, Imperial period), and anonymous deities (848-850, 6th-5th
cent.; 858 and 861, Imperial period). Several dedications were made in fulfillment of vows (sùXcY.v:
*825; ｳ￹ｘｾｶＺ 855), in expression of gratitude (858: )«X1& ｯｵｶ･ｯＺｹｾｶ eÙXCXelG1WV), and on behalf of
parents (861: u1Ièe [1WV ÉCXU]1WV yovéwv). The corpus also includes three dedications of the
Korkyraeans to Apollon in Delphi 0198-1200). l'estivais and agol1S: A long document 046 lines)
concerns a private donation which aimed at reviving the theatrical performances at the Dionysia
of Korkyra 098, 2nd cent. BC) [for a summary see EEGR 1996, 208J. We also note the grave stone
of a lSeOVSlXYjÇ 0010, 1st/2nd cent.). Sanctllaries: A fragment of accounts concerning building
works probably refers to constructions in the sanctuary of Asklepios (793, 3rd cent. BC; 1. 4 and
12: ｾｷ｛Ｎｴｯｶ［ 1. 8: 1[0]Ù OtplOÇ seycxalo:ç; 1. 9: [s]ç 1àv OtpIV; 1. 10: xcxÀxoù sç 1àv OtplV). The sanctuary of
Asldepios was the site where a public document was set up (794, 2nd cent. BC). There are four
boundary stones of sanctuaries: of a goddess with the epithet Akria (Hera?, 862, 5th cent. BC),
Apollon Pythios (863, 5th cent. BC), the Dioskouroi (883, 4th cent. BC), and an anonymous deity
(864, undated: oeoç lseoù )«Xl oalou). The Korkyraean decrees found in other sites include the
decrees concerning the asylia of the sanctuaries of Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia on the
Maeander 0196 = I.Magnesia 44) and of Asklepios in Kas 0197 = SEG XII 377). Sacred
personnel: \\Te note references ta a priestess (803), an agonothetes (805), and the hieropoioi
(794). Associa/ions: The priest of an association made a donation aiter the end of his term (856,
lst cent. BC: lsecx1suocxç 1Wl XOlVWl Ｑｾￇ OUVOOOU &VéOYjXE). An inscription mentions the association
of the XSeOlXe0:1l0CXl 1I0:1ewïoeo:l, who seem ta have worshipped the founder of KorIcyra
Chersikrates 0140, 2nd cent. BC). A fragmentalY list of names includes the names of personnel
([.tét.YleOç, l>1IYjeéeo:ç, ＱｊＮＰｾｯ￧Ｌ olvoxooç) possibly of an association (801, 4th cent. BC). Divination:
Oracular enquires of Korkyra were found in Dodona (1201-1203). Magic: In a defb::io a persan
binds the mind and the tangue of an adversaty, his witnesses, and other persans (877, 3rd cent.
BC). FlIlIeIWJ' pmc/iees: A deeree concerns the heroic cult (1. 8: wç ｾ･ｷ Ｑｬ｛ＮｴｾｖＩ of a man
(admiraI?) who died in a battle (787, 3rd cent. BC). A funeralY epigram alludes to the practice of
anointing the grave (928, 3rd cent. BC; lines 1-2: [.tuel' &1IOtp81[.tévOlO 1cY.tpWI 1Ise11wlos xu8ETacx 1
1ICXloàç 'A),sçcY.voeou [.tueCX1Q Ko:À),101ICX). Escba/ology: The long funerary epigram of Euodos
0024, 2nd/3rd cent.) asserts that his inunortal soul (1. 6: Ｑｾｖ ｾｵｸｾｶ a' &OcY.VCX1YjV e),o:xov; cf 1. 11)
dwells in the skies (lines 7-10: OÙecY.VIOç oè 1 q),uOsv ｾ ｾｵｘｾ oW[.tcx XCX1' où tpOI[.tEVOV",' ｾ oè 008Tocx
1 ｾｵｘｾ [.tOI VO:lSl OW[.tCX1' S1IOUecY.VIO:; 1. 15-16: 1If2àç OÙf2cxvàv &G1EeOSVeo: 1 q),u80v). Euodos advises
the mortals ta do somcthing good for their soul, not neglecting, however, ta offer consolation to
their mOItaI body with lUX'lllY (1. 19: 1àv ｾｩｯｶ 1eUtpjj 1ICXeYjyoeYjoov), for as saon as a persan
descends ta the source of Lethe, he will not find in the netherworld what he had known from
this worId (lines 20-21: qv ｘｃｘＱｃｘｾｪｪￇ sç 1Io[.tO: ａｾＸｙｪ￧Ｌ 1 oùosv 1WV S1Iét.vw XcY.1W 1Im' ｏ ｾ ｅ ｬ Ｉ Ｎ [We point
ta the henotheistic views expressed in the first lines (lines 1-3) [O]cxl[.toveç &8cY.VCXWI 1IOn01 X0:1'
'OM[.tlIloV ËoeYjv, 1 &),),& 8sàç lOU1WV s011 ＱｉｃｘＱｾｦＲ 0 [.téycxç, 8ç xoo[.tov olé1cxçs, ｉＺｅＩＬｾｖｙｪｖ vux11
118Àeuocxç 1 1IEl8w8cxl, TEl1àvcx ｾ｛Ｎｴｅ･ｬｖ｣ｸｔ￧ xcY.elOl) ("many daemons have their seat in Olympos, but
their god is the great father, who has ordered the worId and has commanded the 1vloon ta follow
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the night and the Titan (sc. the Sun) to follow the grace of the day")]. In another epigram Death
is compared with sleep (960, 2nd cent. BC: Ü01iXlOÇ ürrvoç). In two epitaphs the deceased person
is called ｾ Ｈ Ａ ｗ ￇ 0011, 2nd cent. AD) and Il€YiXÇ ｾＨＡｗￇ 0031, 2nd/3rd cent.). ｬ ｬ ｾ Ｉ ｩ ｴ ｢ ｯ ｦ ｯ ｧ Ｉ Ａ Ｚ One finds
frequent allusions to the Homeric references to the island of the Phaeacians: two men had the
name CDiXliXÇ (855 and 970); Korkyra is called X8wv 'AÀ)(lVOOO in an funerary epigram (928, 3rd
cent. BC) and NiXool8ao rro),lç in another (970, 2nd/lst cent. BC). har()i Cbristianity: The bishop
Jovianus (5th cent.) underlines in the building inscription of a church that he had destroyed the
precincts and altars of the Hellenes (1191: Ｇｅ￀￀ｾｶｷｶ 1EIl€vl'] Ml ｾ ｷ ｬ ｬ ｡ ￹ ￧ sçiX),iXrr&,çiXç).
Lenkas: Dedications: ta Athena 0237, 6th cent. BC), Herakles 0239, 3rd cent. BC), Thetis (1238,
4th/3rd cent.; tiXQOÇ), Zeus Naias in Dodona (1476, 3rd cent. BC), and the heros Alkyniatas (1240,
Imperial period). Sanct!laries: A fragmentalY delimitation mentions a street leading to a sanctu-
ary 0232, 4th cent. BC: à Màç &. ElÇ 1à [tE]Qàv sv SlJQEl rr[Eolwl?]). An honoralY decree for the
sculptor Damophon (found in Messene, ca. 200-190 BC) praises him for not accepting his
honorarium for repairing the statue of Aphrodite Limenarchis; Damophon's statue was to be
erected in the sanctuary and he was allowed ta offer a sacrifice in the prytaneion on the common
hearth (1475). A new Leukadian decree concerns the asylia of the sanctuary of Asklepias in Kos
(*1474).
Kepbal1enia (Kranion: 1478-1492; Pale: 1493-1496; Pronnoi: 1497-1512; Same: 1513-1565;
unknown provenance: 1566-1574): Dedications: to Demeter and Kore 0478, 2nd/lst cent.), the
Dioskouroi (1566, c. 550 BC; a bronze disc by a victorious athlete), anonymous deities (*1481,
*1567, 5th-4th cent.), and Zeus Naios in Dodana (1584). We point ta the rare formulation
oiXa01QEl (cf OiXa01(!€w) in a thanks-giving dedication (1479, 5th cent. BC?). The altist Krateros
and his son made the masaic representation of an altar, a bull, a l'am, and a baar (the sacrificial
animais of the trittaia) and dedicated it to Athena, the Muses, the Tychai, Apollon, and Hermes
(1497, 3rd cent. AD); the same Krateros alsa made and mosaic representation of Envy (Phthonos,
1498). Smzctl/aries: A decree of Same concerns the asylia of Altemis Leukopluyene in Magnesia
on the Maeander (1582). Sacred persannef: A reference ta a high priestess of the emperor cult
(1495, 3rd cent. AD). FlIIzermJ! practices: A man adjures by the name of Augustus Ｈ ｳ ｶ ｡ ｑ Ｉ Ｈ ｬ ｯ ｾ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｩ ｘ ｬ
001 1à 1 v ＲＮＺｅｾＦＮｯｯｮ｡ｶ oQ)({I}av) not ta open the sarcophagus of Olympias; vialators should be
punished for impiety (Ùljl€Çl ),oyav Ｆｏｅｾｅｬｩｘￇ［ 1556, 3rd cent. AD). [This is a rare case in which the
appeal ta the gods for the protection of the grave is substituted by a reference ta the genius
Augusti; cf snpra na 72].
Itbaka: Leges sacrae: A lex sacra concerning a sacred percinct of Artemis obliges the occupant of
the site to offer an annual sacrifice from the tithe of the revenues Ｈ Ｑ ｾ ｖ Ilev OE)(&.1l']V )(iX1iX86slV) and
to use the l'est for the restoration of the temple; violators of the regulations would be punished by
the goddess (1n 8E0 ｉｬｅ￀ｾｏｅｉ［ 1700 = LSCG 86, 2nd cent. AD). Dedications: Dedications found in
the Polis cave are addressed ta Athena Polias and Hera Teleia (1614, c. 550 BC; by soldiers,
peripoloi) and the Nymphs (1616-1619, 3rd/2nd cent.; vases); a Roman unguentarius commemo-
rated his visit to this cave on a jar 0620, 35 BC: bicJilit). A terracotta plaque found in the 'cave
of Odysseus' was dedicated to Odysseus in fulfillment of a vow (1615, Ist cent. BC). Seven
fragments of vases in a cave at Vathi bear dedicatOlY inscriptions to the Nymphs (*1708-1712,
Hellenistic). A dedication ta Hermes was fOllI1d in the site 'School of Homer' (1626, Hellenistic;
['E](!lln [E(!O: 8[---I---]EiXV M8lÉ(!WOiXV). A vase dedicated to Zeus was fOLlI1d near a Hellenistic
tower on Mt. Aetos 0686, Hellenistic). Two other dedications were made to anonymous deities
(*1586, Imperial periad; ｅ ｬ ｊ ｘ ｾ ｖ ［ 1728, c. 500 BC: hliX(!oç). Varia: Inscriptions identify the figures
on an archaic Korinthian kotyle as the Muses and Apollon 0681, c. 600-575). A decree of rthaka
concems the asylia of Artemis Leukophryene in !vJagnesia on the Maeander (1729).
Zakyntbos: Dedications: A dedication to a gaddess with the epithet Ci) Preinatis was made in
fulfillment of a vow (1730, 2nd/lst cent.). Agathon, a descendant of Kassandra, made a
dedication to Zeus (Zsùç i'.wowvl']ç IlEO€WV) in Dodona 0750, c. 330 BC). SaCl'ed personef: The
statue of Klenippa, who had served as theokolos of Artemis Opitais, was erected by her parents
0731, 2nd cent. BC). Festiuafs and agoJ1S: The Zakynthians dedicated a statue of Palyxenos,
winner in wrestling in the age dass of boys, to Zeus in Olympia (1749, Ist cent. AD). [AC]
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77) K. HALLOF - H.]. KIENAST, "Aus der Arbeit cler «Inscriptiones Graecae« IX. Zwei
Monllmente aus clem Heraion von Samos", Cbiron 31 (2001), p. 277-289 [BE 2002, 325;
2003, 608]: Three new fragments of an inscription of the periocl of the Tetrarchy in the Heraion
of Samos (JGR IV 884) allow I-I.-K. to interpret this inscription as part of a monument cleclicatecl
by the city of Samos to Hera ancl the Augusti ancl Caesares between AD 307 ancl 311; accorcling
to their reconstruction the inscription stooe! on one of the antae of the peripteros. A new
fragment of IG XII 6.1, 462 shows that the honoral'y monument for the trierarch Dionysios, son of
ll'Ietroe!oros, was cleclicatecl to Hera in c. 250 Be. (TM]
78) C. HIGBIE, "Homeric Athena in the Chronicle of Lindos", in S. DEACY - A. VILLING
(eels.) Atbena in tbe Classical 1fiorld, Leiclen - Boston - Cologne, 2001, p. 105-125: H.
cliscusses in cletail the "Lindian Chronicle" (J.Lim/os 2, 99 BC). Hagesitimos proposecl the
compilation of an inventory of the olcler votives in the sanctuary of Athena in Linclos ancl of the
epiphanies of the goe!cless. H. argues that the list of cleclications incluclecl only those clonors ancl
votives that woulcl enhance the claim that the sanctuary of Athena was most ancient ancl
honorable. In its last section the inscription narrates the three epiphanies of Athena. H. proposes
to unclerstancl the Linclian Chronicle as in part a cledication and in part a proclamation [see now
also ead., Ille Lfndian Cbrollicle and tbe Gree/<' Understanding o/tbeir Past, Oxford, 2003). (T]"'!]
79) ]. HORDEN, "A Fragment of Choral Lyric (P. Ox)'. 674)", ZPE 134 (2001), p. 13-14:
References to Delphi (1. 5), Pamassos (1. 6), and Apollon (1. 9) in P'O;\y. 674 (early Ist cent. AD)
suggest a paean. H. suspects that a significant Delphic event is narratecl in this lyric fragment,
perhaps the killing of Python ancl the establishment of Apollon's cult at Delphi. (TM]
80) B. IPLIKÇIOGLU, "Dogu ve kuzeydogu L)'kia-güneybati Pisidia epigrafik-tarihi cografi
yüze)' arastirmalari projesi 2000 yHi çalismalari", in AST 19.2, p. 127-132: I. reports the
cliscoveJY of inscriptions in various sites in Lykia ancl Pisidia. A group of seven cleclications to
Ares (Megas Ares Epekoos: 13-14; Megas Ares: 17; Ares: 15, 18-19) in fulfillment of vows Ｈ ｅ ￙ ｘ ｾ ｖ Ｉ
were found in Havuzonüclami (13-19, Imperial periml); two of them were macle by groups of
friencls (ÉTCÛQOl: 16, 18). Another group of dedications was founcl at Mizir (20-24, Imperial period;
ｅ ￙ ｘ ｾ ｖ Ｚ 20, 22-24; ｅ￙ｘｾＺ 21); they are aclclressecl to the river god Mizoares (Theos Potamos
Mizoares: 20, 24; Potamos M(e)izoares: 21-22; Potamos Sozon Mizares: 23); one of them was
macle, again, by a group of friends (20). [AC]
81) B. IPLIKÇIOGLU - G. ÇELGIN - A.V. ÇELGIN, "Termessos ve Egemenlik alani epigrafik-
tarihi cografi yüze)' arasçtirmalari 1997", in AST 16.1, p. 381-385 [BE 2000, 618; SEC
XLIX 1867-1871]: New texts from Termessos and its territoJY include an inscription which
records the construction of a temple of Zeus Soter ancl the relocation of a cult statue (L1I[ ｌｗＱｾｑｉ
10V vaov Ma[ Ｑｾｖ IlE1cXÛEalV 10ù &tjJEloQulla1Oç) at the expenses of the inhabitants of a settlment
(1lEQl7CO),IOV; Imperial perioe!). Another inscription set up by the inhabitants of a peripolion honors
Trokondas, who had selved as priest of the Ivlegas Theos (Imperial period). [AC]
82) B. IPLlKÇIOGLU - G. ÇELGIN - A.V. ÇELGIN, "Dogu ve kuzeydogll Lykia-güne)'bati
Pisiclia epigrafik-tarihi cografi yüze)' arastirmalari projesi 1999 çalismalari", in AST 18.1,
p. 241-245 [BE 2002,4141: Brief report on the discovery of four epitaphs ti"om Lykia. The most
interesting text is the long epitaph of Marcus Aurelus Torquatus, a former Lykiarches (&1l0
i\uMlaQXlaç), which is written on a heroon built by his father (Trebenna, 3rd cent. AD).
[Torquatus gives instructions about the proper concluct of the funeraty rites, which he introduces
with the worcls 10ùwv É1l' aÙHi> vOlloV Ｑｾￇ oOlaç YQcXtjJw ("1 write the following la\v of funerary
worship"); the word oO[l] is usee! by IAMBLICHOS (Vita Pytbag. 30, 184) to describe funerary rites.
Torquatus' instructions begin with a funerary imprecation against those who would violate the
grave: "no one should e!isturb (the buried persons), or clare bury anyone in addition to us or
remove (the buried persons); and if some persons should wish or dare either to bUlY another
person or to open the grave, let them be utterly clestroyed together with their clescendants (è1;wÀlç
)(a[ 1lQOWÀEIÇ Mat aùwùç Ma[ 10ùç 131; aù1WV YEvÉaûal); for the Erinyes, who watch over (the grave)
CEQIVUEÇ EtjJ0QOl), and the demons of the unclerworld (oallloVEÇ )(a1aXûovIOl) will e!emand
punishment of the madness of tomb robbelY Ｈ Ｑ ｾ ￇ &1lovo[aç OlMl]V ＦＱｬ｡ｉＱｾ｡ｏｕ｡ｬｖ Ｑｾￇ ｷｬｬｾｷｑｵｸＨ｡￧ＩＢＮ
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Then Torquatus demands his heirs to talce care of the funeral")' worship as ordered by him: "And 1
wish that what 1 have regulated and written (nx lm' ÈflotJ VSVOflOOGTY]flsVCX Hcxl YSY(?CXflflsvcx) with
regard to the grave (?, or with regard to himselflhis burial, È1l' CXllT<fl) and with regard to the things
which have been left to those who talce care of the grave (Hcxl wlç OS(?CX1lEUTCXIÇ 1WV 1<X<pWV
HCX1CX),SÀlflflsV01Ç) and with regard to the dwellings (l(CX! 1cxlç ｯ｢Ｈｾｯｳｯ｛ｶＩ will remain validunder the
care of ml' future heirs; 1 wish and command that they (the heirs) do whatever 1 have detennined
and resolved. If they take care of the eternal funerary rites (d Ｑ ｾ ￇ oolcxç Ｑｾￇ cxtwvlou <p(?ov1IÇoU01V),
for which they should also spend monel' (s(ç ｾｶ Hcxl cxùw! ｘｗＨ＿ｾｏｏｕＰＱｖＩＬ they should preserve the
rites unmoved and unshaken. For if they do this, they will receive the fame of piety; if they do
the opposite, they should justly be regarded as sacrilegious and tomb robbers"; for the expression
XW(!8W s'{ç n ｾ "spend monel' for something" see IC V.1, 18 B 6. Torquatus must have given
detailed instructions about the funerat")' rites in another document, probably in his testament].
Another epitaph was set up on the grave of a priestess of Theos Ouarathes (lS(?E1CX 8wtJ
OUCX(?cxOOU; Mnara, northeast of Phaselis, 3rd cent. AD); the name of the god was hitherto
unattested (Luwian?) [but see il{/i-a na 146]. Fines for any violation of the grave were payable to
Zeus Solymeus [lil epitaphs from Termessos: EBCR 1991, 40; 1992, 103; SEC XLI 1268, 1270,
1278, 1280-1282, 1285-1286, 1289, 1300]. [AC]
83) M.H. ]AMESON, "A Hero Cult at HaIieis", in Itbake, p. 197-202: Ed. pl'. of two inscribed
blocks found in a priva te house in Halieis (early 4th cent. BC). According to ].'s plausible reading,
the inscriptions marked a place for the worship of the Dioskouroi: A: fCXV<X(H01V) 1lCX(IOOlV) .0,lOÇ, B:
"H(?w(oç) "H(?w(oç) ofloy(vlolV) 1lcx1(?w(iOlV). [AC]
84) M. ]OHANSSON, "The Inscription from Troizen: A Decree of Themistoc!es?", ZPE 137
(2001), p. 69-92: A detailed study of the 'Themistokles' Decree' of Troizen and its numerous
anachronisms leads to the conclusion that there is no evidence for the genuiness of the decree
[similar conclusions are reached in two studies not used by ].: A. CHANIOTIS, Historie uild
Histori/;;er ill dell griecbiscbell lllscbri/tell, Stuttgatt, 1988, p. 259-272; ].K. DAVIES, "Documents
and "Documents" in FOUlth Century Historiography, in P. CARLIER Ced.), Le 11/ siècle au. ].-C.
Approcbes bistoriograpbiques, Paris, 1996, p. 29-39]. We single out the discussion of the gods
mentioned in the decree; ]. argues that the list of gods in lines 38-40 (Zeus Pankrates, Athena,
Nike, Poseidon Asphaleios) and the epithets 'AOy]vé( ｾ 'AOy]vwv flsosouocx and Poseidon
Asphaleios are incompatible both with a date of the decree in 480 BC and with an Athenian
provenance. The epithet 'AOy]vé( ｾ 'AOy]vwv flsosouocx is only used in documents dealing with
foreign affairs; there is no proven use of this epitheton in fifth-century Athens; although there are
some fifth-century literaI")' references to Zeus Pankrates, his state-cult is not attested; even more
remarkable would be the separate mention of Athena and Nike in an Athenian decree of 480 BC;
[in this context, J. does not take into consideration the discussion concerning the date of IC 13 35];
Poseidon Asphaleios is well-known in the Peloponnese but absent in the Athenian epigraphic
evidence. UM]
85) S.I. ]OIINSTON, "Charming Children: The Use of the Child in Ancient Divination",
Aretbusa 33 (2000), p. 97-117: The use of children in mediumistic divinatory practices is
primarily known l'rom magical papyri (e.g. PMG III 633-731; IV 850-929; V 1-53; VII 540-578; for a
list of references see p. 101 note 9). The procedure can be reconstructed as follows: The
practicioner selected a child, who met celtain specifications. The child was then blinclfolded and
the magician called a god or spirit into him, using incantations and applying various materials.
Removing the blindfold, the magician told the child ta gaze at either a lamp's flame or at a bowl
of specially prepared liquid. The god appeared in the liquid or flame and spoke ta the child; in
this respect, this form of divination differs from mediumism in which the god takes control of the
medium and speaks through the medium. The child then gave the information ta the practicioner
(e.g. PMC VII 540-578). ]. argues that the practitioners adapted forms of prophecy practiced in
Delphi and I(\aros and that two factors influenced the use of children: the reliability of chilclren
and the effort of Itinerant magicians ta substitute what they could not obtain (the media of the
great oracles) with what was readily available (children). Gazing as a form of mediumistic
prophecy could be practiced everywhere. UM]
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86) c.P. JONES, "Imperial Letters at Ephesos", EA 33 (2001), p. 39-44 [BE 2002, 359]:
J. republishes and discusses a dossier of three imperialletters concerning Ephesos (I.Ephesos 212).
We present J.'s translations of the (wo letters that deal with religious matters. The first letter, sent
by an anonymous emperor (Caracalla?), mentions suspension of taxes during the Artemisia: "Since
it seems that the temple named aiter Artemis [---] of human [---J, but [1 have conceded?] the
exemption from dues [---] of the iselastic Artemisia; [--- for 1 thought it fittingJ for the most
warlike, most bold, [and most ---] of gods (T11 rro),ef.ll)(wTén11 HCl.l &VOQSlO1[tXT11 HCl.l ---]T11 TWV 8ewv)
also to preside over [---] contests (&YWalV Ètpe(HYjHÉVCl.l)"; [in line 6-7 L. ROBERT had suggested
[ÈVCl.QyeOTtX]T11 ("most manifest"; (f line 21: ÈveQYWTtXT11, sic); [ÈITltpCl.VSOTtX]T11 or [&.YlWTtX]T11 are
plausible alternatives (cf silpra na 53]. The third letter on the stone was sent by Caracalla to the
provincial assembly of Asia and concerns the grant of a third neokoreia to Ephesos (c. 214-217
AD): "1 approve for the decision whereby l'ou [sided with] the most distinguished city of Ephesos,
since [one should] attribute the [honor] with judgment. Therefore, since l'ou (so) request and the
leaders in Rome concur in approving (?), 1 have granted l'our request on behalf of the Ephesians,
and 1 have [permitted] the city to be three times temple-warden. But in accordance with ml'
modesty ()(CWX ｔ ｾ ｖ Èf.l ｾｶ Cl.lôw), 1 transfer the neokorate named [after myse1f1 to the most energetic
(?; ÈveQyeOTtXT11, possibly a scribal error for ÈVCl.QYWTtXT11, "most manifest") goddess [Artemis], so
that the honor not be enjoyed from a temple of myself Ｈ ｦ Ｎ ｬ ｾ Èç Èf.lOù HCl.Qrroùa8C1.l ｔｾｖ ｔ･ｷｾｶＩＬ but of
her (who is) in [ail respects best?] (&),Àc< ÈH ｔｾￇ )(Cl.TC< [rrtXvTCI. &QlOTYjÇ or 8SlCl.Ç, e.g.J. (TM]
87) c.P. JONES, "A Statuette of Nemesis", EA 33 (2001), p. 45-47 [BE 2002, 353]:
J. identifies a bronze statuette of a female figure with a measuring rod in her left hand (Charles
Ede Ltd, Gel/era/ Cata/oglle 169, Juil' 2000, na 11; unknown provenance, Asia Minor?; 2nd/3rd
cent.) as a statuette of Nemesis. According to a dedicatOlY inscription the statuette was given as a
gift by Metrodoros to the "Lovers of arms" (tplÀ6rr),Olç oWQov), possibly a gladiatorial fun-club;
Nemesis presided over athletic competitions and gladiatorial shows. The statuette mal' have been
carried in processions. An identification of the dedicant with a certain Metrodoros in Ephesos
who is known to have dedicated cult statues (&ytXÀf.lCl.TCI.; I.Ephesos 1960), is not celtain. The
similarity of the statuette with the iconography of the Nemeseis of Smyrna makes a provenance
from Smyrna also possible. (TlvIJ
88) L. JONNES, "An Inscription of a Homeric Cento", BA 33 (2001), p. 49-50 [BE 2002,
431; 2003, 627]; Ed. pl'. of an inscription of unknown provenance in the Archaeological Ivluseum
of Kastamonou (Pontos) [4th cent. AD?]. The beginning of the text is missing; the l'est consists of
nine lines of a pastiche of phrases and lines from the Iliad and the O(()lssey designed to produce
a new poetic worle ("cento"). The mention of the river Jordan (1. 8-9: Tàv )(Cl.i Te8velOÙTCI. 8ewv urr'
&f.luf.lOVCI. ｲｲＰｦＮｬｲｲ｛ｾｶ｝ 1 f.loIQCI. ｈｃｉＮＩＧｾ atXwaev 'IoQô&vou &f.ltpi éÉe8Q[C(]; "that one having died happy
Fate saved through the ilIustrious protection of the gods by the waters of Jordan"; cf J1iad 7, 135:
'ICl.QotXvoU &f.ltpi éÉe8QCI.) is an allusion to the bapticm and suggests that this cel/to is Christian in
nature ((f St. USHER, "Prolegomenon to the Homeric Centos", AJPh 118 (1997), p. 305; id.,
Homerocel/tolles Elldociae Ailgilstae, Stuttgart, 1999; Homeric centos in inscriptions: KAIBEL, EG
649, 998-999, 1009). The particular interest of this poem as a piece of evidence for the adaptation
of pagan themes in early Christian literature lies in its reference to "the gods". [The consolatory
nature of the poem suggests an epitaph, which can be dated to the 4th or 5th cent. AD on the
basis of the letter fonns. For religious (pagan-Christian) ambiguities and pagan motifs in Christian
inscriptions in this period see, e.g., BEGR 1998, 83 and 235; 1999, 175, ancl 258; 2000, 15, 128,
and 193; see also il{/i'(l na 122). [AC]
89) D. JORDAN, "Notes on Two Michigan Magical Papyri", ZPE 136 (2001), p. 183-193:
J. presents revised texts of the magical papyri PMG DOIT (2nd/3rd cent.) and L'CIl 4-25 (3rcl/4th
cent.). The first text is a recipe for making an amulet; a probably inexperienced copist made a
series of errors, the most interesting being the intrusion of the instruction "outside (write) the
name of the great god in this phylactery"; the copist also included two versions of the formula for
maternai lineage (0'1 ËTsHev ｾ OlVCl. ÈyÉvvYjaev) kil il{/in na 91l. Among J.'s corrections in the
second recipe we single out the reading rrQàç ｴｰＶｾｯｶＧ HoMal oç IJ.v ÈÇÉQXYjTCl.l ("for fear; it will
punish whoever comes out against l'ou"; not rrQàç ｴｰＶｾｯｶ HO),tXalOÇ, "against fear of punishment").
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\\fhat the scribe had considered as voces magicae in lines 12-13 (O:GXSl )lO:TO:Œ)lSl sewv 0eswv lWe
I-lsyo: GSl-lvu11e 1 ｾｏＺｕｬ y ｱ＾ｯｾｯＺｶｮｯＺ XT),.) is a corruption of hexametric verses in part preserved in
other magical texts (O:GHSl HO:T&. Œ)HSeWV oeswv I-ls),O:VO:UYSl xWeWl); Gét.VT(f.),ov in line 21 is a fish.
We present J.·s translations of the text: "(Spel1 of) Hekate Ereschigal against fear; it will punish
whoever comes out (Sc. against you). Say to him (or say the spell): '1 am Ereschigal, holding her
thumbs, anel not even one evil thing can happen to her'. Anel if he comes closer to you, say,
grasping your right heel, '1 am Ereschigal, <grasping her right hee!...> virgin, hounel, snake, fillet,
key, herald's wand; of Tartarouchos <bronze the sandal; of D(---]ros> golel the sanelal', anel you
will get riel of hi111. 'Down from shadmvy mountains in a region elark-gleaming (?), BAU! BAUI
BAUI brightener, chaste ... , 1 have been initiateel anel into the chamber 1 elesceneleel' anel the other
(verses), '1 saI" below ... virgin, hounel' anel all the remaining (verses)'. Say it at a triple crossroads
and tum and flee, for she appears in these circumstances. Say: '1 (?) through the night (?) about
whatever you want, anel in sleep she will inelicate it. Anel even if you are being led off to death,
say these (verses) scattering sesame, and they (or she) will save you. 'PHORBA PHORBA BREIMO
AZZIEBYA'. Taking bran from the first crushing anel a sanelalon-fish anel the sharpest possible
vinegar anel steeping it, lmeael a cake and inscribe his name, anel as if a secret say (i.e. whisper)
Hekate's name over it elistincly, anel 'take this person's sleep away', anel he will be sleepless anel
arL"Xious." UM]
90) D. JORDAN, ＢＱｦｉｾｗｉｘＱＱｘ ｘｑｬＱｬｘｾￇＢＬ Eulill1ene 2 (2001), p. 155-160: J. corrects the reaeling
of the following magical texts: 1) In a elefixio (AUDOLLENT, DT 41 n, Imperial perioel) lines 1-2
reael Ｑｾｖ [I-lu] 1 elWVU[I-l0]v ｇｓｖＬｾｶＱＱｶ｝Ｎ 2) In a defL"Xio (AUDOLLENT, DT 42, Imperial periocl) insteael of
L..]ouç èb1eo: 1l00WV 0(f.)n6Àouç J. reaels [1]06ç <xxeO:llÔOWV 00:x16),ouç. 3) On the recto of a magical
gem with the representation of Osiris J. reaels cDlÀOGSe0:1llV 'Ay&.Owvo: suspecting that this is the
name of the owner of the ring. 4) On a phylactelY (Rome, 4th/5th cent. AD) J. reaels Deàç
ｇ ｳ ￀ Ｑ Ｑ ｖ ｬ ｏ Ｚ ｾ Ｐ ｬ Ｍ ｬ ｳ ｶ ｯ ｵ ￧ 1 EV ),O:l-lsHcr <Xe 1 yuewv. 5) In a phylactery from Egypt J. restores in 1. 6 à
HO:T[OlHWV]. 6) In a fomulary cP.Carlsberg inv. 52(31).8/9, 7th cent. AD) J. suggests reaeling EV TOlç
To:eTét.eolç instead of EV T* To:eTét.eOU. 7) J. restores lines 12-14 of P.Iol/ure inv. E 7332 bis as
follows: Dl&. TWV lle8G 1 ｾｓｬｗｖ ｔｾￇ TSH06G11Ç (e.g.) l\<lll l1[Teàç] es[où]U 1 ｔｾￇ 08G1l01V11Ç ｾｉＭｬｗｖ
("through the intercessions of the birth giving Mother of Goel, our Laely"). UM]
91) D. JORDAN, "Intrusions into the Text of the Amulet P.Kellis G. l 87?", ZPE 137
(2001), p. 34: J. suspects that the word 111l0xét.Tw, written twice in the text of the a1mllet P.Kellis
G. 1 87 (4th cent. AD), is not palt of the magical text (which shoulel be reael as L8GSI-lq>Oo: 1
ZWTeo: eSel-l0UOlV Lo:exo:OOv oO:ll-l0vo: 1 TWV GlISel-lét.Twv 10011yo:e), but an instrusion from the
instructions given in the recipe from \Vhich the amulet was copieel (i.e., "write SESEMPHTHA anel
below ZOTRA, etc."; cf PMG n 163) [çf sI/pra na 89]. [AC]
92) M. KAJAVA, "Livia and Nemesis", AI'Ctos 34 (2000), p. 39-61: The temple of Nemesis in
Rhamnous was rededicated to Livia (es&. ｩ｜ｓｬｾ｛ｏＺＩＬ probably in AD 45/46 (JG n2 3242), a few
years after Livia's official deification (17 January, 42). K. argues that the idea to honor Livia in this
particular location and in association with the goeleless of divine retribution came from Rome. As
in the early 40s there \Vas a threat of war with the Parthians, the redeelication of Nemesis' temple
may have expresseel the ielea of vengeance on the Roman enemies. From the time of the Persian
\\fars Nemesis hael become a symbol of vengeance of Persian hybris; since the wars against the
Parthians were often assimilateel \Vith the \Vars against the Persians, the ne\V interest in the cult of
Nemesis may be related with the role of this goeleless in Imperial propaganela, as the avenger of
Rome's enemies. The republication of an olel hynm to Nemesis in Rhamnous (SEG XIX 222 anel
:x:J\:À'V! 271) belongs to the same historical context. Since Augustus was regareleel as guarantor of
peace anel \Vas associated with Mars Ultor, it is unelerstanelable that his wife was compared to
Nemesis. An association of Livia with Nemesis possible antedates her official eleification anel the
reeleelication of the temple. [AC]
93) G. KARAMITROU-MENTESIDI, "N0floÇ ｋ ｏ ｾ ｣ ｘ ｶ ｙ ｝ ￧ Ｚ NEW1EQIX smYQlXtplxo: ｅＶｑｾｦｬｉｘＱＱｘＢＬ in
SYl1edrio Epigraphi/<.es J, p. 49-78: Eel. pl'. of 14 inscriptions founel in various sites in the
prefecture of Kozani (Maceelonia). PolYlllylos: The deceaseel person is call a ｾ･ｷ￧ in an epitaph
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(3, 3rd/2ncl cent.). Xerofimni: A stele was dedicated to Apollon [---]jos (9, 1st cent. BC/AD). Two
other stelae, one of them probably representing Apollon with the kithara, bear fragmentalY
dedications ta Apollon Mesioriskos 00-11, Imperial period). Several other dedications l'rom
Xerolimni (6: dedication to Apollon Nomios; 7: dedication to Apollon Mesioriskos; 8: dedication
to Mezoriskos; 12: dedication to Apollon Mesioriskos and Altemis; 13: declication to Apollon)
have already been presented in EBGR 1999, 133. [AC]
94) RA. KEARSLEY - T.V. EVANS, Greeks and Romans in Imperia/ Asia MinaI'. Jl1i;)œd
Language InscriptioJ1S and Linguistic Euidencefor Cu/tura/Interaction unti/ tbe End of
AD III, Bonn, 2001 (IGSK, 59} K.-E. present a corpus of the Greek-Latin bilingual inscriptions
Cincluding some texts in Greek, which use Latin tenns) founcl in Mysia, Aiolis, Ionia, Karia, Lydia,
Phrygia, Lesbos, Chias, Samos, Kos, and Rhodos. The corpus comprises epitaphs 0-110),
honoralY inscriptions 011-138) [but 136 is a cleclicationJ, cledications (139-146), ancl public
donations (47). There arc many bilingual dedications (cf p. 153): to Artemis Ephesia/Diana
Ephesia 057-161; I.Epbesos 29, 509, 517, 857-858, early 2nd cent. AD), Iulia, Livia Cidentified with
Aphrodite Geneteira) and Augustus (136; IG XII 2, 537; Eresos), Iuno Atratinae/Tyche Atrateinas
042; H. MALAI', Researcbes in Lydia, 111ysia and Aiolis, Vienna, 1999, n° 67; Hyrkanis), IvIinerva
Lindia/Athena Lindia 046; I.Lindos 323), Zeus Bennios (144; Appia, AD 79), Zeus Kersoullos
039; l.HadricfI1oi 1; 1st cent. AD), and Zeus Megistos Soter 070; I.LaodLyk, AD 84/85; note that
the Latin text only mentions Domitian). Other texts concern building works in the Artemision of
Ephesos 048-150), the dedication of a public buildings ancl statues to Artemis Ephesia 055;
I.Epbesos 3003), the restoration of the sacred roacl l'rom Miletos to Diclyma (162; IDidyma 56), the
dedication of a temple and halls in Blaundos 068; IGR IV 719+1700), ancl the rebuilcling of a
temple of Dionysos, which had been destroyed by an earthquake, in Samos 071; SEG XXÀ'V 949,
AD 47/48) [now in IG XII 6.2, 483J. A confession inscription in Greek uses the term pekoulion /
peculium 043; Bnl7J( 15). The Latin Dis Manibus is translatecl as 8wîç xC(1tY.X80V(0IÇ (48; CIL III
421; Teos; 1st/2nd cent.; 100; Kos, 2ncl cent. AD) ancl 8wîç "Hewal (55; SEG XÀ'VIII 1123;
Eumeneia, lst cent. AD). For some influence on the worcls which clesignated parts of funeralY
monuments cf the use of camara-xC([1&.eC( in Chios (62; CIL III 456; ca. 50-100). ["Te make a few
obselvations. In an epitaph l'rom Diclyma 01; IDidyma 525; 1st cent. BC/AD) the cleceasecl
persan is called a beros only in the Greek version. In an epitaph fi'om Ephesos (24; I.Epbesos
4123; ca. 50 AD) the Latin epitaph is followed by the Greek text of a funerary foundation. Among
the interesting texts we mention the funermy epigram for Marcellinus, who seems ta have
commited suicide or have cliecl of sorrow (75; I.Epbesos 2103; "others with wreaths, libations, and
tears and songs honour l'our tomb, Marcellinus; insteacl of libations l'our father pourecl out his
own life, wishing to have a common name ancl cleath"); this text is now included in ll'IEIUŒLBACH
- STAUBER, Steinepigramme 1 03/02/65. One notices a clifferent mood in the two epigrams (Latin
ancl Greek) for Iope (85; Teos, 2nd cent. AD; Sieinepigramme 1 03/06/04); the Latin epigram has
no worcls of consolation, while the Greek epigram tries to give comfort to Iope's mother: "place
this in l'our heart as comfort for l'our grief over me, that even the children of the blessed ones
went below". A similar difference mal' be seen in another epitaph for a child, probably written by
the Roman teacher who was buried in the same grave (91; 7/1J11 V 2, 1119; Thyateira, 2nd cent.
AD). The epigram exploits the common theme of the dwelling of the dead among the Blessed
ones, however, not as consolation - as in most epitaphs -, but as scorning of the parents: "the
laws of nature and the arrangement of the fates prevail over useless vows, laments and the spirits
of the divine ones. You have scornecl l'our father and mother, 0 Illost wretched son, since l'ou
clwell in the Elysian fjelds and the Illeadows of the blessed ones"J. [AC]
95) M.F. l<.Iù\ŒR - R DEVELIN, "Sophilos' Vase Inscriptions and Cultural Literacy in
Archaic Athens", Pboeni.x 55 (2001), p. 9-43: A detailecl stucly of the inscriptions on the
vases paintecl by Sophilos (Athens, c. 590-570 BC) suggests that this painter had a velY good
knowledge of Illythology - also of clifferent litera!y versions of myths - ancl that he possibly also
introducecl his own variations of familiar stories. K.-D. suggests that the name Nuac(l on a
fi"agment of the so-called 'Wedcling Dinos' of Sophilos (fr. i) in the National ll'Iuseum of Athens
designates the Nymphs of Mount Nyssa (Nyssai), known to have been the nurses of Dionysos,
ancl reject the assulllption of a scribal error for <M>uaC(l (the Muscs). [TM]
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96) D. KNOEPFLER, "Oropodoros: Anthroponomy, Geography, History", in Gree!?
Persona/ Names, p. 81-98 [SEG L 871]; K. observes that the name 'QewTC6oweoç is limited to
only t\vo cilies: Oropos (t\Vo instances) ancl Eretria. In composite names consisting of a proper
name and -oweoç the first component is the name of a god, a divine epiklesis, the name of a
hero (never a city founder), ancl a toponym (mountain 01' river). In the case of Oropocloros the
first component is the name of a hero associated with a homonymous river (Oropos ｾ Asopos);
[for names cleriving from river-gocls see il(/i-a n° 138; for cloubts on K.'s assumption the Oropos is
the Eretrian dialect f01'111 of Asopos see L. DUBOIS, BE 2001, 140). [AC]
97) D. KNOEPFLER, "Loi d'Érétrie contre la tyrannie et ]'oligarchie", BCR 125 (2001),
p. 195-238: Ed. pl'. of a new fragment of the Eretrian law against tyranny (fil lC XII 9, 190, 4th
cent. BC). Whoever killed a person who attemptecl to overthrow the clemocratic constitution
would not be regarclecl as polluted (1. 12: J(cx6cxe6ç Ëa1w xE1eCXç). A curse ceremony was to be
performed by the priests ancl the priestesses on the occasion of the Dionysia and the Artemisa
against the enemies of democracy (1. 13-14: 16 oÉ MyoVll TCCXecX wùm q ｔｃ･ｾＱＱＰ｛ｖ｝Ｑｬ )(CX1[CX 1eéi.a6cx(
lEeÉcxç J(cx]l IEelocxç L1lOvuelolç 1E )((XI 'Ae18[.lle10lç). The curse formula reads: "neither may their
wifes give büth to children from them according to nature nor their livestock, and their land mal'
not be fertile; and should they have offspring, mal' their chilclren not be legitimate, but aIl perish,
together with the entire houshold" Ｈ ｦ Ｍ ｬ ｾ ｛ Ｑ Ｑ E TCcxîàcxç Éç cxùnûv] yuvcxIJ(cxç 11J(1Elv J(CX1cX v6f-lov, ｦＭｬｾＱｅ
ｔｃ･ＶｾｬｘＱ｣ｸＬ ｦＭｬ｛ｾ 11E ｹｾｶ Eù6YJvEia]6cx(' El oÉ J(CXI Y1VOlVW, ｦＭｬｾ Ylvw6cxl cxùnûv [Y]VYJe[l1 ouç Mîàcxç, (nM]
wuaoE TCCl.VOlJ(lE( mxvmç eXTCoMa6C1.l). Of religious interest are also the clauses conce1'l1ing the
dedication to Artemis Amarynthia of one tenth of the property of anyone who attempts to
overthrow the constitution (1. 9-10: 'Ae1Éf-llooç Ｑｾￇ 'Af-lCl.e1YJç lEe6v 16 ÉTClOÉJ(Cl.1[OV]) and the
prohibition against his burial in Eretrian territory (1. 10). [AC]
98) D. KNOEPFLER, Décrets érétriens de jJl'O.\'énie et de citoyenneté, Lausanne, 2001
(Eretria, XI) [BE 2002, 335J: K. presents the cd. pl'. of 19 proxeny and citizenship decrees of
Eretria and studies in detail another 31 previously edited clecrees (5th-2nd cent.). Many of the
new texts mention the sanctualY of Apollon Daphnephoros as the place where the inscriptions
were to be set up (4, 8, 10, 12-13, 14?, and 15). ln lC XII 9, 228 K. suggests restoring in 1. 7: [Év
1Wl Ｑｾￇ 'Ae1Éf-l]lOO[Ç iEeWl) (fil lC XII 9, 195); this sanctuary shoulcl not be iclentified with the
fa mous sanctualY of Artemis Atmuynthia, but should be locatecl in the city of Eretria, near the
Daphnephorion (p. 138-141; fil p. 166). [AC]
99) Ch. KOKKINIA, Die OjJramoas-Inscbr{ft von Rbodiapolis. Eue/gelismus und sozia/e
Elite in Lykien, Bonn, 2000 [SEG L 1355]: K. presents an improvecl edition of the dossier of
clocuments from Rhodiapolis conce1'l1ing the local benefactor Opramoas (2nd cent. AD). In this
conteÀ1: she cliscusses the office of the high priest of the emperor cult in Lykia (p. 196-2/5). [AC]
100) E. KOSMETATOU, "The Delian Hieropoioi of 171 B.C.", EjJigrapbica 63 (2001),
p. 256-258: On the basis of squeezes K. cliscusses the identity of the hieropoioi of the year 171
BC; the colleague of Alexikos as hieropoios was not Epitrophon (written by mistake in IC XI 2,
133 1. 67), but Her[---] (SEC :xJ\:À'V 882). [AC]
101) P. KovÂcs, Co/pus Inscriplionum Graecarum Pannonicarum. Edilio maior,
Debrecen, 2001: K. presents an improved and enlargecl edition of the corpus of Greek inscrip-
tions found in Pannonia. No new texts. Dedicatiolls: to Asklepios (88, Aqllincllm, by a doctor),
Asldepios and Hygieia Theoi Soteres (120, Annamatia: ｘ ｃ ｬ Ｎ ･ ｴ ｡ Ｑ ｾ ･ ｬ ｏ ｖ Ｉ Ｌ EÙOlJ(IYJ ｡ＶｅｖｃｬＮ･ｾ 0,
Carnuntum, 3rd cent. AD), to an anonymous deity (68, Siscia: UTCÉe ｅ￙ｘｾￇＩＮ Magic: [The silver,
gold, and bronze objects which K. regards as curse tablets (12-16: Carnuntum, 3rd cent. AD; 125:
Cibalae; 152: unknown provenance) are in fact phylacteriesJ. A silver phylactery for the healing of
headache contains a historiola referring to Artemis Ephesia and Antaura (12, Ca1'l1l1ntum, 3rd cent.
AD); three other silver phylacteries (13-16) contain magic names, words, and charakteres (13:
ｉＺｃｉＮｾ｣ｸｷｏ［ 15: the palindromic ｃ ｉ Ｎ ｾ Ｉ Ｇ ｃ ｉ Ｎ Ｑ ｃ Ｑ Ｎ ｖ ｃ ｉ Ｎ ｾ Ｉ Ｇ ｃ ｉ Ｎ Ｉ ［ a gold phylactelY mentions ａ ｾ ･ ｃ ｬ Ｎ ｡ ｣ ｸ ￧ (143, unknown
provenance). A Greek-Latin bilingual cllrse tablet against Euc!emos is designated as the "seal of
Solomon" (I:o),ouf-lwvoç GtjleCl.ylç; 16, Carnuntum, 3rd cent. AD). A leac! teablet ti'om Donners-
kirchen (48, 3rc! cent. AD) seems to be a curse tablet. Another curse tablet from Siscia contains
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names and charakteres (69). For the curse tablet from Savaria (50, 3rd cent. AD) see EBeR 1990,
102. The corpus includes many magical gems (Carnuntum: 42-47; Veszprémvarsâny-Uizi: 53;
Siscia: 71; Brigetio: 79, 81-82; Pusztaszabolcs: 106; Székesfehérvâr: 108; Intercisa: 118; unknown
provenancc: 146-148, 161), some of them showing Abrasax (42: ICf.w; 43 and 161: ICf.w, ａｾｦｬｃｦＮｇ｣ｘￇ［
53: ｃ ｦ Ｎ ｾ ｜ ｃ ｦ Ｎ Ｘ ｃ ｦ Ｎ ｶ ｃ ｦ Ｎ ｾ Ｉ Ｇ ｃ ｦ Ｎ ［ ａ ｾ ｦ ｬ ｃ ｦ Ｎ ｇ ｏ Ｇ Ｎ ｉ ［ Ｌ I:sflsm),ClY, Ll.Cf.flvCI.flsveu; 71: ICf.w; 146: ａｾｦｬｃｦＮｇｃｦＮￇＬ I:sflWSl),Cf.\j! 1
ｃｦＮｾＩＧｃｦＮｶｃｦＮＸｃｦＮｶｃｦＮＩＧｾｃｦＮ ｇｷｳｹｹｳｖｾｃｦＮｦｬ tjlCf.flCf.YYY]Ç); a gem which shows a pig and a donkey in sexual
intercourse (obverse) is inscribed with a sequence of vowels (79, Brigetio, 3rd cent. AD). Varia:
The invocation 'A8Y]và ｾＰｾＸｙ｝ is inscribed on a brick stamp (5, Sâgvâr, 3rd cent. AD). [AC]
102) J.H. KROLL, "The Greek Inscriptions of the Sm'dis Synagogue", H77JR 94 (2001),
p. 5-55 [BE 2002, 6141 K. presents a coprus of 79 inscriptions in Greek from the Jewish
Synagogue at Sarclis, which is one of the most important dossiers of texts for the Jewish
communities in Asia Minor in late Antiquity, together with the texts from Aphrodisias [on the
dating of the latter texts to the same periocl (4th-6th cent.) see now A. CrIANIOTIS, "The Jews of
Aphrodisias: New Evidence and Old Problems", SC! 21 (2002), p.209-242]. The inscriptions
belong to the 4th-6th centlllY phase of the Synagogue, the only sure exception being the mosaic
donor inscription found in the Main Hall and dating to 270 AD (3). Most of the texts are donor
inscriptions often with a statement that the donation was made in fulfillment of a pledge or vow
Cl, 5, 9-10, 18-20, 22, 25-26, 29-34, 36-37, 43, 46-48, 50-51, 54, 57, 59, 61-62, 66-68, 72, 78). Six of
the donors are identified as theosebeis (8, 9, 22, 57, 59, 66). The donor Samoe (4), who was
apparently a rabbi, is identified as a priest and a teacher of wisdom (lsflsùÇ )(Cf.[ GOtjlOOlOcXG)(Cf.),oç).
References to religious titles are othelwise rare. N° 10 contains the designation ｴ ｪ ｬ ｵ Ｉ Ｌ ｾ ￧ Awvc[wv
which K. unterstands as a Hellenistic adaptation for the Tribe of Judah, described in een. 49, 9 as
a lion. According to K. the donor in nO 10 refers explicitly to his membership in the Tribe of
Judah in order to distinguish himse1f from the two theosebeis (8-9) who donated the adjacent
mosaics along the west corridor of the forecourt. The word vOfl0tjlU),cX)(lOV in n° 63 refers to the
torah shrine of the synagogue. N° 65 contains the formulaic text sUflWV )(\cXGCf.ç &VCf.yvw8l tjlu\Cf.l;ov
("having found, having broken open, read, observe") referring to the reading and observation of
the Law. DM]
103) LV. KSENOPONTOVA, "Panathenaean Amphoras from the State Museum of Orient",
VIJI235.4 (2000), p. 181-185 [in Russian; English summaJy1 Ed. pro of two Panathenaic
amphoras from Ulyab-BorrolV (Adygea, c. 440-400 BC). Both of them bear the standard inscrip-
tion TWV ＧａＸｾｶｙ｝Ｘｅｖ è((j\wv [çl il?/i'CI n° 116] and fragmentalY representations of runners of
dolichos, and a judge and tlVO athletes respectiveIl'. [AC]
104) J. KUBîNSKA, "Tiberius Clauclius Lycus cie Thessalonique et son thiase", ZPE 137
(2001), p. 153-160: K. discusses a group of teÀ1:s in Thessalonike which concern the councillor
Ti. Claudius Lykos. Lykos, possibly inspired by the funeraJY monuments of Asia Il'linor, made a
funeralY foundation consisting of a heroon, a garden, and a cultivated esta te (Je x 2.1, 608); the
same person donated Cusonia Trophime a grave ()(Cf.UG1flD:; leX 2.1,484, AD 165) and Apollonios
and Nika a site (Torroç) for their funeraJY monument (Je x 2.1, 461, AD 165/6); a fourth epitaph
refers to the burial of a woman in a rrCf.Tfll)(àv &vYelOV of Lykos (Je x 2.1, 609, after AD 212).
Lykos is also known from a list of members of a Dionysiac association found in the Serapeion (Je
x 2.1, 244). This association mal' be identified with a Dionysiac association dedicated to the cult
of Zeus Dionysos Gongylos, known from an earlier inscription which was also found in the
Serapeion (Je x 2.1, 259, lst cent AD); both texts mention a sacred official called ｾ ｙ ｝ ｇ ｃ ｦ Ｎ ｦ ｬ ｔ ｙ ｝ ￇ Ｎ The
earlier text concerns a dedication of vineyards to the god for the celebration of rituals (orgia) and
banquets; [K. points out that le x 2.1, 259 mentions t\vo priests, in lines 21 and 32-33, whereas
there is no priest in le x 2.1, 244 - probably because his name was written in the lost part of the
stele; it should be noted, however, that the second priest in le x 2.1, 259 is not the priest of the
Dionysiac association, but the priest of the Sarapeion who allowed the erection of the stele in his
sanctualY (&VETSOy] ÈrrtTfls\j!D:VWÇ ... lsflY]Tsuovwç)J. K. wonders IVhether the Dionysiac association
occasionally heId meetings in the Serapeion. A third inscription (Je x 2.1, 60, AD 155/6) seems to
concern the same association, since Furius Preimigas appears as archineokoros in this text and in
le x 2.1, 244. K. mentions the many unanswered questions with regard to the activities of Lykos,
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being inclined to believe that the Dionysiac association changed its character in the course of
time and had become "un sorte de club politique où le culte de Zeus Dionysos Gongylos était
seulement un élément formel". [The texts themselves do not provide any information that could
SUPPOlt this assumptionl [AC]
105) A. -LA.JTAR, "Die Kontakte zwischen Âgypten und dem Horn von Ati'ika im 2. Jh.
v.chI. Eine unver6ffentlichte Inschrift im Nationalmuseum Warschau",FuI'P 29 (1999),
51-66, [BE 2000, 713]: Ed. pr. of a dedication made to Zeus Soter Sarapis, Isis Megale Meter
Theon, Harpokrates, Pan Euhodos, Kronos, Dionysos, the Dioskouroi, and Herakles Kallinikos on
behalf of Ptolemy vm, Kleopatra II and Kleopatra III (Koptos?, 133 BC). The cleities combine
three qualities: protectors of the kingclom (Zeus Soter, Isis, Harpokrates, Dionysos), protectors of
travellers (Zeus Soter Sarapis, Pan Euhoclos-Min, the Dioskouroi, Kronos-Geb, Herakles
Kallinikos-Chons), and local gocls of Koptos (Min, Geb, Chons). If Zeus is identifiecl with Sarapis
- and the t'lVo names should not be separated with a comma -, this is the earliest epigraphie
attestation of the iclentification of the two gods. The dedicants were two officers who had
returned from the dangerous mission of bringing presents from the Aromatophoros (Horn of
Africa, Bab el-Mandeb; for a similar mission cf A. BERNAND, Pan du désert, Leiden, 1987, n° 86).
[AC]
106) A.L\JTAR, "A Metric Epitaph from Galilee Commemorating one Phoibadios", ITul'P
30 (2000), p. 53-55 [SEG L 14651: 1. republishes a metrical epitaph from Belvoire (between
Skythopolis and Tiberias, 2nd cent. AD), improving the reading of the last verse: oWfLG( ｃｄｏｬｾｇＨｯｩｯｵ
eiou ,ôOE ｯｾ｛ＱｇＨ )(G(ÀUl1'rEl, 1 ｾｵｘｾ [0' o]6QG(vàv EblE tplÀll [1G(xO:Qw[m OWlOlV] ("the grave covers the
body of the goclly Phoibadios; his soul, dear to the blessed gods, has gone to heaven", [now
included in MERIŒLBACH - STAUBER, Steinepigramme III 21/21/05; for similar ideas see EEGR 2000,
31]. [AC]
107) E. L\NZILLOTTA, "Il culto del Demo in Atene", in Miscellanea Gaspel'ini 1, p. 495-
501 [SEG L 87l: u. KRON had suggested interpreting the rupestral inscription blEQàv NU[1tpDv
""8[10 (lG 13 1065, c. 450 BC) as evidence for the cult of the Demos as early as the 5th cent.
According to 1. the word ""8[10 refers to the Nymphs ("sanctlJaIY of the Nymphs of the Demos" or
rather "of the cleme"). [P. GAUTHIER, BE 2001, 149, more plausibly suggests translating "sanctuaire
des Nymphes; (il est) public"; cf R. PARIŒR, Atbenian Religion: A HistOIJ', Oxford, 1996, p. 233.
G. also observes that there is no evidence for the cult of the Demos until the late 3rd cent. BCl
[AC]
108) L,R. LIDoNNICI, "Single-Stemmed \'\7ormwood, Pinecones and Myrrh: Expense and
Availibility of Recipe Ingredients in the Greek Magical Papyri", Kemos 14 (2001), p. 61-
91: 1. places some of the Ingredients of magical recipes (frankincense, pinecones, wormwoocl,
and myrrh) in the context of the economy of the Roman Empire, demonstrating the availibility,
but also the high priees, of these substances. This suggests an urban setting for the practitioners
who used the recipes of the magieal papyri, especially for clivinatory purposes. On the other
hand, spells for health, healing, goocl business and aversion of anger tend to be less expensive
and simple. The diversity of Ingredients and the co-existence of sophisticated and simple material
in the magical formularies may reflect the cliversity of their sources and the diversity of the social
contexts of magie. (TM]
109) J,L, LIGHTFOOT, ＢＺｍｏＺｦｊＭｾｯｹ｣ｘｴｏ￧ＢＬ BA 33 (2001), p. 113-118: 1. argues that the personal
name ｍ ｇ Ｈ ｛ Ｑ ｾ ｏ ｙ ｇ Ｈ ｬ ｏ ￇ was created in Roman Syria by the clevotees of the goddess of
Manbog/Hierapolis. 1. also demostrates that in the areas, in whieh Ｎ ｍ ｇ Ｈ ｛ Ｑ ｾ ｏ ｙ ｇ Ｈ ｬ ｏ ￇ is attested, the
Syrian goddess had a special popularity. The coincidence of the distribution of the name ancl the
appeal of the cult is weil iIlustrated by the presence of Kommagenians among the bearers of this
name. (lJ'vI]
110) M. LILIBAKI-AKAMATI, To tE(!O rifç 1111'JrÉ(!rxç rwv Bewv )(rxi rifç 'A1f(!o8/rl'Jç cn1v
lléJ,.Àrx, Thessalonike, 2000 [SEG L 609-611 bis]: 1.-1'\. publishes the results of the excavation
of the SanctlJalY of the IvIother of Gods in Pella and its fincls and c1iscusses the cult of Meter
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Theon and Aphrodite (p. 205-219). The sanctuary was built in the late 4th cent. BC, enlarged in
the late 3rd/early 2nd cent., and destroyed in the early lst cent. Be. L.-A. presents the ed. pl'. of
three Hellenistic dedications addressed to Aphrodite (p. 188 n'" 597-598, Hellenistic period), J'l'1eter
Theon 092 n° 619), and II'Ieter Theon Epekoos (p. 2150. A third text, written on an altar, reads
Alo),ou 1 rQC([l] (p. 192-193 n° 620). [L.-A. interprets it as the personal name Aiolos, but in a
forthcoming article in Ell/illlene 4, P. CHRYSOSTOMOU observes that this is an altar of Aiolos]. [AC]
111) M. LIVADIOTI - G. Rocco, "Il santuario cli Asklepios, Hygeia e H01110noia nel clemo
cli Isthmos a Coo", in J.-Y. MARC (ecl.), Constructions publiques et programmes
édilitaires en Grèce entre le JI sièvle av. j.-c. et le r siècle ap.J.-c., Paris, 2001 (BCI-!
Suppl., 39), p. 371-384: After a summ:llY of the excavations conducted from 1912 onwards in a
sanctuary consisting of two temples ancl a theater in the ancient clemos of Isthmos (modern
Kephalos in Kos), L.-R. conclude on the basis of the epigraphic finds that this sanctuary was
dedicated to Asklepios, Hygieia, and Homonoia. The cult of this triad is also attested in a
sacrificial calendar (PH 401 ｾ LSCC 169 A); one of the two temples was dedicated to Asklepios
and Hygeia, the other to Homonoia. The preoccupation with the cult of Concord (Ci/ PH 61;
7ïtCai 137b) mal' be related to contlicts between Koans and Kalymnians. The foundation of the
sanctmuy mal' be placed in the aftermath of the Cretan War (late 3rd cent. BC). [AC]
112) C. LOHR, Griecbiscbe Fami/ienweibungen. Untersllcbungen einer Reprasentations-
form von ibren A/?fangen bis zum Ende des 4. jbs. v. Cbr., Rahclen, 2000 [SEG L 17121:
L. presents a systematic study of dedications made by or on behalf of family members in the
Archaic and Classical periods. The catalogue (p. 8-152) contains 148 inscribed dedications (n'" 1-
19, 21-35, 37-42, 45-48, 50-52, 54-56, 59-61, 63-68, 70-72, 75-78, 80-84, 86-90, 92-99, 101-135, 139,
141, 143-161, 164-166, 168-171, and 175). The texts are republished with German translation and
comments on the chronology, the fonn of the dedication, and its historical context. In the
systematic paIt of the book (p. 153-226) L. focuses on the family relations of the declicants, the
iconography, and the background of the dedications (dedications made on behalf of relatives,
thanks-giving dedications after healing or rescue from danger), and on dedications macle by many
related persons. His main conclusion is that in the 6th and 5th cent. BC family dedications
concerned a velY close circle of family members (often father and son), whereas l'rom the 4th
cent. BC onwards dedications that cover two or three generations became more C0ll1ll10n. [AC]
113) A. LUKASZEWICZ, "La stèle cie Patoubasthis et les vaches sacrées à Eclfou", I!Ul'P 29
(1999), p. 75-78 [BE 2000, 720; SEG XLIX 21161: In a dedication at Edfou (SB 7694; Edfou,
2nd cent. AD) L. suggests reading 8uÀouQ(àç) 1 poùç Ｑ ｃ Ｈ ｴ ｰ ｾ ￇ 8EWV flsy[mwv (not çuÀouQyoç or
8u),ouQxouç). According to this reading the dedicant was "porter of the graves of the cows of the
Greatest Gods" [Cil the remarks of]. BINGEN, BE 2000, 720]. [AC]
114) W. LUPPE R. SCIIOLZ, "Ein Leipziger Mythologie-Papyrus", AjP 47 (2001), p. 4-18:
Ed. pl'. of fragments of a papyrus (unknown provenance, 2nd cent. AD) which contained the
work of an anonYll10US mythographel'. The te",1: treats in prosa the legends of Perseus (the death
of Alcrisios, the foundation of Mykenai), Bellerephontes (the accidentaI kiHing of a citizen, his
exile to Proitos, his journey to Lykia), Hyrieus - Poseidon's son - and the sons of Hyrieus. The
text provides hitherto unknown information concerning Klonie, the mother of Krinakos, Echion,
the son of Hyrieus, Euboe, Hyrieus' wife or lover, the colonisation of Achaia by Krinakos and
Echion, and the origin of the Abantes. [For an adclition see \\1. LUPPE, "Nachtrag Zlal1 Leipziger
Mythologie-Papyrus", ZPE 137 (2001), p. 24]. [AC]
115) E. Lupu, "The Sacrecl Law from the Cave of Pan at Marathon", ZPE 137 (2001),
p. 119-124 [BE 2002, 1831: L. repub!ishes a stele cledicated by three ephebes and their feHow
ephebes to Pan ancl the Nymphs in the cave of Pan at II'Iarathon (SEC )(x:i\.'VI 267, 61/60 BC). The
last !ines are a sacred law which regulates entrance to the cult cave by listing items that were not
allowecl inside: "The gocl forbids one to carry in either colored garments (XQwflo:nvov) or dyecl
garments (pC(rr1ov) or (---]". This reglilation cannot have been formulatecl by the ephebes them-
selves, who probably quote an alreacly existing sacrecl law, allegedly originating l'rom the god. L.
sllggests restoring 1-[EY 1 VW10V] (garments with colored borders) in lines 9-10 ancl €lorr[oQEuw8C(l]
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in line 10. The law seems to have allowecl only persons with white clothes to enter the sacrecl
cave (cf L'iAM 14 and 35; LSCG 65 lines 15-16; lSCG Suppl. 91). L. comments on analogous
regulations and on the joint cult of Pan ancl the Nymphs. [The Athenian ephebes are known to
have wo1'11 a particular ephebic garment, the black chlamys; see ChI'. PÉLÉKIDIS, Histoire de
l'éphéfJie attique des origines cl 31 avant Jésus-Christ, Paris, 1962, p. 15-16; this possibly explains
why ephebes set up this inscription, wa1'11ing their fellow ephebes who patrolled the territory not
to enter the cave with their ephebie cloak. For declieations of ephebes in sacred caves, cf the
declications in the KOlykean Cave on Pa1'11assos (L. ROBERT, É/udes anatoliennes, Paris, 1937,
1081'.; cf SEG x:A,"ClI 626)]. [AC]
116) ].-]. J'vlAFFRE, "Céramique attique récemment découverte à Apollonia de Cyrénaï-
que", CRAI (2001), p. 1065-1079: 11'1. reports the discovery of three Panathenaic amphoras in
the cemetery of Apollonia in Kyrenaika. One of them is very fragmentalY (c. 370-365); the other
t\Vo have the standard inscription 1WV Ｇ ａ Ｖ ｾ ｶ ｬ ｬ ｇ ｳ ｶ y'G),wv [çl supra n° 103]. One of them was given
ta a winner in c1iaulos (c. 370-365), the second in an unknown discipline (344/3 BC). (TMJ
117) I.A. J'vlAKARüV, "On the Interpretation of a New Chersonesian Document", FIJI
230.1 (2000), p. 112-118 [in Russian; English summaJY]: 11'1. interprets a very fragmenta l'Y
text l'rom Chersonesos in Tamis (2nd cent. BC) which mentions Hermes [EBGR 1997, 352] as a
decree or a lex sacra conce1'11ing the institution of ephebeia and establishing athletic competitions
(Hennaia) in the gynmasium. In lines 4-5 M. restores [Ll.la ｋＱｾ｡｝ IlOV xa! KaOulls(J[OÉÇlOV] (çl SEG
XV 427); a cult of Zeus Kathyperdexios was hitherto unattested in Chersonesos. The
reorganisation of the ephebic institutions mal' be connected with the Scythian attacks in the late
2nd cent. Be. [AC]
118) P. MALAJVlA, "NSOTEQIX aTOlXst'1X cXrcà Tà cXvIXTOÀ.lxà vsxQoTIXtpslo ｔｾｃ［ 'Af!.tpl1l0À.YjC;",
AEM17J 15 (2001) [2003], p. 111-126: Ed. pr. of a new gold Orphie lamella found in a
sarcophagus in the east cemetelY of Amphipolis. The text reads: ｅ ￹ ｡ ｹ ｾ ￧ le(JeZ Ll.lovui aou BaXXlou
e([ll, 1 ＧａＨｊｘ￉ｾｯｵ｛ﾷ ..]ll 1 'Avnow(Jou (late 4th/early 3rd cent.) ["l, Archebou[]]e (?), daughter of
Antidoros, bright and sacred, belong ta Dionysos Bakchios"; the text belongs to the group of
Orphie texts, in whieh the deccased person reveals his/her identity as an initiate (çl EEGR 1998,
89)]. [AC]
119) P. McKECHNIE, "Flavia Sophe in Context", ZPE 135 (2001), p. 117-124: The funerary
epigram of Flavia Sophe (Rome; CrG 9595a), set up by her husband (in continent marriage), is an
important piece of evidence for the Valentinian sect (çl A. !l'!CGUIRE, "\\Tomen, Gender and
Gnosis in Gnostie Texts and Traclitions", in R.S. KRAEMEH - M.R. D'ANGELO (cds.), j\7omen and
Christian Origins, New York / Oxford, 1999, p. 257-299). The gravestone bears an epitaph on the
front (A) and a second epigram, possibly of slightly later date, on the back (B). M. presents a new
edition (suggesting the restoration slç [o'{)(]ouç &vo(Joùaa in A 2) and a new translation: "A. You
whose desire was for the light of the Father (lla1(Jlxàv ljJwç), Sophe, ml' sister, ml' bride, anointed
through the baths of Christ with imperishable hall' perfume, l'ou hastenecl to gaze on the divine
faces of the aeons (alwvwv EallSUaaç &O(Jiaw GEla 1l(J6aw1l(f.), the Angel of the Great Council (or
Counce!, ｾ ｯ ｵ Ｉ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ the true Son, when l'ou went to the Bridai Chamber and rose [incorruptible]
([Y.ljJGa(Jw]ç) ta the Father's [houseJ --- B. This woman c1icl not have a common encl of her life
when she diecl. She cliecl, and she lives, and she sees in reality the light imperishable. She lives ta
the living, and died ta those who are truly dead Ｈ ｾ ｗ ｓ ｬ [lÈv ｾｗｏｬｇｬＬ G&vev 013 Gavoùalv &)'llGwÇ). 0
earth, why to l'ou maIvel at the nature of the deceased (vÉlcuoç yÉvoç)? Are YOLI fi'ightened?" [in
the Greek text read [lu(Jov (not [lu(J6v) in A 4, alwvwv (not alwvwv) in A 5, ｾｗｓｬ (not ｾ ｷ ｳ ｩ Ｉ in B 3
and 5; in the English translation reacl "the great Angel" ([lÉyav Y.vys),ov)]. J'vI. presents conclusive
evidence for a clate in the 4th cent. AD (not in the 2nd/3rd cent.) and cliscusses the ritual of the
'Bridai Chamber' in the Valentinian sect Ccf CIL VI 37231 and L. MOHEITI, "lscrizioni greche
inedite di Roma", Bulie/illi COlllulla1e 75 [1953-55J, p. 83-86, 4th cent. AD). [\Vith respect to the
content of the second epigram parallels are to be found in pagan epigrams whieh claim that the
cleceased had not really clied; e.g. Steillepi,rI,ralllllle 102/09/06, 02/09/12. A more close, contempo-
ralY parallel, mal' be seen in the grave epigram for Claudia l'rom Aphroclisias (Ch. ROUECHÉ,
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Apbrodisias in Laie Aliliquily, London, 1989, n° 153; 11'1ERKELIlACH - STAUBER, ibid. 1 02/09/28,
4th/5th cent. AD). Claudia's epigram uses the expression [o]Ù(?rxvov dorxvo[(?]OUOE (cf A 9-10: Eiç
o'!J(Ouç &VO(?OÙOiX) and describes Claudia's body as )(iXOiX(?OV OÉf.liXÇ ("ciean/pure boely"; ll{)(Yj
ｸｕ｛Ｐｾ｝ｖｩｘＱＰ ＱＶｦＮｬｾ｣ｰ xou(?loicp XiX[OiX](?OV 08 OÉf.liXÇ [OUf.l]f.lElÇEV &)(011[11]. Ch. ROUECHÉ suggested that
Claudia hael died before marriage and that the tomb was her husband ('Justice has honoured l'ou
with the tomb of the dead, anel has wedded l'our pure body (with it as a) lawful husbanel"); the
correct sense is given by R. 11'1ERKELIlACH and J. STAUBER (although their translation ommits
)(iXOiX(?OV): 'Justitia selbst hat... deine Gestalt bei eleinem Ehemann beigesetzt". Could the reference
to a pure body of a married woman be an allusion to continent marriage?J. [AC]
120) R. MERKELBACH - J. STAUBER, Steinepigramme aus dem griecbiscben Osten. Band 2:
Die Nordldiste Kleinasiens (lllarmarameer und PoJ1.tos), Leipzig, 2001: The great value of
the corpus of Greek epigrams from the Greek East (critical edition, translation, brief C0111lnentalY)
has been underlined in Kel'l1os 14 (2001), p. 319-320. The second volume covers Mysia, Bithynia,
Paphlagonia, and Pontos; new texts are marked with an asterisk.
RilUals: The composer of a fragmentaty epigram assetts that he worships an anonymous god
(Zeus Kersoullos?) with verses (EnEalV ｏ￉ｾＰｦＮｬｩｘｉＩＬ with offerings of oak and incense, and with the
customaty sacrifices (vof.l1f.l11 Ouo(11), and not with luxurious offerings and sacrifices of bulis
(08/08/03, Hadrianoi, 2nd/3rd cent.). Several epigrams highlight the ritual activities of the
eleceased persons: the epigram for the plytanis Theodotos commemorates the pleasure he had in
offering libations in public festivals amidst the citizens (08/01/53, Kyzikos: 10V sV onOVOiXlal
YSYiXOO1iX nouÀù f.lS1' &01WV); a mystes of Dionysos is praised for his service during the festival of
the choes (08/06/04, Hadrianouthera, Imperial period: 10V B(?0f.l1ou f.l601YjV ｾ｝ｅＨ＿ｗｖＬ IJ.(?ÇiXV1iX XOÙ);
the epitaph for a priest of Zeus refers to the fact that he offered libations with his own hands
(09/05/19, Nikaia); the epigram for Epiktetos mentions his service as &(?Xlf.l6a1Yjç BIXltXou
Msy&'Àou (09/05/86, Nikaia); Meniketes, a mystes of Isis, refers to the construction of a bed for
ceremonies (09/14/01, Bithynia: OÉf.lVliX yù,(? ),lvonsnÀiX OE<XÇ 1J.(?(?Yj1iX ｾｓｾｾＩＧｏｬￇ Aiy6nlOu 1(?iX<jJS(?OlÇ
OWf.liXOlV &(?f.lOO&.f.liXV); the epitaph for the mystes Aimilianos describes his participation in the
Dionysiac rites (10/03/02, Amastris: niX(?' sf.ln6(?Olç 08 )(wf.lov sùl'cp Os0 ＱＨ＿ｬＶＱｾＨ＿ｬ Ｑｅ￀ＶＱｾｖ f.luonxwç
ＦｖｾｙｩｘｙｏｖＩ［ a girl served as priestess (nwÀoç) of Aphrodite (08/04/02). We also mention a hymn to
Anubis (09/01/02, Kios, lst cent. BC/AD).
Dedicaliolls: to Apollon (09/06/02-03), Apollon Soter (09/04/01), Asklepios and the Nymphs
(11/04/01: [ùYliXlv]wv SÙXiX(?la1W "0 ｛ ｏ ｗ Ｑ ｾ Ｈ ＿ ｬ Os]0 'Aox)'Yj1ll0 )(8 1iXlÇ [N6f.llf'iXlÇ]), Athena (08/01/02,
the model of a triereme), Poseidon (08/01/03), Zeus (09/05/02; 09/12/91: Os0 &(?l01cp f.lsyla1cp
GnYjxocp ｏｗＱｾＨ＿ｬ［ 09/12/02), Zeus Archagathos (09/05/01), Zeus Ourios (09/07/01), Zeus Disabites
Alexikakos (11/11/01), Sarapis and Isis (08/01/40, the statue of a young warrior who fell in war).
The reason for the dedication is sometimes stated: an oracle (08/08/02), a dream (09/05/01: )(iX1ù'
X(?Yjf.liXnof.lov ovi(?au), healing (09/05/03: voùoov ùns)m(?alf'uywv), rescue from thunder and
lightning (09/12/02: GV ｾＨ＿ｏｖｔｩｘｬ｡ｬ 16iXlal XiX! &a1E(?a1liXlal oiXwOsfç). A dedication ta Theas Hypsistas
in Amastris defines the qualities of the god (10/03/01) [see BEGR 2000, 127).
Divinaliall and oracles: An oracle of Zeus Ammon in Siwa concerns Kyzikos (08/01/01, Kyzikos,
c. AD 130), a velY fragmenta l'y oracle of Apollon Klarios concerns Nikomedeia (09/06/01).
Gauros, who "receiveel the trustworthy words of the prophets", was either the scribe of an
oracular sanctuary or a recipient of an oracle; he probably composed a ｬｩｴ･ｲｾｉＱｙ work about the
victory of Octavian (08/08/01, HadrianoO. An oracle of Apollon Klarios contains a lex sacra
concerning a procession of women (for Attemis or Demeter); they should attend the procession
without shoes and golden jewelery, wearing clean clothes (Slf.liXal lf'iXlO(?UV61oiXI; 09/01/01, Kios,
1st cent. AD).
Grave cull and escbalotogy: Many funeralY epigrams alluele to eschatological ideas and motifs k/
nO 121], e.g. Oblivion (08/01/33: A&OiXÇ ｾＩＬｵｏｯｶ siç À[l]f.lÉViXÇ; 08/01/45: niXU011l0vcp i\&.OiXÇ
),OUOiXf.lÉViX nOf.liXn; 10/06/08: Ën),EuoiX ａｾｏｙｪ￧ SOx&."YjV ViXu)û,Yj(?liXV), the separation of the soul from
the body (08/08/09), the Elysion (08/01/50: ｳ ￹ ｯ ｳ ｾ ￉ ｳ ￧ 08 ｾｵｘｾｶ )(IX! nEOltùV 1É(?f.lOVSç 'H),u01wv), the
Blessed (09/14/01: f.liX)(&.(?WV 0' ËO(?iXf.lOV dç Àlf.lÉViXÇ; 10/02/11: xw(?av f.liX)(&.(?WV), the dwelling of
the soul among the imm01tals (08/06/09: sç 08 060ÙÇ &VÉ),UOiX XiX! &OiXv&.alal f.lÉ1Elf.ll; 11/03/02:
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orreUOClç Èç &8ClVU.toUÇ ... &OTQU.OlV OÙQClV[OlÇ OWf.lCl )(Cl811QClf.lÉVyr ... 'H),uololç ÈmtÉQrreo) or in the
skies (09/08/04: ｾ ô' Ｆ ｙ ｃ ｬ Ｘ ｾ ｾ ｵ ｘ ｾ slç OÙQClVOV ClÙTOV eôuvsv; If 09/09/17: ｃ ｬ ｴ Ｘ ｾ ｑ ôÈ ｾｕｘｃｬｬￇ iJ.),UTOÇ
ôOf.loç; 11/05/01: ｾ ｵ ｘ ｾ ￧ &rrorrTClf.lÉvllÇ). The epigram for the couple Alexandros and Markiane is
more unusual; "a grave received his bones, his soul was received by the entire fatherland; later,
his soul received the soul of his beloved wife l'vlarkiane, the grave received her bones"
00/02/03). The epigram for the warrior Mokazis (Nikomedeia, Hellenistle period) alludes to his
heroisation and to the idea that even after his death he protected his fatherland (09/06/18:
XClTÉXSlÇ ÔCl[f.lWV rru.TQClv); [for this idea çl the epitaph of a man from Smyrna, who was so closely
associated with the tower which he had protected in wars, that he had himself buried near it in
order to offer his protection even after his death (L. ROBERT, "Hellenica", RFb 18 [1944], p. 44-46).
An epitaph mentions the fact that a man was buried by the hands of his threptos (08/05/06: oo[wç
urro 8QsrrTOù ｌＮＺｃｬＩＧｾｃｬｖｃｬ 8u.rrTOf.lCll Èv rrClMf.lCllç; çl 09/05/14: XSQOI xllôeuOslÇ rrClTQ6ç). An interesting
text commemorates the restoration of old graves Ｈ ｏ ｾ ｦ Ｎ ｬ ｃ ｬ ｔ ｃ ｬ o[U]V8QCluo8ÉV1Cl rrCl),CllysVÉWV ｾｑｷｷ｛ｶ｝Ｉ
by Loukios 01/07/13, Amaseia). The gravestone of Severus asselts that he still speaks through the
stele, whleh made his volee immortal (11/08/05: &rro ｏｔｾ￀ｬｬￇ lf'8syyof.lsvov rrClQÉ(X]sl.... )(Cll
Ts8vSlWTOÇ ￈｛ｦＮｬ｝ｾｶ cmCl ｔｾｖￔｓ lf'uMçwv &8U.VClTOV SWOlÇ &VT' Èf.lÉ8sv rrQo[x]ÉSl) [this is an allusion to
the loud reading of grave inscriptions]. A funerary monument was dedleated to gods (09/05/41).
The funerary epigram for a young man urges not to accuse god for his death (09/04/06, Prusa:
f.lllôslÇ f.lClf.llf'Éo8w Èrr' Èf.lol 8sov). A new epitaph is enigmatle (*09/05/49, Nikaia): [E]'lllxQU.tllÇ o[ùv
YCl]f.lStii 'Arrlf'ii tOV ｾｷｦＮｬＰｶ &vÉoTlloClv tÉxvep ITSQOl, SÙXCllÇ )((lI TSÀSTCllÇ oOlCllç rrClQ& Zllvl lf'ClVÉVTCl;
M.-S. translate: "Epikrates mit seiner Gattin Apphe errlehten diesen Altar ihrem Kind Perseus, der
mit Gelübden und frommen Ritten bei Zeus erschienen ist"; they assume that the verse expresses
the idea that the young man went to Zeus like Ganymedes; [this is plausible, but the dative ITeQol
does not correspond to the accusative lf'ClVÉVTCl, whleh seems to refer to the altar; perhaps one
should translate "set up the altar near Zeus (Le., near the statue or temple of Zeus), display-
ing/consecrating it with prayers and rituals"; çl the expression lf'Cl[VW 8UO[ClV (LSI)]. A man had a
statue of Dionysos erected near his grave in order to be reminded of the symposia he had
celebrated during his life (09/06/19); the epitaph of a woman refers to her prayers to god to die
before her husband (11/07/09: ｳ ￹ ｘ ｾ ￧ ｾ ｦ Ｎ ｬ ｳ ｔ ￉ ｑ ｬ ｬ ￇ 8eoç ex),u[ev OUVS]XCl rrQw[tll] .. ' È[y]w 8u.vov). There
are several funeraty imprecations (08/01/35, 08/06/06, 09/05/27); we single out an unusual
formula in 08/05/04: sY nç ô' ｵ ｾ ｬ ｬ ｔ ｃ ｬ ｬ ｾ ￈ ｦ Ｎ ｬ ｾ ｶ ｦ Ｎ ｬ ｯ ｑ ｬ ｦ Ｇ ｾ ｶ rrsQ[)(QoUOSl, TOÙÇ ClÙTOÙÇ OTSlf'U.VOUç Èm8oho
TÉ)(Vep.
Varia: The epigram for IvIenophantos, who had been murdered, implores Dike and Zeus to
console his parents by avenging his death (08/0/48: èJ)),& i1[)(1l )((ll Zsù ｲ ｲ ｃ ｬ ｶ ｳ ｲ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｬ ｳ Ｌ rrClTQoç Èf.lelO
rrÉv8ECl rrQYJuvCllT' &VÉQCl tSlOU.f.lSVOl). A collection of epigrams preserved in the Greek Anthology
(Al/lb.Pal. III 1-19) describe the mythologleal reliefs whleh decorated a temple in Kl'zikos
(08/01/11-29). An interesting expression of piely and devolion lo the local cuIts is the epigram of
Iulia Hagne, who died abroad, leaving back the god of her fatherland (08/08/09, Hadrianoi: 8sov
mXtQwv rrQo),moùoCl). Evidence for the religious ambiguities in late antiquitl' [ci the examples
collected under n° 121] is provided bl' several texts: the epitaph, whleh was set up by Kyriakos
for his parents, refers to the fact that they had worshipped god in purity (8QlloxeuovTsç &yvwç
Osov Èrr' sùôoç[n); [the name Kyriakos, the ambiguous reference to god and the word eùôoç[ll
suggest a Christian context]. A Christian woman indirectll' refers to her Christian faith OI/IO/03,
Pontos, 3rd/4th cent.: MTQlÇ ôÈ 8eoù SWVTO[Ç] Èv8u.ôs xOlf.lwf.le f.lÉXQlÇ &VClOTU.OSW[Ç]). The epigrams
of the governor lovinus in Therma (11/04/02; 4th cent. AD) exploit pagan themes (Hephaistos,
the Nymphs, Charites, Asklepios; çl the epigrams of IvIarianus in Amaseia: 11/07/01-06). [AC]
121) R. l'vIERKELBACH - J. STAUBER, Steinepigramme aus dem griecbiscben Osten. Band 3:
Der '.ïème Osten" und das Landesinnere bis zum Taul'Os, Leipzig, 2001: The third volume
of the corpus of Greek epigrams [çl supra nO 120] covers the material fi'om Baktriane, IvIedia,
Armenia l'vlaior, Kappadokia, Ll'kaonia, Isauria, Galatia, and Phrl'gia. New texts are marked with
an asterisk. Since most of the metrleal inscriptions of these areas are funerarl' epigrams, this
material provides information primarily about eschalological ideas; e.g. we find references to the
immortality of the soul 06/04/02, 16/61/07; more sceptleal in 16/08/06: eYts nç &OU.VClTll ｾｵｸｩｩ
XU.QlÇ), which dwells among the immortals 06/31/02: JJv Ôl& XQllOlf.l0TllTCl XClI où lf'8lf.lÉvwv [---]
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xwcoç '(aXllOl ljJUX<XÇ, &)),c< 8swv flÉ),0:8CO:; 16/22/03: ｾ ｵ ｘ ｾ 0' &80:V<XTWV o:lOÉCO: ViY.lST<XSl; cf 16171/01:
ｾｵｘｾ ... Ol' &Écoç rrTOwflÉvll; 16/31/10) or has travelled to the pious (14/06/10: ｳ ￹ ｡ ｳ ｾ ｷ ｶ XWCll); but
we also find speculations about whether the deceased rctain their consciense in the Hades
(13/05/04: sr nç ljl8lflÉVOlOl rrÉ)Œl vooç SlV 'ATOoç ys); in one epigram the death of a young man is
assimilated to the abduction of Ganymedes by Zeus (16/23/06, Aizanoi, AD 247; (f 16/46/01,
Vetissos). The epitaph of a man struck and killed by Iightning (*16/34/32, DOlylaion, Imperial
period) urges the passer-by: "pass by with pious tongue, not calling me a grave; l am the site of
worship of heavenly Iightning and fire; the light-bearing torch has purified/consecrated here the
body of Nedymos and has left an undying memory of his life" (suljlllfloÇ yÀwaan ｲ ｲ ｯ Ｚ ｑ ｏ Ｚ ｦ ｬ ｳ ｬ ｾ Ｖ Ｐ Ｌ ｦ ｬ ｾ
T<XljlOV s'lrrnç' o:lOsQlo:ç ｾｃｏｖｔｾￇ JlIY.lrruQoç slfll ｡￉ｾｯＺ￧Ｇ N lloufloU Ëv80: oÉflO:Ç as),o:siç ｾｹｶｬ｡ｯｏＺｔｯ rruQoàç
&8<xVTOV ｦｬｖｾｦｬｬｬｶ ＩＬｳｬｾ＼ｘｦｬｳｶｯￇ ｾｬｏｔｏｕＩＮ Another epigram reads: "Zeus, the highest among the
immortals, has ca lied the mortal man from the dead, ordering not to honor the monument of
Ploution as a grave, but to honor the merciful conduct of Zeus in this very same site" (0 ｾ ｃ ｏ ｔ ￠ ｶ
EX ljl8lflÉvWV )(o:ÀÉoo:ç flo:x<XQwV l)rrO:TOç Zsuç, TI),OUTlWVOÇ oè Tà ｯｾｦｬｏＺ ｸｳＩＬｾ｡ｯＺｔｏ flllxÉTl ｔｕｦｬｾｯｖ
8CllGl(SUSlV, W'JT(!> oè Tomp ｾｬ￠￧ s'o,oo: ｲｲｯｶｲｲｾｶ［ Dorylaion, *16/34/33); 11'1.-5. suggests that this
epigram expresses the idea that virtuous persons were taken by Zeus to heaven; [or was ploution
struck by Iightning and the place where he died and was buried was consecrated to Zeus
(Kataibates)?]. The inscriptions of Phrygia are of particular interest in this respect. As we can infer
from symbols, onomastics, and content, many texts concern crypto-Christians (before AD 311),
Christians, members of Christian sects (e.g., Montanists), or persons int1uenced by Christianity;
nevertheless, they use pagan or ambiguous themes, words, and expressions, and thus they are an
interesting source for the Interpenetration of ideas among the Christians, the ]ews, and the
worshippers of the traditional gods. A Montanist epigram, e.g., refers to the Erinyes, Acheron, and
Plouton (16/32/04) [ç( HBGR 2000, 193], the epitaph of bishop Pientios to the eating of ambrosia
(16/43/06). The epigrams in the family grave of Aurelius Trophimos (Appia or Soa, c. 300-350
AD) show the co-existence of different religious ideas within the same family; the earliest epigram
(for Trophimos) sketches a gloomy picture of the underworld, whereas that of his granddaughter
Anunia mentions the fact that she had been baptised on her death-bed and had joined the sect of
the Novatiani (16/31193). In many cases the attribution of a text to a palticular religious group is
difficult, as, e.g., in the case of a woman to whom "the god who reigns in heaven" (8sàç OÙCO:V<»
ｅｖｾｏＺ｛ｏｬＩŒｬｷｶ｝Ｉ had given prudence (16/06/02, Eumeneia, early 3rd cent. AD) or another woman to
whom "god the father had given the child Euprepia" (OW)(E ｲｲｏＺｔｾｃ Osoç; 16/22/05, Tiberioupolis).
Other epitaphs refer to the inunortality of the creator god (16/31113, Appia or Soa: Oùoslç yc<C
&8<XVO:TOÇ, si ｦ ｬ ｾ floVOV stç 8sàç O:ÙTOÇ, a rr<xvcwv YSVÉTllÇ xo:i m'lOl TC< rr<xvTo: flsClè;wv), or adjure the
passer-by by the name of god not to violate the grave (16/31/14, 16/31/85, Appia or Soa: Tàv Osov
OOl, ｦｬｾ Ｆｏ｛ＩＨｾｏｓｬￇ［ 16/61/99, Antiocheia), or regard life as a loan given by god (16/31114:
rr)'llcwao:ç TC< ËTll, l)rrsQ 8sàç wQlasv O:ÙT<», EXTsÀÉao:vco: Mvoç orrsc m'lOl MVSlOV EOTlV), or expect
that god has granted the soul to dwell among "the living in heaven" (16/31/17: ｾ ｵ ｘ ｾ ｶ oè 8sàç
owosv OÙQO:VlOlÇ Evi è;WOlV), or refer to the wish of the deceased to join god (16/31/85: oç Err08110s
8eov, ),mwv Tàv xoofloV lJ.rro:vTO:). One of these enigmatic teÀ'ts refers to the immortal gods
(&O<XVO:TOl ljllMsGlwv) and to the islands of the Blessed (flO:X<XQwV ｖｾｏｏｏｬￇ &OO:V<XTWV), but also
mentions in the same conteÀ't Christian (?) baptism (rrllyo:lç ),oUOO:flsV &80:V<XTOlÇ; 16/32/03,
Kotiaion). This phenomenon can be obselved also in other areas, besides Phrygia: Christian
epitaphs allude to the trae!itional theme of the Blessed (14/04/03), or even use traditional funeralY
Imprecations (14/06/17). The assimilation of the Christian vocabulary to that of the pagan cuits
can also be observee! in the use of the terms Ｆ ｑ ｬ ｬ ｔ ｾ ｑ 8EOÙ (14/06/07) and ｾ ｙ ｬ ｬ ｔ ｾ ｑ ElEOÙ
(14/10/01) for Christian priests [for ｾ ｙ ｬ ｬ ｔ ｾ ｃ ElEOÙ ç( il?!iïl n° 181]; ç{ 14/07/03: ISCSÙÇ flSY<X),OlO
86010; 16/31175: ｮｑｳ｡ｾｵｔｏＺｔｏￇ ËvvofloÇ OùQo:vlou ｾｏＺｏｬＩＧｾｏￇＩＮ Ambiguous religious expressions
include references to the "immortal god" in Lykaonia and Isauria (lsQsùÇ Elsoù &OO:V<XTOU:
14/02/13, Gdanmaua; &80:V<XTOlO 8EOÙ ｦｬｾｖｕｦｬｏＺ ｍｾｏｬｔｏＺ 14/06/08), and to Theos Hypsistos in an
epitaph decorated with crosses, but dedicated to an lSQsùÇ 8EOÙ ｵｾｬ｡ｔｏｵ (14/07/04, Ikonion,
undated).
With regard to grave cult we point to an epigram which urges the passers-by to place a rose or
another t10wer on the grave of Athenais (12/02/01, Wank in Kappadokia, Imperial period). A
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woman erected the grave altar for her husband, "so that he will be among the future mortals"
COtjlQcx )(EV &VOQW1lOlal I-lETW00I-lSVOlal I-lETE[1']; 13/11/01, Lykandos); [the verse expresses the idea
that the performance of the grave rituals on the altar continues the communication between living
and deadJ. An epitaph urges the passers-by to pray for the son of the deceased couple (16/04/03:
EÙX<XÇ OsoO' lJ1lÈQ cxù1Où), in another epigram a man greets the sun (XCXlQE 1-l<x)(cxQ ＱＨＰＩＬＶＰ｜ｾｅ OEWV
'Y1lEeelovE ),<xv1lwv) and prays that his fatherland celebrates the ha l'l'est festival and is granted
fertility: 1lCXTelç ￈ｉＭｬｾ ｾｳｶｶ･ｵ･ (cf ｾ ｳ ｶ ｶ ｯ ￧ ｾ cult association, Zeus Bennios) Ｉ Ｈ ｾ ｍ ｖ ｾ ｃ ｘ ｖ ｅ 1l\1']olcx
)(cxe1l06ç (16/41/07, JVIetropolis in Phrygia). In Phrygia, funeraty altars and monuments were
dedicated to Zeus (16/34/21, Dorylaion, Ist/2nd cent.; *16/36/99, l'vIidaion, to Zeus Bronton;
16/46/01, Vetissos, to Zeus Theos Megas). Many funerary Imprecations are formulated in metrical
forn1 (14/01/01, 14/02/14, 14/06/97, 14/07/06-07, 16/06/04, 16/23/09, 16/25/02-03, 16/31/96,
16/31/99, 16/32/07, 16/32/12-13, 16/41/11, 16/43/05, 16/44/03, 16/45/10, 16/52/04, 16/53/08,
16/53/99, 16/57/98-99). We single out only a few texts which were not included in J. SmuBBE,
';Iger! brIT!Jp(JlOl. Imprecations againsl Desecrators o/l!Je Grave in t!Je Greek Epitap!Js Cil Asia
MinaI'. A Cala/oglle, Bonn, 1997 (lGS/(, 52) (BBGR 1997, 361): 13/02/01: SXElV 06ovouç ncXvtCXç
Ù1l0XOov[ouç; 14/06/08: &OCXVlXTOlO Owù ｬ Ｍ ｬ ｾ ｶ ｵ ｬ Ｍ ｬ ｣ ｸ ｍ ｾ ｏ ｬ Ｑ ｏ ［ *16/32/97: oonç ｔ Ｖ Ｑ Ｍ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｰ )((X)(OEeyscx xeleCX
1le00010El, oetjlcxv<x TS)(VCX \[1lOl1O, ｸｾ･ｯｶ ｾ｛ｏｖＬ ol)(ov sewov; 16/55/03: oanç ÈI-lEÙ ｡ｴｾ｜｜｣ｸｶ ｾｃｘｍｅｬ
\(Oov Ol»( &Ol)(1']0E(Ç, 0610ç T<XV CXlJT<XV l-l0leCXV ÈI-lol ),CXXSTW.
Another major group of texts are dedicatory epigrams (anonymous deity: 16/05/01; Hosion,
Dikaion, and Helios: 16/34/02; Meter Theon, Phoibos Hosios, Mes Dikaios, Dikes Ophthalmos:
16/34/03; Mes Askainos: 16/61/02: 'Ao)(cx[1']ç TWl I-lEosovn OEWl, TOV J'vIoùocxl Ｐ･ｳｾ｣ｸｶＱｏ［ cf 16/61/03;
Meter Theon: 16/34/04; Nymphs: 14/06/01; Zeus Alsenos: 16/03/02; Zeus Panhypsistos:
16/44/01). We mention but a few: Ti. Claudius Candidus, a general of Septimius Severus,
dedicated an altar to Zeus following an oracle of Apollon (13/03/01, Direk Kale in Kappadokia);
Aurelius Diomedes, who served many times as envol' of Vasada to Rome, dedicated an altar to
Athena thanking her for his safe return (owOe[ç; 14/16/01, Vasada); Senekas dedicated an altar to
Artemis (ACXTOYOVEl olO6I-l<;<) in commemoration of her help (I-lv<Xl-lcxv Jiv &ycxOwv S1lCXOEV; 16/34/05,
Dorylaion); a man made a dedication to Zeus requesting the healing of an eye disease ()(cx),wç
oeilv OEl1']ç; 16/44/02, Phyteia); Sagaris, who had brought his cattle to Galatia during an epidemic,
dedicated an altar to a god (ÈOlXWOE OEOÇ; livcx)(n OEWV) [Zeus?] upon their safe return (16/62/01,
Apollonia Mordiaion); a man catved with his own hands an object made of wood, brought it to
the sanctuary of Agdistis ("AVOlÇlÇ) and set it up in the temple (1Eeolç È1l1 ｾｾｉＭｬｃｘｏｬ OE10lç) [for ｾ ｾ ｉ Ｍ ｬ ｣ ｸ
(platform?) see G. PETZL, Die Beic!Jtinsc!Jr!//ell Westk/einasiells, Bonn, 1994 (EA, 22), p. 45 n° 36]
in fulfillment of a vow for the safe return of a relative (?; EÙÇ<XI-lEVOÇ y\u)(eeWç &y),cxov cxÔxoç;
16/41/06, Metropolis); Menestratos made a thanks-giving dedication for his rescue (Ol[CXOWOE[Ç]) to
Apollon (A1']TW'lOl L:wsovn) and Helios Basileus, "the most just and pious gods" (8l)(CXlOT<Y.TOlÇ ｾｯＧ
oa10lal O[WlÇ]; 16/55/01, Philomelion). One of the new dedicatory epigrams from Nakoleia
(*16/35/01, Imperial periocl) is a dedication to Helios Titan, to another deity, whose Hame is not
preserved, to Hosios Dikaios [or Hosion Dikaion], and to Theion \Vith the epithet 1lcxv1Oouv<Xat1']ç
("the divine, which rules everything"); this dedication was macle by an anonymous man and
Polyxenia in fulfillment of a vow and upon divine command (wç 1'][uÇ]Ç(v1O )(È ￈ＩＨｾＡＬ･ｵｯ｛｣ｸ｝￧ＩＬ
presumably after winning a victory (in a lawsuit?; ｾ Ｉ Ｈ ｏ ｖ HÈ ve[H1']v X [eu[oQçnstjlcxvoy [---]OCX'l); the
dedicants hacl prayed to the god for themselves and their children (EÙÇ<XI-lE'Iol OE, I-l<XHCXe, 1lEe1
ÉCXUTWV )(È TE)(SWalV) and implore the god Helios ("heavenly light") to listen to their prayers (o!ç
lHsTcx<l>ç È1l<XHOUEÇ )(È E't?, [E]OÇ, OÙelXvlO'I tjlwç); [vEIH1']V X [eu[oQçnstjlcxvoy [---]ocxv possibly refers to
the dedication of a statue of Nike wearing a golden crown (e.g., [HcxOiOeu]ocxv, [&vsat1']]ocxv,
[&vsOe]ocxv, [&1lsow]OCX'l), after success, possibly in a judicial context. The expression S'IOcx ... ｾｈｏｖ
HCXI + a verb of dedication ("they came here ancl dedicated") underlines not only the act of
dedication, but also the pilgrimage to the sanctualY (ç/ the verb È1lE),eu00I-lE'IOÇ... SOT1']OCX in
16/41/06). It also is interesting to note that, although the dedication was made to several
divinities, the dedicants acldress only one gocl (Èlls),euocxç, OE, 1-l<X)((XQ, È1l<XHOUE), Le. Helios /
Apollon; for the perception of Hosios Dikaios as intennediaries between the humans ancl a more
distant god see E13GR 1992, 185; 1998, 20n
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Divination is represented through IWO metrical oracles from I(]aros. In one of them Apollon
advises the citizens of Ikonion to set up a statue of Hennes and Thesmos on either sicle of a
statue of Ares (with his hands hound?) in order to avert evil (14/07/01, Ikonion, lst cent. BC), in
the other Apollon requests the setting up of an altar of Apollon, who protects fertility (16/31/01,
Appia or Kotiaion). An epigram on the grave of a couple, set up by a son or a daughter, informs
the passer-by that the deceased parents give oracles from their grave Ｈ ｊ ｬ ｑ ｾ ｙ ｕ ｉ ｙ Ｎ tp8svyoflev[Ol]
XQYjOflYjyoQoU ￈ｾ &36wu; 16/41/08, Ivletropolis in Phrygia); M.-S. point to the discovery of clice
oracles in graves; [a closer pal'allel is an inscription in Lydia (TAM V.2, 1055) which records the
dedication of an altar for a dead priestess by the association of mystai; the deceased priestess was
believed to have divinatory powers; people seeking the truth should pray in front of her altar, in
order to receive an answer by means of visions, either by day or night]. Zosimios, possibly a Jew
(È)! ),IY.OÙ 'YqAotolO) [but see below], "wrote whatever the mOItaIs need on a folded tablet with
spiritual writings and Homeric verses, predicting for the wise the future" (1lveuflIY.'tlJlIY.IÇ YQIY.tpIY.lç )(IY.1
'OflYjQ10lÇ [È]7lÉWOlV ｙｑｴｘｾｉｙＮ￧ Èv 1l1VIY.Xl OOIY. ｘｑｾｾｏｕｏｬ ｾｑｏｴｯｉｏｬ Èv 7l(VIY.Xl 1l1UXT0 ootpolOl 1à flÉÎ.Î.o[v]
Ù1lSl[1lWV]); M.-S. suggest that the man was in a modest way a "prophet" (16/41/09, Phlygia, 3rd
cent. AD); [the reference to Homeric verses points to another direction, i.e. the composition of a
Homeromanteion, such as the one contained in P.Lond. l 121 (4th/5th cent.): verses of the Iliad
and the Odyssey were arranged in groups of six verses which served as answers to oracular
questions (see EEGR 1994/95, 227); the expression ékYlOÇ ),IY.àç 8soù ￹ ｾ ｛ ｯ ｴ ｯ ｕ designates the
Christians in an epigram l'rom Hadrianoi (MERKEI.BACH - STAUBEI(, Steinepigralllllle II 08/08/13)].
The inscription dossier concerning the high priest of the emperor cult EpiIynchanos (Appia, AD
313) refers to his divinatOlY powers (16/31/10: &ÀYjOwç oW[Q]ov ｳＩＬｉｙＮｾ｛ｯ｝ｶ XQYjo[fl]oOOTI[v]
&ÀYj[8s1]IY.ç).
Among the other texts we single out the Delphic sayings inscribed in the temenos of Kineas, the
founder of Alexandreia Oxiana (12/01/01, c. 300 BC), the hymn of Herocloros to Helios (12/03/01,
Susa, 3rd/2ncl cent.) [to be added to the collection of FURI.EY-BREMER, supra nO 62], the criticism of
an Epicurean (?) on the judgement of gods (13/09/02, Kokusos: sl flÈv yàQ fltXXIY.QsÇ flsQomüv
)(QslvoV1sÇ !f.VIY.OOOV, 1lœç av !f.XOl1lV ￉ｾｶ X[---]) , an epigram which commemorates the foundation of
the agon Heraldeia by Pasikrates (14/16/02, Vasada, 3rd cent. AD), the grave altar of a priest of
Apollon who had the same name as the god that he served (15/03/01, Pessinous, Imperial
periocl), a mythological poem which refers to the metamorphosis of Ganymedes into a star and
the foundation of Sebaste in Phlygia (16/01/01, Sehaste, 3rd cent. AD), a funeraty epigram which
praises friendship ancl honesty, written by a pious man who had entrusted himself to god
(16/04/04: ÈflIY.ucàv 1llOTSUOIY.Ç 8s0), a metrical prayer to Zeus to give rain and fertility (16/34/01,
Dorylaion, AD 75), an honoraty epigram for Demetrios, high priest of the emperor cult in Asia,
which alludes to acclamations (16/51/05, Synnacla, 3rd cent. AD: av 1ltXVTWV tpWVIY.l tpIY.Ol
1(0),UOTÉtpIY.VOV), and an epitaph from Iulia Gordos which advises: "there is a goclcless (of retribu-
tion) Nemesis; observe what is just" (16/54/01: [ÉOTl 8s]àç NÉflwlÇ' [1lQàç 1à olx]IY.lIY. ｾｍＱｬｳＩＮ [AC]
122) R. MERIŒLBACH - J. STAUBER, "Epigramme ails Sinopc und Amaseia", BA 33 (2001),
p. 69-83: M.-S. (re)puhlish 8 epigrams from Sinope and Amaseia. Among the alreacly known
texts we single out the mention of a cenotaph (1 ｾ PEEK, GV 1562 a; Sinope, 3rd cent. AD), the
reference to funerary rites in a grave epigram (5; Sinope, Imperial periocl; 1. 4: XIY.l X1ÉQ8iY.
JlTÉQlOIY.V), and a fragmenta l'Y text, which seems to be a poetic description of Christian paradise,
but inspired by Homer (où vÉtpoç, oth' &X),uç È1ll1(1),VIY.TiY.l, &),),à fltXÀ' IY.'lOQYj; cf Ocü,ssey 6, 42-46;
Amaseia, 4th/5th cent.) [cf supra n° 88]. lTlvlJ
123) R. MERIŒLBACH - J. STAUBER, "Ein paegniarius", BA 33 (2001), p. 79 [BE 2002, 433]:
M.-S. point out that the retiarius Philokynegos from Ivlaceclonia, known l'rom an epigram in
Amaseia (SEG :xJv"CIX 1340 ｾ IvlERKELnACH - STAUBER, Steinepigralllllle II 09/09/01) \Vas also a
paegniarius (1. 1-3: 6 1à 7ltX),IY.l ＷｬｉｙＮＨｾｷｶ rrœOlV oÈ Mywv Tà ys),OlIY.), i.e., a gladiator who performed in
the arena as a joker in addition to his engagement in combats. (JivIl
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124) M. MIRI(oVlé, "Katagraphe and the Consecration of Children", in Jl1élanges d'his-
toire et d'épigraphie ojfèlts à Fanoula Papazoglou pal' ses élèves à l'occasion de son
quatre-vingtième anniversaire, Beograd, 1997, p. 1-33: The consecration of slaves and
children to gods is attested in many inscriptions both for the sanctuary of Apollon Lairbenos in
Pluygia and for J'l'laceclonia [ci EBGR 2000, 155 ancl 169). In this thorough and weIl documentecl
study M. places the tenl1S ｍｃｬＮｴｃｬＮｙＨ＿ｃｬＮＴＧｾ ancl )(Cl.tCl.y(?â4'ElV in the context of the legal practices of the
Imperial period. In addition to many remarks with regarcl to inclividual texts, M. underlines the
official nature of the deeds of consecration ancl their legal ancl fiscal consequences, showing that
the term Ｉ Ｈ ｃ ｬ Ｎ ｴ ｃ ｬ Ｎ ｙ Ｈ ＿ ｃ ｬ Ｎ Ｔ Ｇ ｾ primarily c10cumentecl the conveyance of the names of the dedicatecl persons
from one tax-Iist Cthat of the ｴ ｾ ｬ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ or the master) ta another Cthat of the temple). The relevant
documents were a public guarantee of the god's right over the dedicatecl children and slaves. 11'1.
proposes ta compare the c1eclicated slaves and chilclren with the c%lli adscnptici, i.e., free
persans bound to the temple and not entered into the tax-rolls in their own right, but under the
name of the lanclowner. [II'L's analysis of the legal consequences of the consecration of persons is
weIl founded; one should not, however, underestimate the religious background of these texts,
for which see il(/iv n° 1531. [AC]
125) H. MÜLLER, "Makedonische Marginalien", Chiron 31 (2001), p. 417-455: II'I. presents
an improved text of an honorary inscription from Beroia CI.Beroia 84, 2ncl cent. AD) for Annia
Tydane, wife of Veiento; her statue was erectecl by the syneclroi of the Makeclonian Koinon
c1uring the term of office of (T. Flavius) Kassanclros as high priest of the Koinon (cf I.Beroia 106).
A new inscription from Augusta Traiana CEBGR 2000, 138; SEG XLIX 885, 2nd/3rd cent.) honors
C. Iulius Terres, priest of Zeus Sabazios ancl member of a prominent family in Thrace; M.
c1iscusses the prosopography of this senatorial family. 011'1]
126) D. MULLIEZ, "Notes d'épigraphie delphique. VIII. L'empereur Claude, témoin et
archonte à Delphes", BCH 125 (2001), p. 289-303: Ed. pl'. of three Delphic inscriptions (c.
AD 45-54): 1) A sacred manumission in the sanctuary of Apollon Pythios mentions the priests of
Apollon Nikandros ancl Melission among the witnesses. 2) An apolysis (release of the manumitted
slave from the obligation ta serve the master) mentions among the witnesses the god, the
emperor Claudius, whose stay in Delphi is thus attested for the first time, and the priests of
Apollon Nikanclros ancl Melission. 3) An apolysis took place uncler the archonship of emperor
Clauclius. M. disusses the close relations of Cladius ta Delphi (cf F.De1pbes III 4, 286). 011'1]
127) 1. MUNOZ DELGADO, Léxico de magia JI religiôn en los papiros magicos griegos
(Diccionario griego espa/loI, Anejo V), Madrid 2001: M. presents with the collaboration of
J. RODIÜGUEZ SOMOLINOS a very useful lexicon of the tenl1S that appear in the Greek magical
papyri. [AC]
128) G. NACHTERGAEL, "Sceaux et timbres de bois d'Égypte. II. Les sceaux de grand
format", CE 76 (2001), p. 231-257 [BE 2002, 5181: N. republishes three wooden seals with
benedictions (Egypt, Imperial periocl): Èn' &YCl.80 (33), Eù,6XEl (34), ancl t6XlJ (35). These
inscriptions reinforced the protective function of the sealing. [AC]
129) 1. NICOLAOU, "Inscriptiones Cypriae Alphabeticae X:ZV"CIX, 1999", RDAC (2000),
p. 299-304 [BE 2002, 496; SEC L 1373-13761: Ed. pl'. of two dedications to Kyrios Theos
Hypsistos macle by two related persans (father and son) and written on cippi of the common
funerary type (1-2; Limassol, 3rd cent. AD). For this reason N. interprets them as funerary
c1edications macle in the name of the deceased [but see il(/iv nO 1301. N. regarcls the epithet
Kyrios, which was hithelto unattested for Theos Hypsistos in Cyprus, as the result of Christian
influence, and suspects that the two dedicants may be clypto-Christians; [M6(?lOÇ/MU(?ICl. are
extremely common epithets for pagan gods (see, e.g., the indices of EBGR 1996-2000), which
have nothing ta do with Christian influence; cf R. TYBOUT, SEG L 1374]. [AC]
130) 1. NICOLAOU, "Inscriptiones Cypriae Alphabeticae XL, 2000", RDAC (2001), p. 291-
298 [BE 2002, 490]: Ed. pl'. of a declication to Theos Hypsistos "on behalf of my son Maros in
fulfillment of a vow" (1; Limassol district, 3rd cent. AD). [The teÀ1: is written on a cippus; N.
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interprets it as a funerar)' c1eclication; but the expression Ù1IÈQ 1É)(VOU ｓ￙ｘｾｶ makes little sense in a
funerar)' c1eclication; cf J.-B. CAYLA, BE 2003, 490 and 496], Eci. pl'. of a c1edication to Theos
Hypsistos in fulfillment of a vow (2; Limassol district, 3rd cent. AD). N. observes that 20
dedications to Theos Hypsistos are known l'rom Cyprus ki supra nO 129], Eci. pl'. of the epitaph
of the priest Timon 02; Limassol district, 2nd cent. AD). [AC]
131) NN, "Jahresbericht", AA (2001), p. 689-691: In a report on the excavations in the
temple of Zeus Megistos at Qana\Vat/Kanatha (Syria) a new inscription is mentioned. A member
of the council dedicated together with his wife and son the pronaos (1IQOVCXlOV) ta Theos Rabbou
Ost cent. AD). [AC]
132) J. NOLLÉ, Side im Alte/tum. Gesc1Jic1Jte und Zeugnisse. Band II, Bonn, 2001 (IGSK,
44.2) [BE 2002, 444, 6241: The second volume of the inscriptions of Sicle presents 274 Greek
ancl Latin inscriptions, primarily of the Imperial period, as weil as 11 inscriptions in the local
language ancl alphabet (S 1-11) [for a summar)' of the first volume sce EBCR 1993/94, 174], New
texts are markecl with an asterisk. Dedications: ta Ares Epiphanestatos (*377: )(CX[1c\ ｓ￙ｘｾｶＢＬ
XQYjflcxno8st]ç ù1Ià ＸＸｏｾ［ *378: XQYjflCX1w8s1ç ù[1Ià 10Ù 88OÙ]) (in n° *377 one rather expects HeX[1'
￈ｭＱ｣ｸｹｾｶ｝｝Ｌ Athena (S 1: ｘｃｘｑｬＰＱｾｑｬｃｘＩＬ Pantes Theoi (S 2), Themis, Athena Boulaia 020; an athlete
c1eclicated the statue which he had receivecl as a prize), a Theos (Athena?, 141), an Epekoos
Theos (*376), and Zeus Aspidios (p. 659 nO 18a; an altar). Festivais and agoJ1S: The most
prominent agonistic festival in Sicle was the agon Hiera Pythia, an agon hieros oikoumenikos
isopythios ekecheirios eiselastikos, foundecl in AD 243 (134, *143); two metrical oracles concern-
ing the foundation of the agon \Vere inscribed on a gildecl altar which was declicatecl on the third
celebration of the agon (34); the first oracle contrasts bright clothes and a pure mind (où
on\1IVCXlç ￈ｯＸｾｭ ... )(cx8cxQn oÈ vocp). The Androneikiane Themis kai epibaterios Athenas (20) was
founcled by a priest of Themis; N. interprets the word ￈ ｭ ｾ ｣ ｸ Ｑ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｏ ￇ as referring to a ritual (the
placing of the statue of Athena on a ship at the beginning of the season of seafaring; p. 4241'.);
[the adjective ￈ ｭ ｾ ｣ ｸ Ｑ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｏ ￇ usually refers to the advent of a god and to disembarkation; a celebra-
tion at the beginning of the sailing season is plausible, but possibly in connection with the
celebration of the periodical aclvent of divinities], A related agon, which is more often attested, is
the Themis Pamphyliake Touesianeios epibaterios theon Athenas kai Apollonos, founclecl by Alli'.
Paioneinos Tousianos who servecl as agonothetes for life (121-126) [for the founder of an agon
who served as agonothetes for life see EBCR 1994/95, 155J. A third agon founclecl by a private
person was the Agon Isopythios Phoibeios in honor of Apollon Theos Patrios Ktistes (29); the
agon was foundecl by Dionysios on the 24th jubilee of his priesthoocl COY o:vÉ8Yj)(s "n 1IO)Œl ... 1WV
)(0' È1WV CXÙ10Ù lSQ[woùvYjç ËVS)(sv]). A herolcl and comedian won victories inter alia in the follow-
ing agons (30): Mystikos (Sicle), Isokapitolios (Hermoupolis), Sebasmia (Damaskos), Hadrianeia
(Antiocheia pros Daphnen), Agon Eukratous Koinos Pontou Isaktios (Neokaisareia), ancl Sebereia
Peraseia (Kastabala). Other agonistic inscriptions mentions victories in the Nemea (33), ancl a
victor)' without competition (31) [cf n° 43]. A great penataeteric agon was probably connected
with the emperor cult (*77). T. Flavius Spartiatikos servecl as theoros to the Panathenaia
(73). RllÎer and elIlperor ClIlt: The cult of Zeus Nikator was possibly connected with the cult of
Seleukos 1 (90). The neokoreia of Sicle in mentionecl in n'" 112 and 158. An honoralY inscription
attests the rare case of the office of the high priest and priestess of the emperor cult being
accupied not by a couple, but by a man and his sister (103). The grave epigram von Romana
provicles information about the public appearance of the high priestess: her husband, the high
piest, "had her carried as a high priestess in the brilliant thymelic competitions, in purple dress,
ancl placed on her head a crown of gold, a worthy present of her prudence" (stv 8uflÉ),cxlm
)ÛmCXlç tpÉQsv O:QXlÉQSlCXV tp<XQ8al 1I[ojQtpUQÉOlÇ, S1I1 )(Qcx11 oÈ ｏｾＩＨｃｘｬｏ XQuoov, oWQo[v] owtpQoouvYjç
O:V10:ÇlOV) Cult pe/:mnnei: agonothetes (*77, 120-126, 131, *143), hieromnemon (254), high priest
of the emperor cult (78, 81, 116, 226; cf high priest pentaetertikos: 70, *77), priest of Apollon (75,
380: 8sàç 1lCX1QWlOÇ )(1101Yjç), Athena (74, for life; 269), Dionysos (76, 79; in n° 76 for life), Thea
Rome (70, 72, 74, 76, *77, 79, 81, *82, 83-85, *88-89, 157, *374), Themis (120, for life) , Theoi
Ivlegaloi (Le., the Dioskouroi or the Egyptian gocls; 90), Zeus Nikator (90), the Egyptian gods (74:
lSQsùÇ 1WV flsy<x),wv 8swv E'(mooç )((Xl L:cxQ<xmooç; 81: [sQsùÇ 1ISVTCX81YjQl)(àç TWV flsy<x),wv 8swv
E'(mooç )(CX1 L:cxQ<xmooç; cf 278) ancl anonymous c1eities (271, 277?), priestesses of Aphrodite (98:
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léeElc( ｲｲｅｖｔｃＨＸＱｙ｝･ｬＩＨｾＩＬ Demeter (92), zakoros of Artemis (228). The expressions lEeEùç / léeElc( /
&exlEeEUç rrEVTC(BTY]e[)(Oç (71, 73, 74, *77, 81, 98) is interpreted by N. as referring to priests who
served for a periocl of five years (p. 362 ancl 388), i.e. from one celebration of a pentaeteric agon
to the next; the high priesthood )(C(1& 1E1eC(E1[C(V, i.e. for a periocl of four years, clid not involve
the expenses for the celebration of agons (p. 394); [one shoulcl not exducle an alternative
interpretation: the lEeEùç / léeElc( rrEVTC(E1Y]el)(Oç clicl not selve for a pentaeteris, but du ring a
pentaeteris, i.e. in the year of the celebration of the pentaeteric festival; cf the duouiri quinqnen-
nales who did not serve for five years, but on the fifth year, i.e. the year of a censusJ. Several
persons accumulatecl priestly offices (71: high priest, priest of Apollon ancl Poseiclon Asphaleios;
73: priest of Thea Rhome ancl high priest; 74: priest of Thea Rhome ancl the Egyptian gods). A
priestess of Athena for life was the claughter of a high priest and wife of a priest of Thea Rhome
(74). Escbatology: A funerary epigram rejects the belief of an existence after cleath: "some daim
that after the great trouble of life the souls of the cleceased fly in the wicle air; this is a myth"
(134: tpC(al nvC(ç VE)(UWV [.l81& rrouMv oX),ov ｾｬｏＱｏｬＰ 1 rrw1tXa6w ｾｵｘＦ￧ rr),C(1ùv ｾ￩･ｃＨＧ 1OÙ1O oé
[.lù60ç). Varia: One of the districts of the city was named after an altar of Zeus (l07: BW[.lElTW
ZY]voç) [for districts named after gods r.;/ the district of Herakles in Kamarina in SEG Xl-u"ClX 1002);
see EBGR 2000, 72J. A Nymphaeum is callecl vY]àç Nu[.ltptXWV (105). Some of the commemorative
inscriptions set up by the demlourgoi and priests of Thea Rhome refer to the fortunate events
during their tenn of office (70 and *77: ètp' 06 èyévE10 EI))(C(err[C(; 79: [ètp' 06 èyéVE10 6yel]C( )(C(i
EI))(C(Qrr[C(J). An epitaph regards poisoning or magic as the cause of the (obviously unexpected)
cleath of a woman (206: rrEtpC(Q [.lC()(EU [.lEVY]). An metrical inscription invokes the apotropaic powers
of Heraldes [r.;/ i/11;"(/ n° 169J. [AC]
133) D. Nuzzü, "Amulet and Grave in Late Antiquity: Some Examples from Roman
Cemeteries", in J. PEARCE - M. MILLEIT - M. STRUCK (eds.), Burial, Society and Context
in the Roman tf/odd, Oxford, 2000, p. 249-255: Although the use of amulets and attempts to
communicate with the deacl were often repressed both by church and state ln late antiquity, this
practice continuecl. N. collects examples of inscriptions and objects in Roman cemeteries (4th-5th
cent.) which show the persistence of the belief in evil spirits ancl the use of apotropaic formulas
(e.g., lCUR IV 12090: IC(w), magic signs and images (e.g., 'ring signs', Solomon the Rider, Bes
Pantheos, representations of Egyptian cleities, a male figure with a snake-head, Gorgon's heacls,
etc.; e.g., lCUR 6190, 19893 b, 20332 b) and objects (amulets of Solomon, bronze bells, masks,
nails, animal teeth) [on magic in late antiquity see also J. ENGEivIANN, "Anmerkungen zu philologi-
schen uncl ardüiologischen Stuclien über spatantike Magie", .lAC 43 (2000), p. 55-70; J. WORTLEY,
"Some Light on Magic ancl Magicians in Late Antiquity", GRES 42 (2001), p. 289-307), (TM]
134) F. ONUR, "The Lamp-stand Offerings of Primipilarius Flavius Bassus ta Apollo
Patroos in Patara", EA 33 (2001), p. 169-173 [BE 2002, 412]: O.publishes the dedicatOlY
inscription of the primus pilus Flavius Bassus to Apollon Patroos (lst/2nd cent.) on a triangular
base founcl in 1994 cluring archaeological excavations at Patara. Apparently a lamp offering in
form of a tripod stood on the base (6E0 èrry][)(ocp 'Arro]), 1 ),WVl I1c(1[QWCP 1&Ç] ),u 1 XV1C(ç aùv [1Oiç]
'Au 1 XVOlÇ ｸｃＨ･ｷＱｾｬ･ｬｏｖ｝［ "to the god Apollon Patroos, who listens, these lamp-stancls with their
lamps, as a thanksgiving). (TM]
135) Th. OZI01, "Une inscription funéraire au Musée de la Fondation Piéridès à
Larnaka", RDAC (1999), p. 255-258 [SEC XLIX 1966]: o. republishes a very interesting
funeralY epigram (PEEK, Griecbiscbe Versinscbr(llen 1201; Kition, 2ncl cent. AD), in which a
person requests: "when l clie, place me in perfumes CSv &eW[.lC(Ol) and in rose garlancls and in a
tender doth" [O. translates èv &eW[.lC(Ol "parmi les plantes aromatiques"; the worcl more probably
allucles to the anointment of the corpsel; in the last fragmentatY Unes the anonymous persons
refuses to accept other funerary gifts (incense?, safran?; r.;/ lG XII Suppl. 152). This is a unique
case of a funerary epigram in which a person uses the future form with regard to his own death
("when l die"). The offering of rose garlands shoulcl be clistinguished from the Roman custom of
rhodismos/rosalia (placement of roses on the grave). The instructions for this burial suggest a
Semitic origin of the deceasecl (r.;l Nou. Test. IvIatth. 27, 59-60; Marc 16, 1). [AC]
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136) O. PALAGlA, "A Gymnasiarch's Dedication and the Panathenaic Torch-Race", in
AgatlJos Daimon, p. 403-408 [SEC L 1921: P. associa tes a relief in the British Museum with the
torch-race of the Panathenaia ((f lC IF 3019), identifl'ing the altar on the relief as that of Athena
Polias ancl the male tlgure wearing the spikecl crown as the eponl'mous hero of the victorious
tribe. The relief was c1edicatecl by a gl'mnasiarchos, whose tribe hacl won (JC IF 2974, c. 350-
325). The other known c1eclicatorl' reliefs concerning torch-races were c1eclicated alter ephebic
victories at the Bencliclia ancl the Nemesia. [TM]
137) I.A. PAPANGELOS, Ｂ Ｇ ｅ ｭ ｹ Ｈ ＿ ｣ ｸ ｴ ｰ ｾ rr8(?l lOû YUllvcxulou Ｑｾￇ ｍｵｹＸｯｖｬｘｾￇ 'ArroÀÀwv[cxç", in
Synedrio Epigmpbikes J, p, 111-114 [SEC L 572]: Ecl, Pl'. of an inscription which recorcls the
cleclication of a gl'mnasium to Zeus Soter, Hermes, ancl Herakles in Apollonia (1vlygdonia /
Maceclonia, 106 BC) [briet1l' reportecl in BECR 2000, 1]. The declicator, the Roman Marcus Lucilius,
hacl settlecl in Apollonia, where he was known to the natives under the Greek name Demetrios,
[The cult of Zeus Soter in Hellenistic gymnasia is very rare; the only other known attestation is
SEC XLVI 1721,1. 42 (Xanthos)], [AC]
138) P, PARKER, "Theophoric Names and the History of Greek Religion", in Cree!?
Persona! Names, p, 53-79, The significance of theophoric names for the historl' of Greek
religion is summarizecl by P. He discusses inter alia the avoidance of names cleriving from powers
associatecl with the Unclelworld, the rarity of names c1eriving from Hephaistos ancl Poseidon,
manes connected with sites of cuIts ancl local cuits (e.g, rcû,açiowl2oç, 'OVXYJOTOOWI20Ç, EÙTI2YJl2l-
ｾ｡ｶｔｏ￧ＩＬ the use of unadjustecl divine names as personal names (e,g., "AI2T8f.llç), the most
common ways of creating composita (e.g, with -owl2oÇ, -OOTOÇ, -ysvYJç, Ｍｾ｡ｶｙｊ￧Ｌ etc.), the traclition
of names within a family, the possible reasons for the selection of theophoric names, the
distribution in connection with gencler ancl social status, the translation of non-Greek theophoric
names, ancl the signitlcance of theophoric names as inclicators of the popularity of cuIts, [AC]
139) R. PAillŒR - D, OBBINK, "Aus der Arbeit der 'Inscriptiones Graecae'. VII. Sales of
Priesthoods on Cos II'', Cbiron 31 (2001), p. 229-252 [BE 2002, 31, 321l: Ecl. pl'. of sLx
Koan inscriptions (Greek text, English translation and commentarl') which concern sales of
priesthoocls [cl EECR 2000, 151; SEC L 766; see now also H.-D. WIEMER, "Kaufliche Priestertiimer
im hellenistischen Kos", cbirol1 33 (2003), p. 263-310]; 1) A fragment concerns the priesthood of
the Sl'mmachiclai (c. 200 Be). The main problem of this inscription is the iclentification of the
Symmachiclai (lines 3-4: 1IE121 TaÇ 1E12wouvaç TWV 2..:[u]llll[a] 1 XlOaV), P.-o. suggest that the Symma-
chiclai \Vere not gocls or heroes, but a gentilician group, by whose name a particular cult came to
be known, The inscription stipulatecl that the poletai were to sell the priesthoocl (lines 5-6: TOi
1IùJ)'[YJ]Tal 1 &1Ioooo[8]wv Tàv lEl2wo[uv]av), ancl that the purchaser was to be exempt li'Oln ail
liturgies except for trierarchy and lampaclarchl' Oines 6-9: a 0& 1Il2l&.IIlEvoÇ &(À]ElTOUI2YYJTOÇ som
1I&.oaç ),Eli TOul2y[aç 1I),àv Tl2lYJl2al2x[aç [M]al ),all 11Iaoal2x[aç). 2) Three fragments of an opistho-
graphic stele founcl in the Asklepieion concern the priesthoocl of an unknown deitl', perhaps
Asklepios (c. 280 Be). The inscription regulates that the purchaser of the priesthood shoulcl be
exempt from ail liturgies except trierarchl' ancl lampadarchl' (A.1-2: Mal \ElTOUI2YliXV 1I),àv
Tl2lYJl2al2Xlaç Mal ),all1Iaoal2x[aç; (f nO 1). He was to enjol' the privilege of proheclria (A 2-3), Each
year he shoulcl sacrifice to Dionysos a full-grown victim during the Dionysia, for which he was to
receive thirty drachmas from the city (A 4-7: OUÉTW 0[& Mal a] 1E[I2E]6ç 1 [TWl ｾｬｏｖｕｏｗｬ｝ Ma8'
ËMaO[Tov s]vlauT[à]v TOlç 1 ｛ｾｬｏｖｕｏｬｏｬￇ 1EI2El]OV TO'E[OV] ),aIlP&.[vwv] 1Ial2à 1 [TaÇ 1IO),lOÇ 0l2aX]llàÇ
Tl2l&'MoVTa), The other side of the inscription contains regulations concerning the use of the
monel' from the sale of the priesthood. The monel' shoulcl be spent for the building of the public
offices (B 6-7: Mal dç [Tàv YOl2u] 1alV TWV &I2XE[wv), ancl if anl' monel' was left over, it shoulcl be
spent on the theatre (B 7-8: El 0& Tl Ma Ｑｉ｛ｅｬＲｬｾｬＬ &va),lO] 1MOVTW sç Tà 8ÉaTl2ov). 3) Four fragments of
a marble stele found in the Asldepieion cleal with the priesthood of Asklepios (lst cent. BC). The
first eleven lines regulate sacritlcial perquisites ancl fees. Depencling on the sacritlcial victim, a
payment was to be macle to the cash box of Asklepios. The priest was allowecl one thircl of the
revenue (lines 9-11: TOG 0& sç Tàv 8YJoaul2à[v] 1 [sllPanollÉvou SaTWl Tà Il&v 860 IlÉI2YJl ---] , Ma
86ÇYJl TWl Mllwl, Tà [os] 1 [TI2[TOV] IlÉl2o[ç mG lEI2Éwlç]), The priest of Asldepios, the officers of the
god's bank, ancl the prostatai were to possess a key for the building of a thesauros in the
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Asklepieion (lines 11-13). Unes 16-31 regulate the duties of the priest of Asklepios: the lighting of
the altars, the burning of incense, the daily opening of the temple, the authority to penalize
anyone behaving in a disorderly way, and preventing the use of the precinct as a pasture. Any
animal found grazing in the sanctuary was to be sacrificed to the god. In lines 31-33 some
sanctions against proposaIs to misuse the god's funds are listed. Upon the sale of the priesthood
of Asklepios the prostatai should sacrifice to the god (lines 36-37: [snI oÈ Tàl nQcXosl Tàç ISQwouvo:ç]
1 ()UOcXVTWl TOI nQOGTcXTw). 4) T\Vo fragments of a stele concern the priesthood of Asklepios Oate
2nd or early lst cent. BC). This inscription preselves fragments of a text very similar to lines 4-11
and 14-22 of the aforementioned inscription. 5) A small fragment of grey marble concerns the
priesthood of an unknown god (2nd. cent. BC). P.-O. suggest identifying this fragment as part of
the section of the OlO:YQo:tjJcX about priesthoods, which concerns sacrifices (the clause "let sacrifice
be performed by"). 6) P.-o. present the Greek text of the last 20 lines of the inscription concern-
ing the priesthood of Hermes Enagonios. In lines 69-82 different sacrifices to Hennes are men-
tioned; they were to be performed by the stratagoi, the winners of the stephanites agon, and the
paidotribai. (JJ'vI)
140) R. PARKER - D. OBBINK, "Aus der Arbeit cler 'Inscriptiones Graecae'. VIII. Three
Further Inscriptions Concerning Coan CuIts", Chiron 31 (2001), p. 253-275 [BE 2002,
322): Ed. pr. of three inscriptions concerning the sanctmllY of Apollon at Halasarna and the
festival of the Asklepieia. 1. Two fragmenta l'y decrees of the deme of Halasarna concern a
subscription for the quick completion of Apollon's temple, in order that "the completed worle on
the roof and the door may not be in danger of being spoilt through further delay; and in order
that not only the city may be seen to have been actively involved in construction of the temple,
but also the god, l'rom the funds that he has, and individuals willing to make pledges for this
purpose, and the rites in the shrine may be conducted with more magnificence on completion of
the temple" (c. 200 BC). Sicle A of the opisthographic stele regulates the supelvision of the funds
and of the \Vorks on the temple by four elected men (A 2-5: ￩Ｉ､ｾｏｏｗ IJ.voQo:ç 1 1S000:Qo:ç onwç
nOQwOsvewv XQ1']f-lcXcwv 1 sv 1cXXSl Tcf. )(0:1cX),0l1I0: T<DV eQYwv 10Ù vo:où 1 TOÙ 'Ano),),wvoç
ＩＨＰＺＱＰＺｭｬｅｵｯＺｯｏｾｴＩＮ On completion of the temple the rites in the shrine should be conducted \Vith
more magnificence (A 13-14: OUVTs),WOsvwç 1S 10Ù VO:OÙ SlIltjJo: 1VS01SQOV 1cf. )(0:1cf. 10 ISQov
SÇcXY1']TW). The construction of the temple was jointly funded by the city of Kos, private offers,
and the treasUlY of the god; the god was involved in the funding of his own temple, since the
neopoiai \Vere to pay 2000 drachmai to the elected men l'rom the funds of the god (A 15-17:
OSOOX0O:l 10Ç f-lÈv vswnolo:ç 1sMow TOlÇ 1 o:lQsOslOlv cXVOQcXOlV cXno T<DV TOÙ ()soù XQ1']f-lcX1WV 1
oQO:Xf-lcf.ç ｸＮ｣ｾＩＮ J'I'Ioney was also collected l'rom priva te subscriptions made both by citizens and by
resident aliens. The pledges were to be made within a year at the deme's meetings. The pledged
money was to be paid in three installments. The names of the donors [and of the elected men]
were probably inscribed - together with the l'est of the decree - on the lower part of the stele
(now lost). According to the surviving end of the second decree, if any remaining money (al'ter
the completion of the temple) was to be given by the commission of four men to the neopoiai
and ti'om them "to the epimenioi for the tribes, just as hithelto they used to give for the t\VO
days." These two days were the days of the festival of the Pythia. Side B regulates that alter the
completion of the temple the money left was to be given to the neopoiai (B 2-4: OUV1S),WOSV1WV
oÈ 1<DV eQYwv o:'t' nvcX )(0: ns 1ｑｬｾｬ Sl( 1àv sno:yys)d<DV ｘｑｾｦＭｬＰＺＱＰＺ cXnoooV1w TOl av 10Qsç stjJ' tlJv xo: nS111
vo:nowç). 2. A small ti'agment of a clecree concerns the sanctuary of Apollon in Halasarna (175-
100 BC). The inscription records dispositions of some kind made by Kallis[---] (the current priest
of Apollon?) in concert with the men who had been priests of Apollon (lines 2-3: )(0:1 oliho:çsv
Ko:nlO[--- f-lSTcf. 1 1<DV ISQ0:1]sU)(01ùJV 'Ano»),wv[oç ---J). 3. A li'agmentalY inscription regulates the
control of a l'und established by Teleutias to finance sacrifices to the gods of the Asklepieion (2nd
cent. BC). In 1. 16 a penteteris is mentioned, which P.-O. identify with the Great Asldepieia. There
is also reference to a procession (1. 12: )(cX),À,WTOV [no]f-lnsus[1w - - - ]) and to the young people
who were to receive something "as at the Attaleia" O. 21-22: 'An[o:),slOlç - - - - - - TOlç] 1 VSOlÇ
cXnooloov1W). Unes 24-27 refer to the manner in \Vhich the capital was to be invested. Sanctions
and curses against misuse of the money follo\\' in lines 28-32. (JM]
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141) S. PEIŒA - S. J\tIONTERO, "La misteriosa inscripciân hispana a Zeus, Serapis y Iao: su
relaciân con la magia y con la teologîa macular ciel Apolo de Klaros", in l11iscellanea
CmjJerini II, p. 711-736: P.-!\·!. republish a stele with the representation of a raised hand and
an invocation of Zeus, Sarapis and lao (Quintanil1a de Somoza, province of Leôn, 3rd/4th cent.
AD; SIRIS 769; ｾｬ EEGR 1997, 103) suggesting the reading: Elç Zsùç 1 [sl]ç 2.:égcOllÇ 1 I(f.w. In their
commentaI')' they discuss the magical significancc of the raised hand and the significance of this
text as evidence for henotheistic tendencies in the Imperial period. The theonyms Sarapis and lao
should not be understood as epithets of Zeus, but as components of a henotheistic triad
consisting of Zeus, Sarapis, and Iao. lao, inspired by the Jewish god, was perceived as a creator
god, as an oracle of Apollon Klarios suggests (apud MACHOB., Sato 1 18,18-21; cf O/pb. ,/i'agm.
239). [AC]
142) B.e. PETRAKOS, '0 oifpoç TOÙ PiXpYOÙYTOÇ. -I)jyorfiJ mlY rXYiX(7)fiXcpCW )fiXt' TCJy É(!8VyeJy
(1813-1998). I. 'H TOJrO)'(!iXCP(iX. II Of ÉJrI)'{!iXcpéç, Athens, 1999 [SEC XlIX 4]: In the first
volume of a comprehensive presentation of the results of the excavation in the fortress, the
settlement, the sanctuaries, and the cemeteries in Rhamnous (Attika) P. treats among other
subjects the cult officiaIs (p. 2If.), the altars and dedications in the fortress (p. 94-100), the
sanctuaries of Hermes (p. 108-110), Heros Archegetes (p. 117-119), Aphrodite Hegemone (p. 131-
134), Nemesis (p. 187-296), Amphiaros / Amphieraos (p. 307-319, the hero Aristomachos (p.
312f.), a possible Thesmophorion (p. 320-322), the cuits of Hennes (p. 323f.), Dionysos (p. 324-
327), Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira (p. 327-329), Demeter and Kore (p. 329), Kybele, Attis, and
Agdistis (p. 330-332), ancl the performance of sacrifices (p. 424). The second volume is dedicated
to the presentation of the epigraphic finds (400 inscriptions and graffiti; the few new texts are
marked with an asterisk).
Sal1ctuaries: The sanctuaries of Dionysos (1, 8, 17, *58), Nemesis (10, 13, 15, 17, *58, 63, *64),
and Aphrodite Hegemone in Rhamnous 02, 35) and the sanctualY of Soter (Le., Poseidon Soter)
in Sounion (20) are mentioned as the places where public documents and images of honored
persons were set up. Many inscriptions concern the most important sanctualY, that of Nemesis.
An honoraI')' decree for the general Epichares refers to building activities in the sanctuar)' of
Nemesis 0); another honoraI')' decree for a general seems to imply the use of the Nemesion for
defence purposes during a war (18, c. 235 BC) [but (f the doubts expressecl in the review of J.-c'
COUVENHES - J.-c' MORE'm, 7bpoi 11 (2001) [2003], p. 767-784: "le rôle joué par le sanctuaire
comme arsenal et pas seulement comme lieu de dédicace reste mal connu"], The goddess owed
land, the leasing of which is regulated by a document (180, 339 BC); the fragmentalY end of text
seems to be a cult calenclar which mentions sacrifices (?) to Apollon Lykeios, Apollon [---J, Zeus
Herkeios, and Altemis or Themis (1. 88: [---] 1l[01J. Evidence for the finances of the sanctualY are
also provided by a lead tablet listing amounts given to the hieropoioi (181, 6th/5th cent.) ancl a
stele with the account of the sacred monel' of Nemesis (182, late 5th cent. BC). Three boundary
stones - of a temenos (183) and a sanctuary (184, *185) - should be associated with the sanctuar)'
of Nemesis, two others delimitated the precinct (1sg& ＨｦＮ￹￀ｾＩ of Heros Archegetes (79, *80, 4th/3rd
cent.). A woman was honored for her piety towards the goddess (Nemesis; 162).
Dedicatiol1s: Among the many dedications (74-166) we mention only those, which identify the
divinity: Amphieraos, sometimes associated with the healing hero Aristomachos (*169; Amphia-
raos: 172, 175-176, 178; Amphieraos Aristomachos: 171; Heros latros: 168; Heros latros
Amphieraos: 173; Heros latros Aristomachos: 170), Aphrodite (118), Demeter and Kore (106, 145),
Dionysos Lenaios (136), Hermes, as patron of livestock (74, c. 550-500 BC; ｾｏｔＶｶ 81I(O)(01I0V; 107:
a hermaic stele), Heros Archegetes (77, 81-82), Meter Theon, Sarapis and Isis (155), Themis and
Nemesis (75-76, 120, 133, 150-151), Nemesis (86, 90, 121, 127, 159, 163, 164), Themis (122), Zeus
Soter and Athena Soteira (146, 148-153). Among the dedicated abjects we single out a bronze
wheel (76), &Y&)'Il(f.T(f. (77-78), and a helmet (86); two dedications were made in fulfillment of
vows Ｈ ｳ ￹ ｘ ｾ ｶ Ｚ 163, 178) A dedication as Ｆ ｬ ｉ Ｈ ｦ Ｎ ｧ ｘ ｾ cloes not reveal the identity either of the recipient
(HeIX[ Ｇｾ｛ｏｓ ｾ ,60' EXS[ ,éllsvoÇ) or of the dedicated image (,6vos; 88, c. 420 BC). Several
dedications were made by the victorious teams in torch-races of ephebic agons (98), of the
Ptolemaia, which were founded in 224 BC (144, 148), and of the Diogeneia, founcled in 229 BC
(146, 148).
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ｒｩｴｵ｡ｬＮｾ alld .Ièstiuals: The offerÎng of sacrÎfices is a common theme of many texts. In the
dedication of a statue of Polycleukion, the toster chilcl of Herocles Atticus, Herocles refers to the
fact that he usecl to offer sacrifices with him to the goclcless (159: '[n NE[lÉ[OElJ, ｾ [lET' cdnoù
S8UEV); [Herodes chose the sanctualY of Nemesis as the place of the cleclication because of the
memories associatecl with this place; this a very interesting piece of eviclence for the perception
of sacrifice as the boncl which connected Iwo persons ancl coulcl be remembered as a sharecl
experienceJ. Honormy decrees for officers mention the pertormance of sacrifices to the gocls and
heroes (6; sacrifices to the gods, food offerÎng of llE),avol to the heroes), to Nemesis (31: liGUOEV ...
)(c(l SllÉOWlŒV lses[IJa )(IXl 01'10'1), Nemesis ancl Themis (32), Aphrodite Hegemone (32: Guoaç '[eX
ｓ￧ｬＧ｛ｙｪＧ｛ｾ･ｬ｡ＩＬ and the other gods (32; cf 38, 49-50). of palticular interest tor the effect of war on
rituals is the honorary clecree tOI' Dikaiarchos (c. 235 BC), commander of the garrÎson in Eretria,
who "provided sacrificial animaIs for the sacrifice of the Nemesia and of (to) the king from his
own resources, when the sacrifices had been neglectecl because of the war, so that the
i111anU1ousians have the proper concluct towarcls the godclesses" (17: liow)(sv 08 )(al[SeZla Stç Ｌ｛ｾｶ
Guolav '[wv NZ[lWlWV )(al mù ｾ ｡ ｏ ｬ Ｉ Ｌ Ｘ Ｈ ￙ ￧ h '[wv 10lwv sY)'Zl1lou[oJwv '[wv GUOlWV oleX '[à'l 1l0),s[lov GllWÇ
liXSl )(a),wç '[eX lleàç ['[JeXç GZeXç 'Pa[lvouolOlç). Demostratos was honorecl for having offerecl a
thanks-giving sacrifice to Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira upon the liberation of Athens from the
Macedonian garrison in 229 BC (22: [e!Guos 08 '[Wl ,0,ll '[Wl 2.:w'[Hel )(al '[El 'A[GYjvâl '[El 2.:W'[Sleal 1hz
à ｯｾｊ [loç S)(ofllOam Ｌ｛ｾｶ 11& ['[ewv S),suGEela'l; cf 26), for organising a torch-race (),a[lll&oa
S1l0lYjOZV), ancl tOI' showing piety to ail the gods according to custom (mlç 1J.),),OlÇ GWlç oIç
ll&'[eWV ｾｶ［ the same formulation in nO 23). Sacrifices to Zeus Soter ancl Athena Soteira were
offerecl for the well-being of the soldiers, the people, and the young men (31, 225 BC: llSel
ùYlzlaç )(al oWHlelaç )(al à[lO'lOlaç '[wv [oUJ'Ill)'EUO&VCW'I). The honors bestowed on an anonymous
honorancl included the invitation to the sacrifices performed for Nemesis (54: )(C(),l'l 08 al.nàv [dç
,[eXJç Guolaç I!.ç )WlVEI '[El NE[lÉ[oelJ OUV'[E),OÙOlV mùç lEeollowuç). An ephebic inscriptions recorcls
the performance of sacrifices for health ancl salvation (99; stp' ÙYlElc(( )(al oW'[Yj [e1C((J). The festivals
attestecl in Rhamnous include the Dionysia (15) and the agons of the Ptolemaia and Diogeneia
(see above).
Hymlls: A metrical text which alludes to the punishment of the hybris of the Persians by the
gocldess, was inscribed in the Ist or 2nd cent. AD (165 = SEC XIX 222). On the basis of a new
fragment of the right-hancl columl1 P. suggests that the te),,1: is a hymn (cf 1. 15: ü[lvoç) composed
and inscribed at the inititive of Herocles Atticus (cf 1. 17: 'Aha1'8aç); the text possibly refers to
the sacrifice of as many goats as Persians killed in 1vlarathon on behalf of Attemis Agrotera (1. 12:
a!ywv; (f XEN., Allab. III, 2, 11-12). [The seconcl fragment uncloubtedly belongs to the same stele,
but is it really palt of the same literary text? \Ve mal' have a hymn to Nemesis on the left column,
ancl a hymn to Artemis Agrotera on the right one].
AssociatiOlls: An association of worshippers of Sarapis ('[à )(Olvà'l '[Wv 2.:aeamao'[wv) honored the
general Apollocloros; when they requestecl to purchase an esta te that he owned, in orcier to builcl
a sanctuary of Isis and Sarapis, Apollocloros showecl his piety and donated the land (*59, 3rcl
cent. BC). A ciecree of an association of worshippers of Amphiaraos, which had been founclecl by
Diokles (1. 1-2: ｯｵｶｾｘｳ '[Wl 'A[ltplEe&Wl OU'lOOO'l; 1. 18-19: mlç 'A[ltplEea't'o'[alç mlç [lETeX ,0,lO)(),8ou;
1. 21: '[à'l ･ ｘ Ｈ ｬ ｘ ｬ ｚ Ｈ ｬ ｡ ｶ ｬ ｏ Ｇ ｛ ｾ ｶ Ｌ Ｐ Ｌ ｬ ｏ Ｉ Ｈ Ｉ Ｇ ｾ Ｇ Ｑ Ｉ Ｌ concerns a subscription for construction and restoration works
in the sanctualY of Atnphiaraos, probably atter a periocl of wars (167, late 3rd cent. BC); the
clecree mentions the temple (01)(oç), an altar, a cult table ('[e&llEsa mù Gwù), and a porticus
(lleOO'[WlO'l). The names of those who macle contributions - certainly solcliers ancl officers - are
listed at the end of the clecree; the contribution of Onesimides consisted in the clonation of ,[eXç
al[laOleXç G1l0U à ),&)()(OÇ SO'[lV and their revenues for the offerÎng of an annual sacrifice; [P. rightly
points out (311f.) the word al[laOlal means walls made of dry stones and assumes that the
revenues originatecl in the use of a cistern C),&)()(Oç); this is possible, although the formulation
stresses the dedication of the al[laOlal, not of the M)()(oç (eX'Ia'[ÉGYjlŒ '[Wl DEWl ,[eXç al[laoleXç G1l0U à
M)()wç sO'[lv )(Cf.l oÉOW)(Z Ｌ｛ｾｶ ll(looooov); Cf.[[lCf.OlCf.l also clesignates agricultural terracing ((f
1. FO),,'HALL, "Feeling the Emth Move: Cultivation Techniques on Steep Slopes in Classical
Antiquity", in G. SHIPLEY - J. SALMON, eds., HlIIlWII Lcll1dscapes il/ Classical A lItiquily, London,
1996, p. 44-67); Onesimicles, one of only three Rhamnousians among the clonors, may have given
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the revenues from land won through agricultural terracing "near the cistern", not the revenues
"from the cistern"]. A decree of the cOlll1cil (179, 83 nc) concerns the dispute between the priest
of [a cult association of!] Agdistis (1. 1: [ù]rroGT&.[nlç 'AyoloTEwç1; 1. 10-11: lE(!oùTO:I 8wIç) , Zenon of
Antioch, and a group of persons Ｈ ￈ ｔ ｃ ｬ ｾ ｏ Ｚ Ｈ Ａ ｏ ｕ ｛ Ｎ ｬ ｳ ｶ ｯ ￧ ùrro TlVWV s'l(!ysaOo:[ rro:(!èJ. Tà ＩＨＰＺＸｾＩＨｑｶＩ［ according
to the decree of the council Zenon should exercise his duties undisturbed; the cult personnel is
listed at the beginning of the stele (urrOGT&.Tl']ç, ÈTClTl8l']voç, &.Y)(WVOtpO(!Ol, 0:00: [.l [.l0:). The identity of
the deity worshipped by another ouvoooç of È(!O:VIGTO:l under the Ｆ Ｎ Ｈ Ａ ｘ ｛ ｅ Ｈ Ａ ｏ Ｚ ｖ ｗ ｔ ｾ ￇ Kephisidotos is
not lmown (203, 41 BC).
RI/1er cI/II: A decree concerns the establishment of the ruler cult (looOW[ Tl[.lo:i) for Antigonos
Conatas (7). Dedications were made to Thea Livia (156) [see sI/pra nO 92] and Claudius (157). A
text mentions the priest of Thea Rome and Sebastos Kaisar (156). Cliii officiais: There are
references to hieropoioi (15, 54, *59, 78), priests (120, 155), and priestess (121-122, 133); [we
point out that the personal name Hieropoios (15, 133, 233), is almost exclusively attested in
Rhamnous (see LGPN II, s.v., three out of four attestations); it must be related to the local office
of the hieropoioi1 [AC]
143) Re. PETRAKOS, ＢＧａｶ｣ＨｏＩＨ｣＼ｴｰｾ PC<I-lvoovwç", PAAH 154 (1999) [20021, p. 1-31: P. gives
a report on new epigraphic finds in the fortress of Rhamnous. A decree of the unit of the lcryptoi
in honour of their general mentions the performance of the sacrifice of the exiteteria for
Aphrodite and the other gods (p. 7-9 n° 6, late 3rd cent. BC) [for the exiteteria see EBGR 1996,
201 A man dedicated a statue of his wife, who had selved as priestess of Agdistis (lS(!0:1SUOO:OO:v
ＧａｹｶｾｯｔｬｯｬＩＬ praising her for her piety (17-19 nO 20, 2nd cent. AD). A bronze crescent moon
Ｈ ｾ ｛ Ｎ ｬ ｗ ｓ ￀ ｾ ｖ ｬ ｏ ｖ Ｉ was dedicated by another priestess of Agdistis upon command of the goddess
([J(0:1èJ. 1l(!OGTo:w10:; p. 19-20 n° 21, 2nd or 3rd cent. AD); the cult of Agdistis was introduced in
Rhamnous in the Ist cent. BC; her name is attested in the fonn 'AyoIOTlÇ in the Ist cent. nc,
"Ayvl']oTlç in the Imperial period. A decree of the paroikoi honours an officer, who had offered a
sacrifice to Themis and Nemesis at his own expenses inviting the paroikoi to attend the sacrifice
(p. 22-23 nO 26, 3rd cent. BC); another fragmentary decree for a general mentions a sacrifice
(p. 23 nO 27, 3rd cent. BC). A woman made a dedication to the two goddesses (10:1v 8wIv, Le.,
Nemesis and Themis) for the well-being of her child (UllÈ(! mû llC([o[ou; p. 24-25 nO 29, 4th cent.
BC). A fragmentmy dedicatOlY epigram uses the expression vo:àç 8uwol']ç (p. 30-31 n° 5, 3rd cent.
BC: [v10:ov TS 8uwol']; "the temple which smells of incense") [cf the temple inscription of
Epidauros, PORPH\lUUS, De aiJslillelllia II, 19: éJ.yvàv ｘＨＡｾ vo:olo 8uwoeoç ÈV1àç [OV1O: 1 Ë[.l[.lEvC([l The
other texts include a dedication to Aphrodite Hegemone by a general (p. 7 n° 5, 221 BC), a
dedication to Isis (p. 21-22 n° 24, 2nd cent. AD) and a fragmentalY text which mentions the
goddess (Nemesis?; p. 22 nO 25, undated). [AC]
144) Re. PETRAKOS, ＢＧａｶ｣＼ｯＩＨ｣＼ｴｰｾ PC<I-lVOOV1OÇ", PAAH 155 (2000) [2003], p. 1-31: Ed. pl'.
of several inscriptions found in the fOltress of Rhamnous in Attika. They include two dedications,
which do not name the recipient (p. 8-9, n'" 7-8, 3rd-2nd cent.). A dedication of torches, probably
by the winners at the Diogeneia and Ptolemaia, is addressed to Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira
(n° 14, 106 BC); another similar dedication was found in the telesterion (p. 17 nO 1, 2nd/lst
cent.). A dedication by the general Epichares to Heros Archegetes (p. 19-20 n° 1, c. 268 BC) was
founel near the south porter's lodge. Other stray finds include a column inscribed with a
dedication to Themis and Nemesis; the very fragmentary text possibly also mentions the initiation
of the dedicant in the mysteries in Eleusis and visits to other sanctuaries (p. 22-23 n° 1; Imperial
period). A cult table was dedicated to Dionysos (p. 23-24 n° 2; 3rd cent. BC). Palt of the name of
the Heros Archegetes is preserved on a seat li'om the theater (possibly a dedication by his priest
to Dionysos; p. 24 nO 4; undated). [AC]
145) Re.PETRAKOS, Ta "Eg)'oy Tifç Jlgxct'lOtto)'lXifç 'ETlxlgdlXÇ HIXTiX T() 2001, Athens,
2002: P. mentions the discovery of an inscribed capital with the inscription [èl(!yov "IGlooç in an
early Christian basilica in Messene (Imperial period, p. 50). The church must have been erected
on the spot of the sanctuary of Sarapis and Isis (cf PAUS., IV, 32, 6). [AC]
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146) G. PETZL, "Varia epigraphica", EA 33 (2001), p. 51-56 [BE 2002, 415]: p. points out
that the god Ouarathes mentioned in a new inscription from east Lykia [supra nO 82] \Vas already
attested. A bronze tablet of unknown provenance (Cbar/es Ede Lfd., 117rilillg alld Lellerillg III
Allfiqllily XVII, London, 1996, n° 28; 2nd/3rd cent.) is inscribed with a dedication to Mes
Ouarathes as fulfillment of a vow; the dedication \Vas brought to the sanctuary not by the
dedicant himself, but by <l11other person (Ol' 'EQflc(loU Khjoovlou). The provenance of the tablet
must be the sanctuary of Mes Ouarathes in ÎvInara in Lykia; the service of priestesses in the cult of
Men is attested C7;'lM V 1, 490). I<.:hloovloU is either the theophoric name of Hennaios' father
(from the oracular deities Kledones) or the designation of a cult office (x),YjOOVlOÇ, Le., a prophet;
cf EUSTATHIOS, Scbo/ia A ad Hom. El 250, p. 711, 55: 6 )lC(voflqJCY.lOÇ, 6 )(/'YjOOVlOÇ )(c(l rr&.oYjç
)(/'Yjoovoç rrC(QC(l1loÇ; cl TAM V 1, 185: OltX ｲｲｑｯｱｊｾｬｏ｛ｕ 1 'A]/,E1;&'voQou); [the bronze tablet \Vas
attached to the ex-voto; for this practice cl G. SALAPATA, "Greek Votive Plaques: Manufacture,
Display, Disposai", BABescb 77 (2002) p. 19-42, and supra nO 76]. (TM]
147) 1. PIOLOT, "Le recrutement des musiciens pour les fêtes à l'époque hellénistique:
le cas messénien", in Chanter les dieu.x, p. 279-306: On the basis of the lex sacra
concerning the mysteries of Andania (LSCG 65 lines 73-75 and 95-99, 92/91 BC) p. attempts to
reconstruct the procedure followed for the recruitement and selection of musicians in Hellenistic
festivals. In Andania the musicians were not sent by an association of Dionysiac technitai, but
were selected by the cult personnel (hieroi) from among the available musicians cf JG XII 9, 297;
JG IX 12 4, 798). These musicians should be distinguished both from those who palticipated in
musical competitions and from the "public" auletai (1. 115). The verb ÀEllOUQYSW, which is used in
this context, refers to a "cult service" (cf I.Rball1l1ous 179; JG VII 3083 lines 23-26). [AC]
148) P. POCCETTI, "Due tabellae defixionis osco-greche dalla Calabria nel Museo
Archeo]ogico cli Napoli", in Miscellcmea Gasperini II, p. 745-771: p. republishes two
defixiones found in graves in Calabria (Laos, 4th/3rd cent. BC). The texts, written on lead tablets,
consist of the Oscian names of persons CS persons in tablet A, 5 persons in tablet B). p. com-
ments on the similarity between these Oscian texts and Greek defixiones in Magna Grecia. [AC]
149) A.M. PRESTIANNI GIALLOMI3AIillO, "L'oracolo cli Dodona e le navigazioni aclriatiche
nei secoli VI-IV a.c.", Resperla 15, p. 123-136: Based on the observation that terms related
to seafaring and trade (rr),slv, SflrroQEUSlV, sflrroQIC(, 8&'ÀC(ooC() as weil as ethnics and place names
from both sicles of the Adria (Epidamnos, Apollonia, Alyzeia, ÎvIetapontion, Sicily, Hergetion)
appear in several of the oracular enquiries found in Dodona (6th-4th cent.), the author suggests
that Zeus Naios was regarded as a patron of seafaring. The epithet Naios possibly does not derive
from vC(oç/wlw - in this early period there was no temple of Zeus in Dodona -, but either from
v&.w (t1O\v) or vC(ùç (ship). Literall' sources associa te Zeus Naios with seafaring (Allecdola Graeca
p. 283, 22-25 ed. Beldœr) and water (Scbo/. ad J/. 16, 233). [AC]
150) F. QUEYREL, "Inscriptions et scènes figurées peintes sur le mur cie fond du xyste
de Delphes", BCR 125 (2001), p. 333-387: Ed. pl'. of a vell' interesting group of painted
inscriptions found in the gymnasium of Delphi (2nd-3rd cent.). The teÀ1:s commemorate the
victories of boy runners at the Pythia. Some of the texts begin with acclamations and
benedictions, such as 8EOÇ (3-4), erÇ 8EOÇ (2, 6, 8?, 10), sIç 8saç sv t0 OùQo:v0 (5, 14), flsYO:Ç 8EOÇ
(2), flSYlOWV ovoflO: lOù 8€Où (2), 'Arro[),),wv?] 8so[ç] (15), I1u8l0Ç flsYO:Ç 'Arro)c1,wv (2), I1u8lOÇ 8Eaç
flsYO:Ç (13), flsYO:Ç I1u8loÇ 'Arronwv (3, 5, 8-10, 14), flsYO:Ç I1u8lOÇ 'Arro),),wv Ê.E),qJWV (6), flEy&.ÀYj
"AQtsfllÇ (10), flEY&')'Yj "AQtSfllÇ [I1Qo]8uQO:lO: (11), flOV&.ÀYj 'E)((XtYj (10), flsYO:Ç èJ.YlOÇ I1c(lcSflwV (11),
&yo:8n tUXl1 (2-6, 8-10, 12-14), EÙtUXEl (4), EÙWXWÇ (4, 6, 8, 12-13). These acclamations probably
correspond to the acclamations of the audience in the stadion during the athletic competitions.
The epithet Prothyraia was already attested for Artemis in Epidauros (JG l'T2 276) and Pergamon
(I.Pergall1ol1 VIII,3, 161). One of the athletes (3) Ind the signum Daidalos (Le., fast as if equipped
with the \Vings of Daidalos). Some of the dipinti are accompanied by images, such as
pomegranates - a symbol of the Pythian agon - and a representation of Altemis and Palaimon -
an allusion ta the Isthmia (11). [AC]
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151) J-P. REY-COQUAIS, "Inscriptions inédites de Sidon", in Miscellallea Casperilli II,
p. 799-832: Ed. pl'. 62 epitaphs from Sidon. In one of the texts the deceased woman is given
consolation: "have courage; after l'our death l'our husband will follow l'ou to the Hades" (8cXem'
)W.T' "Aoou xcd 0 (Joç YOq..lÉTJ']Ç rromç (JOù e[tE]TE (= et81w) flETèt. TOV (Jov 8cXvcf.1ov; 25; Imperial
perim]). [AC]
152) J. REYNOLDS, "New Letters from Hadrian to Aphrodisias: Tria]s, Taxes, Gladiators,
and an Aqueduct", JRA 13 (2000), p. 5-20 [SEC L 1096]: Ed. pl'. of an important inscription
containing four letters sent by Hadrian to Aphrodisias (AD 119, 124 and 125). The third letter
(lines 27-41, AD 125) is of particular interest for the office of the high priest of the civic emperor
cult. \Ve give R.'s translation: "The funds which l'ou have reserved for the aqueduct 1 confirm.
And since there are certain of l'our citizens who say that they have been nominated for the high
priesthood \Vhen they are incapable of undertaking it, 1 have refe1'l'ed them to l'ou to examine
whether they are able to uncleJtake the Iiturgy and are evading it, or are telling the truth; if,
however, some of them were to appear to be better off, it is fair that they should hold the high
priesthood first. 1 concede that l'ou should talce monel' from the high priests instead of
gladiatorial shows; not only do 1 concede but 1 praise l'our proposai". As R. assumes, imperial
approval was sought for - despite the status of Aphrodisias as a free city - because the decisions
to divert monel' for the aqueduct and to aslc the high priests for monel', instead of gladiatorial
shows, mal' have met with some resistance. One also notes the unwillingness of a number of
citizens to undertake the Iiturgy of the high priesthood, The new text shows that the high priests
were nominated Ｈ ｲ ｲ ･ ｯ ｾ ｣ ｘ Ｉ ｊ Ｌ ･ ｡ Ｘ ｷ Ｉ Ｌ possibly by their predecessol'. This letter is the first evidence for
Hadrian's disapproval of gladiatorial combats, which by his time had become part of the festival
of the imperial cult [cf D. CAMPANILE, "Noterelle ai nuovi documenti da Afrodisia", ZPE 135
(2001), p. 138. For the request of Aphrodisias that high priests should give monel' (for the
aqueduct?) instead of funding gladiatorial shows cf an inscription at Tempsianoi (H. MALAY,
Researcbes in Lydia, Mysia alld Aiolis, Vienna, 1999 (TA.M, Ergünzungsband 23), p. 115 n° 127, c.
180-192} Following the request of the city, a priest provided the monel' he was supposed to
spend for banquets for the construction of the aqueduct; cf A. CHANIOTIS, "Negotiating Religion
in the Cities of the Eastern Roman Empire", Kel'l1os 16 (2003), p. 180], [AC]
153) M. RIel, "Donations of Slaves and Freeborn Chilclren to Deities in Roman Mace-
donia and Phrygia: A Reconsideration", T)lc/Je 16 (2001), p. 127-160: The starting point of
this fundamental study of the donation of slaves and freeborn children to sanctuaries is the
publication of the corpus from Leukopetra (cf liBCR 2000, 155). R. summarizes the content of the
texts and rightly points out that these documents should not be regarded as manumissions [cf
SEC L 597]. The act of conveyance is never described as a manumission, but as a gift or an
offering; the clause which prescribes the deposition of all documents concerning the donated
slave in the sanctualY strengthens this Interpretation; in addition to this, one of the texts explicitly
states that a slave was donated because her master \Vas unable to repaya dcbt to the sanctuary
(I.LeIiRopetra 134). The provision that a slave was not to be alienated from the goddess, aimed
more at protecting the rights of the goddess, who was to be served by the donated persons on
the customarl' festive days, than those of the donated slave. Explicit clauses about the future
offspring of the donated slave show that the legal status of the donated slaves was not automati-
cally inherited by their offspring. A group of texts mentions the double obligation of the slaves of
remaining with their former master for the latter's lifetime (paramolle) and of serving the goddess
on the customary dal's; but service in the sanctuary is also implied in the texts which onl)'
mention the paramolle. The donated slaves probabll' acquired the status of lEeooou),ol or OOÙ),OI
8E<Y.Ç. On the contr:uy, the &rrEÀE68EeOl 8E<Y.Ç (I.LeliRopetra 43) were sacred slaves who were at
some point released by the goddess from the obligations imposed on them at the moment of the
consecration (cf SEC XXVII 932). The motives of the donors, whenever stated, \Vere religious in
nature: divine command or punishment, fulfillment of a vow, gratitude for he1p received. In
addition to the sanctualY of Meter Theon at Leulcopetra, donations of slaves were practiced in
other Maceclonian sanctuaries as weil. Only in five acts of donation, in which the words
è)'E68EQOÇ / ÈÎ,EU8EeOW are used, mal' we assume that full freedom was granted to the slaves. In
the second part of her article R. suggests some improvements in the re:lcling and Interpretation of
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several texts from Leukopetra (I.Lelll;;opretra 5, 12, 26, 45-46, 51, 53, 58, 63, 78, 90, 93, 115, 136
150) and from the sanctmllY of Apollon Lairbenos (cf EEGR 2000, 169). We single out a fe\V of
her remarks: In I.Lelikopetra 53 a lost slave-girl \Vas dedicated to the goddess; if she turned up
she \Vas to become property of the goe!dess; this procedure is also attestee! in a pittakion from
Maionia (l, SEG XÀ'VIII 1568) [in the same venue E13GR 2000, 155]. In I.Lelikopetra 150 R suggests
reading TWV 1TQ01TOP,W]V ｔｾￇ 8wù (not 1TQ01T[Ù),W]v); the propoloi \Vere members of the cult
personnel. [On the ne\V corpus of Leukopetra see also the revie\V by E.A. IvIEYER, AJPb 123
(2002), p. 136-140J. \\7ith regard to the texts from the sanctuary of Apollon Lairbenos, R points
out that the main purpose of the donations was not to convey freedom to the slave, but to attach
him to the god. The number of consecrated children \Vas much higher in Phrygia than in
lvlacedonia. In the Phlygian texts the tenn 8QS1TTOÇ probably e!esignated slaves. As in Macedonia,
the motives for the e!onation \Vere religious in nature. In the text K43 R regards the two donors,
Apollonios and his e!aughter Ammis, as two auvlsQol, i.e., freeborn indivie!uals who had been
dedicated to Apollon "by their parents"; [correct: Apollonios must have been dedicatee! by his
parents; being an lSQoç he dedicatee! his o\Vn daughter to Apollon, and finally, together with his
daughter, a slave which he had brought up; this text shows the long-tenn commitment of families
to the sanctualYJ. Apollonios and Ammis also dedicated a \Vorkshop (according to R's reading an
￈ ｑ ｙ ｃ ｗ ｔ ｾ ｑ ｬ ｛ ｏ ｖ ---] Y[S(?OlC()(OV], i.e. a weaving workshop); this is the first attestation of immovables
being e!edicated to Apollon Lairbenos. [AC]
154) M. RIeL, "Phlygian Votive Steles", ｾ ｅ ａ 33 (2001), p. 195-198 [BE 2002, 419]: R makes
some remarks on the recent edition of 17 Phlygian inscriptions (BEGR 1999, 61). We single out
the improved edition of three dee!ications, to Zeus Alsenos (38: :MSVS)(QtXT1']Ç 1 U1TÈQ TcnlIXç toi 1IXÇ
nll 'A),a1']v0 1 ｳ￹ｘｾｶ［ 74: nll 'A 1 Àa1']v<0> ｳ￹ｘｾｶ［ 88: 'Aa)(À1']1T 1 [ltX01']]Ç U1T 1 [ÈQ] ElIX 1 P,iIX]ç 1 [nti
'A),a 1 [1']v0 1 sù 1 ｘｾｖ｝Ｎ UlvI]
155) K.J. RIGSBY, "Founding a Sarapeum", GRES 42 (2001), p. 117-124: A letter in the
Zenon archive, sent by Zenon to the dioiketes Apollonios (SB III 6713, 257 BC), concerns the
foundation of a Sarapeum. Earlier scholarship thought of a foundation abroad (in Karia, Palestine,
or Aspendos). But as R. observes, the verb OlIX1THw in this document means the crossing of the
Nile. Consequently, this document offers no evidence for Ptolemaic religious policy overseas. The
foundation was probably intended to take place in Memphis. Zoilos, follo\Ving the god's
commane!, \Vas not planning a replacement for the great Sarapeum west of Memphis, but the
foundation of a precinct in the Greek quarter of the city \Vhich would serve the needs of Greek
worshippers; this text does not document an effort to bring Greeks ane! Egyptians together. [AC]
156) K.J. RIGSBY, "A Roman Epigram for Asdepius", ZPE 134 (2001), p. 107-108: R
presents a ne\V Interpretation of the iambic epigram inscribed on an altar dedicated to Asklepios
(Rome, 2nd/3re! cent.; SEG XLIII 661) [BEGR 1997, 87]. Thybris (TIiXltXV ｅｬＶｾｑ｛ｬￇ｝Ｉ is an epithet of
Asklepios. R. identifies Lupus, the person who was healed li'om tuberculosis by Asklepios, as a
Platonic philosopher, a companion of the dee!icant Arria. Ania "the Platonist" is mentionee! by
Galen as an admirer of Plato; she \Vas also the e!ee!icant of a thanks-giving dedication for her
health (ILS 3986). On the last line R. reads X' sl),ouI-lSV1'] 8sov C'propitiating the god', not
XSl),oul-lsv1']). (TIVI]
157) K.]. RlGSI3Y - K. HALLOF, "Aus cler Arbeit der "Inscriptiones Graecae" X. Decrees of
Inviolability for Kos", Cbil'Oll 31 (2001), p. 333-345 [BE 2002, 323]: R-H. publish five
fragmentalY decrees with which Greek cities recognized the asylia of the Asklepieion of Kos (242
BC). An Ionian city (Teos, Abdera, Priene, Miletosl) recognized the inviolability of the Asklepieion
and decreed to send theoroi, when the Koans proclaim the Asklepieia; A chief-theoros and two
theoroi \Vere to be elected; they were to travel to Kos in order to perfonn the customary sacrifices
to Asklepios (1). The Cretan cities of Istron, Phaistos, ane! I-lierapytna decreed to accept the
inviolability of the sanctuary, the sacrifice, the truce, and the festival of Asklepios on Kos; the
decrees were to be inscribed by the Phaistians in the sanctualY of Apollon Pythios (in Phaistos or
in Gortynl], the Hierapytnians in their own sanctmllY of Asklepios, and the Istronians in their
prytaneion (2). Another three decrees (3-4) were issued by unidentified cîties, \Vhich had been
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visited by the same Koan architheoros (Hippotes) accompanied by two theoroi (Aischros and
Epildes). A fragmentary inscription preserves the end of a decree perhaps of Kerkyra and the
beginning of a decree of Leukas. (111'I]
158) P. ROBIANO, "L'épigramme sur Apollonios cie Tyane et Alexandre, le faux pro-
phète",llA 33 (2001), p. 81-83: Observing a series of similarities in phraseology and ideology
between LUCIAN'S presentation of Alexander of Abonouteichos and the epigram for Alexander's
teacher, Apollonios of Tyana (SEG XXVIII 1251, Aigeai?), R. suggests restoring the last distich of
the epigram as follows: [YG(IG( lf2o]tjJàç TutXvwv' là D' ￈ｬｾｗｉｬｏｖ oùeG(vàç G(ùlàv 1 [rrsllq,sv o]rrwç
8VYjlWV ÈÇE),tXalS rr6vouç. These verses recall the oracle allegedly given to Alexander (LUCIAN, Alex.
40: )(G([ IllV (sc. the soul of Pythagoras) errsllq,e ｲｲｇＨｬｾ･ &,YG(8wv &.VDeWV ÈrrG(f2wy6v). The two poems
reflect the same idea: Apollonios of Tyana and his disciple Alexandros were sent by the supreme
god as saviours of mankind. The reference to the Sky, who sent Apollonios, corresponds to the
restored reference to the earth of Tyana, which nourished the holy man. Other correspondences
between the epigram for Apollonios and Lucian's text mal' be seen in the conception of Glykon,
the god introduced by Alexander, as "light for the humans" (LUCIAN, Alex. 18: tjJtXOç &.V8eWrrOlalV;
cf ),tXllq,G(Ç &.v8f2wrrwv in the epigram), in the allusion to the divine descent of the two holy figures
Ci\rr[6j),Àwvoç ÈrrwvulloÇ in the epigram; ci LuCIAN, Alex. 11: &'vDeàç ＦＮ￀ｓ￧ｙｪｬｾ･ｏ￧ 0llwvull[Yjv), and
in their role as healers and prophets (cf eap60Ev &'llrr),G()([G(ç and ÈçsMals rr6vouç in the epigram);
[on Alexander of Abonouteichos see now also G. SFAivIENI GASPARRO, "Alessandro di Abonutico, 10
'pseudo-profeta' ovvero come construirsi un'identità religiosa. I. Il profeta, 'eroe' e 'uomo divino''',
SMSR 62 (1996) [1998], p. 565-590; ead., "Alessandro di Abonutico, 10 'pseudo-profeta' ovvero
come construirsi un'identità religiosa. II. L'oracolo e i misteri', in C. BONNET - A. MOTrE (eds.), Les
syncrétismes religieux dans le monde méditérranéen amique. Actes du colloque intemational en
l'!Jollileur de Franz ClIIllOlzt, Bruxelles / Rome, 1999, p. 275-305; A. CHANIons, "Olel \Vine in a
New Skin: Tradition and Innovation in the Cult Foundation of Alexander of Abonouteichos', in
E. DABROWA (ec!.) , l,Y/dition and Innovation in t!Je Ancient World, Krakow, 2002 (Electrum, 6),
p. 67-85], [AC]
159) J. RUMSCHEID, Kranz und Krone. Zu Insignien, 5iegespreisen und Ebrenzeicben der
r6miscben Kaiserzeit, Tübingen, 2000: In this excellent study R. collects the epigraphic,
archaeological and numismatic evidence concerning the various types of wreaths and crowns
W0111 by magistrates, priests, agonothetai, and the winners of agons. \Vith regard to the crowns
decorated with busts or images of emperors and gods R. rejects the interpretation of these crowns
as crowns of high priests of the emperor cult and argues that they were W0111 by agonothetai. She
bases this view primarily on the inscription conce111ing the agon Demostheneia in Oinoanda
(EEGR 1988, 193; SEG x:xJ\.'VIII 1462). [There can be no doubt that such crowns were W0111 by
agonothetai (e.g., n'" 12 and 24 in R.'s catalogue), but in ml' vie\V nothing supports the claim that
they \Vere W0111 exclusively by agonothetai. \Ve have representations of persons with such
crowns, who are either explicitly identified as high priests (Appuleius and EUlyldes in Aizanoi: 1)
or are I<nown to have sen-ed as such (Plancia Magna: 32; Dometinus Diogenes: 10). The organisa-
tion of agons was one of the most prominent activities of high priests, but this does not mean
that they wore the 'Büstenkronen' only on this occasion and in their capacity as agonothetai. In
this context it should be pointed out that crowns decorated with images of gods, such as the
crown supporting a statuette of the enthroned Sarapis found in Douch (EBGR 1990, 255), mal' be
more con1111on than R. assumes (with reference to the crowns of the high priests of the ruler cult
established by Antiochos III). The expressions a1stjJG(voç 10Ù 8eoù (e.g., Syll.-' 708 1. 29, Histria, c.
100 BC; SEG XLIII 773 Iines 23f., Ephesos, 2nd cent. BC) and rrG(f2<Y. 10Ù 8eoù a1stjJG(voç (SEG XLIX
1752 1. 16, Ilion, c. 270 BC) possibll' refer to crowns dccoratecl \Vith images of gocls. For the
importance of the crown as the primalY attribute of the high priest see the honorar)' epigram for
Demetrios of Synnada, high priest of Asia, av rrtXvewv tjJùJvG(l tjJG(Œl rro),ua1stjJG(vov (SEG VI 246); as
an attribute of agonothetai see I.Prusias 72 ()(emtXtjJolç <jloeSŒG(ç xeUŒOÙV Œ1StjJG(VOV)J. [AC]
160) ]. RUJ'vlSCIIEID - F. RUMSCHEID, "Gladiatoren in J\!Iylasa", AA (2001) [2002], p. 115-
136: R.-R. collect the evidence for glacliatorial combats in J'vl)'Jasa, which consists of representa-
tions of gladiators in reliefs, epitaphs (I.Mylasa 532, 537-539), honormy inscriptions (I.Mylasa 531,
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534), a c1eclieation ＨｉＮｊｬｾｬＧｬ｡ｳ｡ 533), ancl a gratl1to. An ｨｯｮｯｲｾｉｬｙ c1eCl'ee for a high priest of the
emperor cult, who hacl organisecl glacliatorial shows Ｈ ｉ Ｎ ｊ ｬ ｾ ｬ Ｇ ｬ ｡ ｳ ｡ 531), possibly concerns the
provincial, ancl not the civic emperor cult, but there is eviclence for venationes in connection with
the emperor cult (I.Mylasa 534). The glacliatorial shows in Mylasa, as pan of the emperor cult,
seem to have been more popular than in neighbouring cities; they mal' have taken place in the
theater. [AC]
161) 1. RUTHERFORD, "1Oaeans at 1Otolemais?", ZPE 135 (2001), p. 41-42: In the Roman
periocl paianistai sang paeans in honor of Asklepios, Sarapis, and the emperors. The repertoire of
paianistai seems to have inclucled examples l'rom the Classieal periocl. R. suggests that the text of
Pindar's paeans in P.O:\J!. 841 (founcl in OÀï!rhynchos, but probably originally l'rom Ptolemais)
mal' have been commissionecl by paianistai in Ptolemais Henniou. The existence of paianistai in
Ptolemais mal' be inferred l'rom the 'Erl'thraean paean' to Asklepios Cfit LSAM 24 ｾ I.Elytbl'ai 205;
IG IF 4509) whieh was inscribecl and set up by the city c1uring the reign of Trajan (fGR 1 1154).
Unlike other copies of this paean, the copy in Ptolemais inclucles a fourth strophe, whieh calls
Apollon Pl'thios to ensure the regular inuclation of the Nile. The paianistai in Ptolemais seem to
have been linked with the cult of Asklepios Cnot Sarapis), but also with the Imperial cult. [R.
regards as uncertain "whether or not the cult of Asclepius pre-existed at Ptolemais"; but IGR 1
1154 explicitly refers to repairs CÈl1EGXE6IXaEv) to a temple and temenos of Asklepios C97 AD),
whose cult obviously preclates the reign of Trajan]. [AC]
162) G. SACCO, Ｇｔｾ￧ 11IXtÇ dru. Sul. v. 10 della laminetta di Hipponion", ZPE 137 (2001),
p. 27-33: In the Dionysiac-Orphie texts the c1eceased person is aclvisecl to iclentify himself to the
guarcls of the unclerworld as the son of Emth ancl the stany Skl' erqç l1IXIÇ Etlll XIXl OÙQIXVOÙ
à:G'rEQ08VWÇ). In the text of Hipponion a different text is usually reacl C<h>uàç BIXQ6IXÇ, accorcling
to G. PUGLIESE CAltEATELLI, ùàç ril.Ç still accorcling to M. GUARDUCCI). After a close examination of
the original ancl various photographs, S. suggests the reacling Isç l1IXI<Ç> Èlll xIXl 'OQIXv6
à:G'rEQoEvwç.The new reacling shows that the leaf of Hipponion uses the standarcl formulation in
the Ionie clialect. S. presents a new eclition of the entire text, with minor clifferences l'rom earlier
eclitions. The most signifieant reaclings are the confirmation of OPOEENT02.: in line 9 Cperhaps
for OQtp<V>6EVWÇ) ancl EPEOnN in line 13 CèQ60alV ｾ ÈQ60UalV <h>U110XGoV[Ol ｾｉｘ｡ｬＩＬｅｉ［ "ecl essi
10 referiranno aire degli inferi"). [AC]
163) 1O. SANCHEZ, L'Ampbicfionie des Pyles et de Delpbes. Recbercbes sur son rôle bistori-
que, des origines au Il siècle de notre ère, Stuttgart, 2000 [BE 2002, 209; SEG L 4951: In
hls comprehensive study of the histOlY and the organisation of the Delphie Amphictyony S.
c1iscusses the accounts of the 4th cent. BC Cp. 124-152), the composition of the amphictyonie
council in the 3rcl cent. BC Cp. 287-302), the Delphic festivals of the Pythla ancl the Soteria
Cp. 303-309), the promotion of asylla Cp. 335-359), the amphlctyonl' in the 2ncl-lst cent. BC
Cp. 364-425), the evolution of the amphietyonie council ancl the otl1cials of the amphlctyony
during the Roman Imperial Periocl Cp. 426-463), the structure of the amphictyonl' Cp. 466-494),
ancl the offices of hieromnamon, pylagoras, ancl agoratros. [AC]
164) M. SARmE, "Gouverneurs d'Arabie anciens et nouveaux", in J1iIiscellanea Gasperini
II, p. 971-990: Ed. pl'. of a building inscription whieh refers to repairs in a temple funclecl bl' a
beneflciarius Œ; Phaina, c. AD 238). [In another text (l0, Bostra?, 3rcl cent. AD) S. restores:
bmMaGYJ Tà Ilv vIXov?l; this is certainly wrong; probably ÈXTEMaGYJ Tà 1 [ÉQYov]]. [AC]
165) M. SARTRE, "Les manifestations du culte imperial dans les provines syriennes et en
Arabie", in C. EVERS - A. TSINGARIDA (eds,) , Rome et ses prouinces. Genèse et d(flilsion
d'une image du pouuoir. Hommages à jean-Cbarles Balty, Bruxelles, 2001, p. 167-186:
S. collects the rather IImlted evidence for the emperor cult in Syria, Judaea, ancl Arabia. Only two
high prlests are known in Syrla: Dexanclros, the first high priest under Augustus, and Diogenes in
c. AD 120, who is designated as priest of four Èl1IXQX1IXl in Antiochela. The ten11 ÈrrIXQX(IX probabll'
did not designate provinces, but districts CSyrla, Kilikia, Pholnike, Koile Sl'ria). The eviclence for
the civic emperor cult in these provinces is far more abundant than for the provincial cult. [AC]
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166) M.H. SAYAR, "Weihung an Dionysos aus Rhosos", BA 33 (2001), p. 89-93 [BE 2002,
448]: Ed. pl'. of a fragment of a small marble altar (Rhosos in Kililda, 3rd-2nd cent. BC) dedieated
to Dionysos by Tauriskos after the end of his term as priest (iSQYj186oC(ç L'l,lov6oWl). (TM]
167) S. SCIIORN, "Eine Prozession Zll Ehren Arsinoes II. (PO:\]'. XÀ'VII 2465, fr. 2:
Satyros, Über die Demell VOIl Alexalldreia)", in K. GEUS - K. ZIMMERMANN (eels.), PUllica
- Libyca - Ptolemaica. Festscbr{fr fiir 1\7el'l1er HujS, zum 65. GebUitstag dargebracbt
VOIl Scbiilel'l1, Freulldell ulld Ko!!egell, Leuven/Paris et a!., 2001 (Studia Pboellicia, 16),
p. 186-220: S. discusses the lex sacra whieh regulates the great procession in honor of Arsinoe II
and the sacrifices during this event (P.O:\:J', XXVII 2465). The first fragmentalY lines give
information concerning the route. The procession probably began at the temple of Arsinoe, the
Arsinoeion (1. 4). It 'l'as headed by the kanephoros O. 8). The name of Arsinoe Philadelphos
appears in 1. 9 in the genitive possibly in a reference to the function of her cult statue during the
procession. S. assumes that except for the pJYtaneis, the priests, the gymnasiarchoi, the ephebes
and the rhabdophoroi, dJe population was not allowed to participate in the procession, suggest-
ing the following reading for Hnes 7-11: [lYJoslç ｾｃＨｯｬＨｳｔ｛ｷ (locality) oùv] )lC(vYjtpoQ<:J [)lC(l T4>
&Y&\[lC(n T* 'A]Q[ol]voYjç <Pl),C(oé),tp[ou ＱￛＬｾｖ 1WV] llQU1&VSWV )lC(l iSQéwv )([c(1 YU[lVC(Ol&QXW]V )lc(1
￈ｴｰｾｾｗｖ Ml ￨ ｃ Ｈ ｾ ｯ ｯ ｴ ｰ ｛ ｯ ｑ ｷ ｶ ｝ Ｌ The population should instead make priva te sacrifices in honor of
Arsinoe in front of the houses O. 13) or on rooftops (1. 14). In lines 15-18 the sacrificial victims are
defined: ail animais except for sheep or goat were allowed. The altars were to be made of sand
or at least be covered with sand (Hnes 18-21). Because of the prohibition of sheep sacrifices S.
supposes that dming this festival (Arsinoeia?) Arsinoe was honored as Isis. (TM]
168) S. SCULLION, "Three Notes on Inscriptions", ZPE 134 (2001), p. 116-120 [BE 2002,
182, 197]: S. observes that the different prices given for sacrificial sheep in the sacrificial calendar
of the Marathonian Tetrapolis (JG IF 1358 = LSCG 20) [ç/ HBGR 2000, 109] do not depend on the
gender of the recipient of the sacrifice, but on the gender of the animal - the price of a wether
(male) being higher than that of an ewe (female) (p. 117f.). S. also suggests a new reading in one
of the Epidamian healing miracles (JG IV2 122 1. 26 n° XÀ'V). The text according to S. reads
L:WOTQ&TC( <PsQC(f[nç] or <PsQC(l[iXnç] 1 Èx6Yjos (and not <PsQC([[C( llC(Q] 1s)(6Yjos (or [8YjQ[' or (7Jlc(] 1
6l(6Yjos). Pheraitis is the ethnie of the JV1essenian city of Pherai. [This suggestion is not entirely
convincing. First, the simple verb Èx6Yjos ("she became/was pregnant") does not ret1ect the
content of the healing miracle; at no point was Sostrata pregnant; since llC(QC()(Uéw is not
otherwise attested, the suggestions [8YJQI'] or [(WlC(J Èx6Yjos still seem plausible. As for the ethnic
name, it is true that in most healing miracles we find ethnies from the Peloponnese, but a visitor
from Thessaly, which claimed to have been Asklepios' birth-place, would be a nice adveltisement
for the Asldepieion of Epidauros. More important: leaving from Epidauros and going home
Sostrata stopped at Kornoi; if Kornoi is to be identified with Korniatas, mentioned in the delimita-
tion between Epidamos and Korinthos (A. Iv1AGNE'rrO, Gif arbitrali illlel:,tatalf greci, Pisa, 1997,
n° 36), then Sostrata's journey followed a northeast direction and did not lead to MesseniaJ. [AC]
169) N. SI-IARANKOV, "A Declicatory Inscription fi-om Odessos", ZPE 137 (2001), p. 174-
178 [BE 2002, 841: Ed. pl'. of a dedieatory inscription inscribed on a bronze wheel, part of a
candelabrum, fOlll1d in 1964 in the Roman baths of Odessos (2nd/3rd cent.). The candelabrum
was dedieated by Orpheus to Herakles Kallineikos. The cult of Herakles Kallineikos was already
attested in Odessos (IGBlIlg V 5038). Archaeologieal and other epigraphie evidence for Heraldes'
cult in the thermae (ç/ IGBlIlg V 5074 5 c l,Sc 2) suggest that Orpheus may have been an
athlete. S. points to the popularity of the apotropaic epigram a ToG L'l,tàç llC([Ç )(C(n[VDWÇ 'HQC(x),qç
1 Èv0&os XC(TOlXS[' [lYjoèv SlOlTW XC()(OV (e.g., CIL IV 733) [see R. IvIERKELIJACH, "\'(leg mit Dir,
Herakles, in clie Feuerh6lle!", ZPE, 86 (1991), p. 1-43; MERKELIJACH - STAUBER, Steillepigralllllle II
08/01/10; III 12/04/10], (TM]
170) P. SIEWERT, "Il ruolo cli Epidamno e dei Greci di oltremare a Olimpia in uno
nuova iscrizione arcaica", Hesperla 15, p. 67-71: EC!. pl'. of a fragmentai)' lex sacra whieh
seems to regulate the presence of foreigners in the sanctualY of Zeus in Olympia (Olympia, c. 500
BC). The text refers inter alia to damages cal/secl by livestock to c!ec!ications (1. 7: &Y&)'[lCl.W.) and
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to fines payable by the shepherd (volls6ç). [The clause in 1. 6 tl'Cats the same subject, Le. the
keeping of livestock in the sanctuary (1. 6: Sl oÉ 1lÇ 01Cl.81l810l Èv l' 1sQO); S. translates: "Se uno (di
coloro) allestice un luogo di sosta nel santuario"; for 01C(81lsl0 cl the term 01C(8IlaÇ, which is
olten used in connection with the periodical movement of Docks to pasture (see J.E. SKYDSGAARD,
"Transhumance in Ancient Greece", in c.R. \\THlTTAKER (ed.), Pastoral Economies in Classical
Antiqni")!, Cambridge, 1988, p. 74f.)]. A çsvwv is mentioned in 1. 8. The word cXQ&ç O. 4: 'lIÈQ oÈ 10V
cXQàv) is tentativcly interpreted by S. as related to ｣ ｘ ｑ ｙ ｊ Ｑ ｾ ｑ (priest). [Should one perhaps read
[ù]'lIÈQ 10V cXQàv, "for the prayer, for the vow, for the curse"?]. The geographical data in the most
interesting passage of the text (1. 4-5: aool IlÈv S'lI' S1Il1&OS '}\)(QC([--- 1 Ëv]sQ8C( 'ElIlOtXIlVO )(c(l
ｩｵｾＶｳ￧ )(C([ KQÉ1SÇ )(' S'lI[---]) probably reflcct the itineralY used by the spondophoroi of Olympia
who announced the sacred truce. [AC]
171) E. SIRONEN, "Lateinische Ehreninschriften für Constantin den Grossen und seine
Nachfolger und anclere Inschriften der Spatzeit aus Attika", ZPE 136 (2001), p. 257-266
[BE 2002, 586]: Ed. pl'. of a fragmentalY Christian curse (9) which uses the formula "he shall be
followed by the curse of the 318 sacred fathers" (Le. the participants in the consilium of Nikaia;
ËXYJv )(c(1&[Q]C( 1lYJ' &Ao 'lIc(1ÉQOV; Athens, 6th17th cent.). (lM]
172) a.y. SOKOLOVA, "New Material frOI11 the Excavation of NYl11phaeul11", Tctlctnta 32-
33 (2000-2001), p. 81-87: During excavations at the Bosporan city of Nymphaeum in 2000 a
block of an inscribed architrave was found - most probably belonging to a propylon [of a
sanctuary?]. According to the text Theopropides, son of Megakles, dedicated this entrance to
Dionysos Ｈ Ｑ ｾ ｖ s'loooov cXvÉ8YJ)(SV È>lov60{p), du ring the reign of Leucon l (389/8-349/8 BC). (JI"!]
173) C. SOULI - A. VLACHOPOULOU - K. GRAVANt, ＢＧａｶｑＨｏＩＨｑＨ＼ｰｾ ｾｷＸｷｶｬＧ｝￧ＢＬ PAAH 154
(1999) [2002] 147-154 [SEC L 545J: The excavators mention the discovelY of an undetermined
number of stamped roof tiles with the inscription È>lOÇ N&ou (cl SEC XXXIII 477, XLV 666, À'LIX
644) in the prytaneion. [AC]
174) K. SPORN, "Auf clen Spuren cler kretischen Diktynna", in Ithali!e, p. 225-233: S.
summarizes the cult of Diktynna in Crete as a patron of hunting, seafaring, and healing, her
perception as a Nymph, and the histOlY of the Diktynnaion. [AC]
175) M. STEIN, "Die Verehrung des Theos Hypsistos: Ein allumfassender pagan-
jüclischer Synkretismus?", BA 33 (2001), p. 119-126 [BE 2002, 3441: According to S. the
numerous dedicatOlY inscriptions addressed to Zeus Hypsistos, Theos Hypsistos oder Hypsistos
are not expressions of a supposed pagan-Jewish syncretism, as suggested by S. MITCHELL [çl
EBCR 1998, 190]. One should continue to distinguish between pagan and Jewish dedications to
divinities with the epitheton Hypsistos. The tiJeosebeis were not a group of people practicing the
supposed pagan-Jewish cult of Hypsistos Theos, but pagans with a strong affection towards
Jewish religious practices. (JIvI]
176) K. STROBEL - ChI'. GERIlER, "Feldforschungen in Tavium im Jahr 2000. Vorbericht",
in AST 19.2, p. 1-8: S.-G. report the rediscovelY of a c1edication to Theos Hypsistos (Tavium,
lst/2nd cent.; S. IvIlTCl-IELL, Regional EpigrapiJic Cataloglles ofAsia Minor. II. TiJe AniJara District.
17Je Inscriptions CilNortiJ Calatia, Oxford, 1982, n° 418). [AC]
177) A. SUCEVEANU, "Le 'Grand Dieu' cl'Histria", Ktema 24 (1999) [2000], p. 271-281 [SEC
L 680]: The 8soç IVIÉyC(ç in I.Histria 145 Ord cent. BC) had been identified with ￈ ＾ ｳ ｑ ｾ € Ｉ Ｌ ｃ Ｈ ￧ 1
￈＾ｃＨｑｾＦＩＬｃＨ￧Ｌ who was worshipped under this name in Odessos (ICBlllg 12 47, 47bis, 48, 230bis). S.
reject this identification and critically considers the possibility of an identification with Sarapis or
(rather) Helios. [AC]
178) D. SUMMA, "Una iscrizione coregica di Thorikos?", ZPE 136 (2001), p.71-76: s.
suggests identifying a fragmenta l'y list of names (Thorikos, 4th cent. BC; SEC XL 167) [EBCR 1990,
30] as a list of choregoi in the rural Dionysia (anclnot a list of winners at a contest of actors). [AC]
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179) J. TAITA, "Indovini stranieri al serV1ZlO dello stato spartano. Un' "epoikia" elea a
Sparta in una nuova iscrizione da Olimpia", Dike 4 (2001), p. 39-85: A new inscription
from Olympia (c. 470-440 BC) concerns the award of Eleian citizenship to Athanadas and Rhinon,
"participation in the epoikia in Sparta and in Euboia", and the honor of receiving theoriai, Le.
serving as theorodokoi for the Eleian spondophoroi who announcecl the Olympic truce, T,
suggests that Athanadas ancl Rhinon were citizens of Sparta ancl an Euboian city respectively.
Their participation in the Eleian epoikiai probably concernecl participation in the religious life of
these Eleian communities. The Eleian epoikia in Sparta mal' be related to the presence of foreign
specialists in the service of the Spaltan community, such as the manteis IamiclaL In this context T.
collects the eviclence for private cuIts in Sparta. [AC]
180) P.G, THEMELIS, ＢＧａｖｃｗｘｩｘｴｰｾ ｍｷｯｾｶＱＧ｝￧ＢＬ PAAH 155 (2000) [2003], p. 75-105: In his
report on the excavations in 1'vlessene Th. gives the text of a fragmentary honorary clecree for
Clauclius Saithiclas Kailianos II (early 2nd cent. AD), high priest of the emperor cult for life ancl
Hclaclarches (78-82), written on Iwo bases founcl in the theater. [The text is very interesting with
regarcl to rhetoric ancl formulations. The honorancl ancl his parents Oines 7, 11, 18-19) are praisecl
for various benefactions with regarcl to sanctuaries (A 9: TWV (Sewv) ancl the restoration of the
proscenium of the theater. \'-;Ie remarie a few interesting expressions. The behaviour of one of
these persons is characterizecl as ｅ ｛ Ｑ ｾ ｬ ｊ ｘ ｏ ｖ &vcXOY][1a (A 13). Among the honors mentionecl in the
second fragment we note the &)'y]V1XOÇ xeUGWç mÉqJavoç (B 2) ancl the cXelG'1'Orro),ITsiaç &voe1cXç
(B 35); for such designations of statues (e.g., à ｔｾￇ Ｆ･ｓｔｾ￧ &VOe1cXç, à ｔｾￇ rraloslaç &voe1cXç) cf
1. ROBERT, "Inscriptions d'Aphrodisias", AC 35 (1966), p, 399. A statue of Saithiclas' mother, who is
characterizecl as Émla ｔ ｾ ￇ rro),swç, was consecratecl (posthumously?; B 23-24: )(al 1 ｔｾￇ [1 Y]TeOç
a[6]'1'OlJ èi.ya>C[1C1. )(aOISewOÈv wç ÉmlCl.ç ｔｾￇ rr6>Cswç); for the honora l'Y tide ÉGTla ｔｾￇ rro>Cswç (f SEG
XXXIX 1792. The clecree was to be publishecl in ail sites where Greek festivals took place (B 39:
s(ç T<XÇ rravY]yues1ç T<XÇ ÉnY]V1XcXÇ; cf B 5)], A declication to the theoi and the city by an
agoranomos was founcl in the agora (p. 85, 1st cent. AD). Two lists of ephebes, found in the
staclium (p. 90-93, AD 70 ancl 91), are clatecl with reference to the priest (of Zeus Ithomatas). A
dedication to Demeter was found near the gymnasium (p. 97, late 4th cent. BC). [AC]
181) P.G. THEMELIS, ＢＧａｖｩｘｏｘｩｘｴｰｾ ｍｷｯｾｶＱＧ｝￧ＢＬ PAAH 154 (1999) [2002], p. 69-111: Th,
reports the cliscovelY in the theater of Ivlessene of the base which suppOlted the statue of
Panlerates, winner at the Pythia in diaulos in the categOlY of boys (p. 79-80, late 2ncl cent. BC). A
fi'agmentary list of cult personnel found in the Aslelepieion (p. 88-89, carly 3rd cent. BC) mentions
the following offices: yeolf'suç (scribe), Ｆ ｙ ｙ ｝ ｔ ｾ ･ Oswv anclrreoGrroÀoç (attendant); Th. obselves that
ｾ ａ ｔ ｗ ･ was the title of the priest of Aphroclite in Amathous ancl accorcling to Hesychios the priest
of the godcless at the Karneia; for this reason he assumes that the anonymous gocls were the
Karneioi theoi of Anclania [the name of this office ("guicle of the gocls") mal' be associated with a
procession, in which this official carriecl the images of the gods], The other texts inclucle a
dedication macle by a gymnasiarchos to Pantes Theoi ancl the city in the staclium (p. 91, 1st cent.
BC/AD), the base of the portrait of a deceasecl man Ｈ ｾ ･ ｷ ￧ Ｉ who c1aimecl clescent from Herakles
Ｈ ｾ ･ ｷ ｯ ￧ &rro 'Hea)(),eolJç). [AC]
182) P. THEI'vlELIS, "Monuments guerriers de Messène", in R. FREI-STOLI3A - K.GEX (eds,),
Recbercbes récentes sur le monde bellénistique. Actes du colloque intel'l1ational OIga-
nisé à l'occasion du 60' anniversaire de Pierre Ducrey (Lausanne, 20-21 novembre
1998), Bern, 2001, p. 199-215: Th, presents epigraphic eviclence rclatecl to war monuments in
Ivlessene. A stcle with the names of the men leillecl in a battle at Makistos (late 3rd cent. BC) was
found in the gymnasium; the lack of a patronymic allucles to the heroisation of the war cleacl. In
this context Th, presents two cleclicatory inscriptions from the gymnasium: a dedication of a
porticus to ail the gocls (Owlç 1lIxm) ancl to the city by a priest of Zeus Ithomatas [BBGR 1997, 369]
ancl a cleclication to Hennes, Heraleles and the city [ç{ EBGR 1992, 222J (p, 199-201), An honormy
epigram founcl near the gymnasium honors Damostratos of Sparta, who reconcilecl Spaltans ancl
Messenians Orcl cent.; p, 201-203). The Dioskouroi were worshipped in a sanctuary of Demeter
ancl Kore, where soicliers cleclicated a shielcl to Polydeulees (late 4th/carly 3rcl cent. BC; p. 203-
205). A funerary peribolos near the bouleuterion was the burlai site of six men and four \Vomen
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(SEG XLVII 428; EBG!? 1997, 368), who were probabll' killecl in a street battle in 11'1essene (214 or
20I BC; p. 206-207). [AC]
183) N. THEODOSSIEV, "KOTSOUÇ 'HÀlou and KOTSOUÇ Ml']lQàç 'OQEle<ç", Hermes 129
(2001), p. 279-283 [BE 2002, 77]: The inscriptions K01ÉOOÇ 'Hi,loo ancl KOTÉOOÇ IvI1']Tgàç
'Og8lCl.ç appear on two silver bowls (SEG À'UV 1554 B; EBGR 1996, 202, 2ncl/1st cent. BC) [or
earlier; see M. SÈVE, BE 1996, 97]. T. interprets the name as the nominative of the Thraeian name
K01WOÇ - not the genitive of the Pisiclian K6T1']Ç - and translates: "Koteous, servant/son of
Helios", ancl "Koteous, servant/son of 11'Ieter Oreia". "During the Late Hellenistic periocl the
Thraeian dl'nast Koteous consiclerecl himself as a doctrinal son of the Great Goclcless in her
mountain image". T. assoeiates this iclea with the Dionl'siac-Orphic texts, in which the ml'stes is
regarclecl son of the Earth and the Slcl', ancl with a painted vase from the Theban Kabeirion which
represents the seated old Kabiros ancl his pais as a servant. [AC]
184) D. THORN, '''AQX17l1lC<: A Lost Statue Rediscoverecl ", Libyan Stlldies 30 (1999),
p. 69-76 [BE 2000, 742; SEC XLIX 23621: The statue of a seatecl marble figure of a woman
found near the sanctuarl' of Apollon in Kl'rene can be identified with a statue originally found in
1860. T. republishes the inscription, correcting the reading of the last line: 'AgXl7o"[(f.v IIm),eIlCl.loo
1 GOVleglTeUOOGCl.v IIToÀe[IlCl.ltp]. [L. DunoIs, BE 2000, 742, suggests reading: GOVleglTeUOlGCl.v]
Archippa servecl as priestess of Artemis in the same l'ear in which her father was priest of
Apollon Ost cent. AD). [AC]
185) S.R. TOKHTAS'EV, "New tabellae defixionum ti'0111 Olbia", Hyperborells 6 (2000),
p. 296-316 (in Russian; German summalY) [SEC L 702]: Eci. pl'. of four lead tablets founcl
c1uring iIIegal excavations in the cemetelY of Olbia (c. 350-300 BC). The first text consists of three
lines of no apparent sense (BAil.QITn.:OEEITIKAIAH2: 1 NIrE2:QNKAPIT2:0E 1
BAil.Ere2:Ar1QN); lit is possible that the scribe intentionally Cünfused the sequence of letters; for
this practice see E13G!? 1998, 2701. The other three c1efixiones consist of personal names in the
nominative. [AC]
186) E.M. TSIGARIDA, ＢＧｅｔｃｬｙｑｃＨｉＮｰｾ &rrà là 18Qà TOO 'Arr6ÀÀUJve<- 'HÀtou cm): N se< P60e<
Ｘ･＼￀ｸｬｏｬｽＨｾￇＢＬ in Synedrio Epigrapbikes J, p. 151-156 [BE 2002, 2851: T. republishes with a
more detailed Cüm1l1entalY a fragment;uy inscription from Nea Rocla in Chalkiclike (c. 450-400
BC) [cf EBGR 1998,272; SEGXLVII 947]. The text was founcl in a sanctuaty of Helios or Apollon-
Helios, in the vieinity of Sane ancl Ouranopolis. The text refers to the sanctualY (1. 5: leg6v), ancl
possibll' served as a boundalY marlcer. [AC]
187) M. VALLA, "'EV8rrtYQIX<jJl'] ｡ｔｾ￀ｬＧ｝ ilS rre<QcXaTe<Gl'] hQUJoç Irrrrse< &rrà ｬｾｖ ｲｲＸｑｬｯｸｾ lWV
L..:8QQWV", Tekmeria 6 (2001), p. 9-13: Eci. pl'. of an inscribed grave ste!e with a representation
of a ricler hero (Metochi Serron, Maceclonia, 2ncl cent. AD). (lM]
188) P. VAN NUFFELEN, "Un culte royal de Séleucie du Tigre", BA 33 (2001), p. 85-87:
Accorcling to N. a fragmentalY inscription founcl in Seleukeia on Tigris (Kelsel' Museum, Univer-
sity of 1l'lichigan) attests to the existence of a remarlcable form of ru1er cult in the Hellenistic
periocl. N. restores lines 1-2 as [srrl leQÉwç Le),euxoo IlsV Nl)(lXTOQOÇ 100 oElvoç, 'Avn6]xoo os
ｌ ｗ ｛ ｔ ｾ ｑ ｏ ￇ 100 oelvoç] ancl argues that in Se!eulceia on Tigris after 209 BC there were separate
priests for each of the deacl Seleueicl kings in addition to the priest for the living sovereign. (lM]
189) 1. VELAZQUEZ, "Intersecciôn de realiclacles culturales en la antigüeclacl tarclîa: el
ejemplo de clefixiones y filacterias coma instrumentas cie la cultura popular", AnTClld 9
(2001), p. 149-162: Through a stucll' of late antiCJue amulets and defbdones (espeeially 'pral'ers
for justice' from the Iberian peninsula, Rome, ancl Gau!) V. shows how in this periocl traclitional
popular culture assimilatecl Christian e!ements (Biblical names, quotations from the Old ancl New
Testament, hagiographical texts); she also stresses the uniformity of popular culture throughout
the empire ancl the influence of magical hanclbooks . In this article V. presents the ed. pl'. of a
Latin clefLxio from Dax en las Landas (France, 4th/5th cent.): Leol/fio Leol/lio Deidio Ｈ ｾ Didio)
fouillo <ill>bo/auel'lll1l (= illuo/aUel'lll1t) lIIaJlIIspedis qlliClllllqlli /eufauil?/ mille (= amllle) ... (the
l'est is not clear). [AC]
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190) ChI. VELIGIANNI, "eWlÇ MSYcXÀOlÇ: NEIX ＦｶｉｘＸｬＧ｝ｦｬｬｘＬ｛ｬｘｾ ￈ＱＡｬｙｑｃＨＨｐｾＢＬ Tekmeria 6 (2001),
p. 14-21: Ed. pl'. of a dedication (unknown provenance, Archaeological Museum of Serrai, AD
224). The text reads: : "ETOUÇ ('))(0' 1 L1slou 1']' [8th day of the month Deios in the year 224. C.
Julius Blastus dedieated at his own expense a temple and ex-votos to the Great Gods Deso[---]
(Elsalç 1 :MS)',x),OlÇ L1EL:O[..] 1 r 'I06),loç BMaTOç 1 1àv I)(f.àv )((f.l HX 1 ＨｘｶＨｦＮｏｾｦＮｬＨｦＮＱｃｉＮ b( 1WV 1 lOlwv).
V. convincingly argues that the Great Gods of the inscription should not be identified with the
Samothrakian Kabeiroi but with a local variant. The letters LlEEO- probably belong to an ethnie -
a local specification of the Great Gods (cf, e.g., IXeramos 17: Elsal l'I'1S)',xÀOl ｋｓＨ＿ＨｦＮｦＮｬｬｾＱｃＱＮｬＩＮ (TIvl]
191) ChI. VENDRIES, "Le couvercle du sarcophage cie M. Sempronius Nikokratès 'poète
et cithariste' (IGUR 1326)", in Musique et poésie, p. 109-121: V. studies the grave epigram
for the poet and kitharist M. Sempronius Neikokrates (lGUR 1326; Rome, 2nd/3rd cent.), member
of the Dionysiac association of attists (auvoosl11']Ç) and, later, merchant and trader of (female)
slaves. V. discusses the artistic activities of Nikokrates (poetie performances in accompaniment of
his kithara), his membership in the Dionysiac association in Rome, and his participation in
musical agons. Nikokrates' reference to the fact that even al'ter his death the Muses llOlci his body
is probably an allusion to the representation of Terpsichore and Polymnia on his sarcophagus.
N7e point to the eschatological ideas in the epigram: "l, Marcus Sempronius Nikokrates, used to
be a man of the lvluses, a poet and a kitharist, and indeed a member of an association (of attists).
After 1 hadlaboured a lot in the deep sea and was exhausted by the journeys, then, ml' friends, 1
became a merchant of beautiful women. 1 had received the spirit/soul as a loan l'rom heaven and
having fulfilled the time 1 have returned it. Even al'ter ml' death the Muses hold ml' body"]. [AC]
192) B. VIRGILIO, "Roi, ville et temple dans les inscriptions cie Labrauncla", REA 103
(2001), p. 429-442: Basecl on the examination of seven royal and dynastic letters of Seleukos II,
Olympiehos and Philipp V (l.Labratlllda 1-7) V. discusses the problematic relationship between
the city of Mylasa and the priests of the sanctuaty of Zeus Labraundos. It is remarkable that in
almost every dispute between the city and the sanctuary, primarily on issues concerning land
ownership, the kings and Olympichos decidecl in favour of the city. V. suggests that this attitude
aimed at favouring the Hellenized city against the obvious resistence of the indigenous
priesthood against Hellenization [for an Italian version see "Re, città e tempio nelle iscrizioni di
Labraunda", in B. VIRGILIO (ed.), Stlidi e//enislici XIII, Pisa, 2001, p. 39-56]. 01vI]
193) ChI. WALLI'iER, "Zur Agonistik von Gaza", ZPE 135 (2001), p. 125-135: W. shows that
there is no eviclence for a sacred agon with the name Hadrianeia in Gaza. The reference to an
Ｇ ａ ｯ Ｈ ＿ ｛ Ｈ ｦ Ｎ ｶ ｾ ｮ Ｈ ｦ Ｎ ｖ ｾ Ｉ Ｇ ｕ Ｈ ＿ ｬ ￇ in Gaza in the Cbronikon Pascba/e CI 474, 3-9) does not prove the existence
of such an agon, since the author does not use the term agon (which he used, e.g., for the
Capitolia); the Hadriane panegyris in Gaza must have been a fair. The existence of Hadrianeia
cannot be supported by the honoralY inscription for the pankratiast T. Aelius Aurelius J'l'!enandros
l'rom Aphrodisias either (Ch. RauEcHÉ, Pe/forll/ers alld Partisalls at Apbrodisias illibe ROll/ail alld
Laie ROII/CIn Periods, London, 1993, n° 91, c. 230-250 AD). In this text Ivlenandros' victory in Gaza
is mentioned in a section which lists IvIenandros' victories in themides; consequently, in Gaza he
did not win in a sacred agon (Le., in the Hadrianreia). The existence of the agon Olympia in
Gaza (hieros eiselastikos oikoumenikos agon isolympios) is known l'rom a papyrus in Hermou-
polis (AD 268; M. DREW-BEAH, "Les athlètes d'Hermoupolis Ivlagna et leur ville au 3' siècle", in
B. ｉｶｉａｎｄｉｬｾ｜ｒａｓ (ecl.) , Proceedings ({/Ibe XVIIItb IlItel7lationCi/ COllgress ({/ Papyr%gy, Athens,
1988, II, p. 229-235). This agon \Vas certainly founded \Vith the permission of an emperor,
possiblyon the occasion of his visit (probably Gordianus III, Valerianus, or Gallienus). [AC]
194) M.L. \X!EST, "The Fragmentary Hameric Hymn ta Dianysus", ZPE 134 (2001), p. I-
Il: \'7. edits ditTerent fragments of the Homeric Hymn to Dionysos preserved for the most part on
papyri (Pap.GenCili. 432; F.o.\)'. 670; codex M) and attempts to reconstruct the complete content
of the original Archaic hymn (biJth of the God, introduction in Olympos aiter being accepted by
Hera, speech of Zeus ordaining the god's future honours). According to \'7., the text remained a
very popular until the 4th or even 5th cent. AD. (IIvI]
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195) K.T. WITZAK, "L'hymne d'Épidaure à la mère des dieux", LEe 69 (2001), p. 23-33:
W. presents a new critical edition of the Epidaurian hymn to the Mother of Gods (JG IV' 131),
with French translation and conunentaly. [AC]
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